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SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
The present study intended to bring at one place, 
in the form of annotations* most of the significant 
literature that is available on India's foreign economic 
and trade relations from the year 1980-90. ^athough this 
bibliography is selective in nature, an attempt has been 
made to cover all the aspects of India's foreign economic 
and trade relations. 
SECObiU^^Y SOURCES : 
Tne secondary sources consulted in Maulana Azad 
Library, ^ ,i4,U,, ^ ligarh to find the location of articles 
are;-
1. Index India ( t^ ajasthan University, Jaipur). 
2. Indian Press Index ( Indian Documentation 
Service, Gurgaovi) . 
3. International Studies. 
4. Guide to Indian Periodical literature (Delhi 
Library Association ) . 
5. social Science Index. 
6. Time Index, 
PRIMARY SOURCES: 
The l i b r a r i e s v i s i t e d f o r c o n s u l t i n g t n e p r i m a r y 
s o u r c e s a r e a s f o l l o w s J -
1 , Maulana Azad L i b r a r y , / ^ l i g a r n x^luslim U n i v e r s i t y , 
/ i i l i g a r h . 
IV 
2. Centre of West Asian Studies Library, /iligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh. 
3. Centre for Strategic Studies, Aligarh riuslim 
University, Aligarh. 
4. Seminar Library of Political science department, 
Aligarh Muslim University, «.ligarh. 
5. Indian Coxincil of iriorld Affairs Library, 5apru 
House, Wew Delhi, 
6. american Centre Library, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delai. 
7. British Council, Rafi Marg, New Delhi. 
8. Nehru Library, Teen Murti House, New Delhi. 
9' Sevn'i war U* wvavv of £<a>iay*7/c% ti^>anris>rte^-t^ AnJ-t/.^ ^litaYk. 
STANDARD FOLLOWED xy of Co>n-Kr,<rfcc^ ti^P*^'^^^T:^^-^U.^/l^.e^l^, U 
The Indian Standards recommended for bibliographical 
references and classified catalogue code ot Dr. o.t<. Rangana-
than nave been followed. In some cases where ISI do not 
give any guidance, I have taken appropriate decision. 
SUBJECT H£ADINGS 
I have tried my best to give co-extensive subject 
headings. t\n effort has been made to follow postulates and 
principles given by 3.R, Ranganathan in tne formation of 
subject Headings. 
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abstract, 
Tne items of bibliographical reference for eacn 
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policy- implications for India and also states that 
the UiH is/ and will continue to be one of tae most 
sought after the growing markets for a nuiiJoer of Indian 
goods and services. Despite the threats and uncer-
tainties emanating from the recent trade policy 
changes/ it remains tne premier market for a host of 
value added consumer goods and services. 
Two separate indexes namely author Index ana Title 
Index have been given in the third part for convenience 
of the users. ^ list of abbreviated journals has been 
given along with their place of publication and frequency. 
Another list consisting of the names of months and 
season in abbreviated form together with their full 
form is also provided "v^ a^vtovML. 
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IWDIA ^^D THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 
INTRODUCTION 
In tne present modern interdependent world one can not attord 
to live in isolation. The degree of interaepenv.ence a^ nionu 
individuals and nations in the recent times nave become in-
creasingly larger by the innovations in communicarion and 
information Science and technology. Change being natural 
and permanent surfacing in one part of the world very much 
influences other rejoins of the earth. isince cne dawn of 
independence, India has recognised the importance of tnese 
for reaching cnanges while formulating her socio-economic 
anu foreign policies. India's policies were plannea in 
accordance witli domestic situations and in addition incorpo-
rated tne global cnanges, 
rtfter freeing from colonial isolation ana exploitation Inaicx 
undertook a gigantic task ox. not only to rehabilitate its 
economy receivea by alie'r*. rulers/ but also to in'f-tiare 
sustainea development. ^^n era of planning (Five Year Jr'lans) 
was launcned in 1950-51 as an iustruraent for her socio-
economic transformation. Pxoblic sector was assigned a key 
role in the economy in the Nehruvian planned development 
strategy. Industrialisation of the economy via invest-nent 
in key and neavy industries was consiuerea oest option for 
raj^ia growt^n and improvement in tne stan-.ard or living of tiie 
masses. wo aoubt/ tnere are certain ac.iievenento oi tnis 
growtn strategy but at the same time we exj;:eriencea some 
weaknesses in tne economy. we have created a wiae ana strong 
infrastructure wnicn in turn sti.aulates growth ar.d aevelopmenr. 
utner achievements includes an increase in average growth in 
national income and per capita income/ diversified industridl 
base and belf reliant and fully self sufficient economv. 
The major failures of planning are raimpant poverty ana 
unemployment/ high cost structure of tne economy persis-
tant inflationary pressure and uneven distribution ot 
income a^ ia \;ealtn. In snort altnough we succeeaea on 
yrowcn poiau but could not p; oviae a national ndniiHum 
level of living to the people. In tne process we ruilt an 
in woi-d looking and hignly controlled and protectee 
economy. In this scneme of thin_^s tne integration of 
Indian economy witn global economy is naturally n jt i^ossible 
to tae fuller extent. 
we concentraue on tne otate of Indian economy durinc, the 
aecade of 1980's ana recent policy reforms, line pexioa or 
80 ' s is very crucial auu. important phase in tne ovolation 
ot: Indian econv^my. ior tne first time economy witnessec aii 
avcruje growtn rate of over b/o. i'nough planners/ cnanged 
tne planning priority from growtn to distribution as^-ect 
in tne fifth five year plan ( 1974-78 ) when minimum neecs 
ijrogramme was started. But tne real cnange took place 
fran tne sixth Five Year Elan ( 1980-85 ) and on .-varas wnen 
poverty aVl^yJatjon became the major objective. Cleax 
emphasis was on social justice ratner than grov/tn v/hich 
was consiaerably nigher than 3.5,o of Wi.at caiT.e to be kn J\JU 
as 'ainuu c^ rowtn rate of earlier aecac.es. This .^erio.. also 
witnessed an era of liberalisation/ deregulation, ana partly 
privatisation of some public sector units tarougn ut small 
scale. -L'nis was evident from the industrial policy otatemen^ 
of 1980/ import-export policy and some cnange in trade and 
licensing system. 
But tne nigher growth rate of national income and per 
capita income was not the unmixed blessing. I'nis can be 
seen in the manner of financing of growth during tl-iis 
period. x'here was an increasing reliance of deficit, 
i.<'inancing as a source of financing the plans. The result 
was not acdicion of money supply into the economy v;nxcn 
directly generated inflation in the economy. rtlt.iouju 
some part OL tnis liquiaity was iiiphoned off into import 
of gooas wnich kept the prices not very nigh to some e.:tent. 
The lov^  j^roductivity and profitability of public sector 
under takings v/as tne root of tnis problem. Because tne 
country nad to look for another source of funa to keep tne 
economic life of the economy going. The higner deficit 
in the trade became due to higher propensity to import, 
was tne otner feature of tnis j^erioa. Tnese accumulated 
problems in herent in tnat system surfaced in t.ie late 80 S/ 
wnen fiscal situation of the country became unmanageable. 
vJulf war in 1990/ political instability at tne centre and 
^isterbances in tne former UoSR and Eastern rJurope further 
aeteriorated the economic situati^in of our country. These 
difficulties in and outside our economy culiainateci into 
worst economic crisis, Inaia ever had in recent times. Tne 
economic crisis, as mentionea earlier, naa tnree dinentions, 
viz^ fiscal imbalances. Balance of payinents difficulties 
and inflation. 
i'txe new government wnicn assumed office in mia li<91, took 
some bold steps to mitigate this crisis ana initiateu lony-
term policy reforms in tne field of industry, trace, and 
fiscal ana monetary policies. ^ large number of inaustries 
have been exemping from licensing system. International 
trace nas bc-en considerably liberalised. liore ana ;.>ore 
pxoblic sector undertakings wnich were making losses are 
being privatised export-promot and role of private 
sector in the econcmy is being emphasised, 
rience, tne Kehru moael of plannin^j and development vvhicn 
created licencing-permit-raj has been dispensed with. 
Ln^ e^r the nev/ unregulated and free systei'i of economy/ 
market forces will determine the future course. £ne 
ultimate aim of taese sea changes anbased by the new 
government is efficiency, competitiveness and productivity 
and to make tne economy via able. The intigration of 
Indian economy in the world econcmy has nov; been made 
easier. 
£:CGI^ OMIC oITUrtiTOL 
The performance of the econcany during 1989-90 sho'./s 
signs of a slov;-dovm in output growth. There nas been 
some decleration in tne industrial grov/tn rate and agri-
cultural production has not increased much beyona tne j^ eak 
level reached in the previous year. 
In 1988-89 tne econoaiy recovered very quxCKiy froi.i 
the setback of the drought of 1987-88. Gross x^omestic 
Product (GDP) in real terms recorded a growth rate of 10.4 
per cent aided by a growth of agricultural production by 
20,8 percent and industrial production by 8.8 ^^ er cent. 
Tne overall inflation rate was contained at 5.7 per cent 
in terras of .wholesale Price Index Cl7PI) compared with 10.7 
per cent during 1987-88 and 8,5 per cent in terms of 
Consumer price Index (CPI) compared with 10.9 percent 
during 1987-88. 
During tne current year althougn monsoon rains 
have been normal, it is unlikely that agricultural ^produc-
tion woula sn-jw a substantial increase over tne bumper cro. 
5 
achieved last year. The growth of agricultural produc-
tion is expected to be 1 per cent or so. Provisional 
data on tne index of inaustrial production for --^ pril-
Lovernber 1989 snows an industrial growth of 5.2 per cent 
compared with 9,4 per cent during the corresponding 
period of the last year. Even after allowing for some 
improvement in industrial production auring the re.xiaining 
period of the current financial year, it is unlikely tntit 
industrial growth rate during the year will exceed 6 j^ er 
cent. On balance, on tne bctsis of these tentative tigures, 
it is estimated that G^P growtn during IQai'-SO will be 
round 4-4.5 per cent, whicn is below the average growti-i 
rate of around 5,9 per-cent, achieved during first rour 
years of tne Seventh Five Year Plan. Jespite this down-
turn curing tne ctirrent year, on average, tne sjeventh 
Elan targets of growth are likely to be achievea. 
The primary objective of growth must be tne alle-
viation of poverty cina for this tne im_^act of _^ rowtn on 
employment is crucial. .-ivailable evidence suggests tnat 
tne acceleration of grov/th in tne eighties has not been 
giatched by a corresponding acceleration in employment ar 
least in rhe organised sector . The policies that aetermine 
tne direction of investment and public spending and the 
cxioice of techniques will have to pay greater regar . to 
tni:D concern. 
The annual rate of inflation in tne ..nolesale Price 
Index u.TI) was 7,7 ^^ er cent as on February 17, 1990 can-
pared with 5.3 per cent at the corresponding time last 
year. « measure of price stability is essential for sus-
taining tne momentum of yrowtii and ensuring equitable 
districution of the benefits. Inflation especially aurts 
the poor, since their xncomes are not indexed to ^ ^riceo. 
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It also reduces tne willingness to suve in financial 
assets, encourages speculation ana the generatioii OL black 
money ana distorts investment priorities. The containment 
of inflation in the cxirrent year and the past few years 
has been largely on su^ .ply manayement with food stocks and 
imports being used to check tne Uj-.ward pressure on x^ rices 
of essential commodities. In the past three years stocks 
of rooagrains have been run down from 22.8 million tonnes 
inJanuary 1990, c.nd imports of cerealS/ edible oils ^ nd 
sugar have ainounted to 2.8 million tonnes, 3.4 million tonnec 
ana 1 million comies resi^ectively. The margins available 
for sucn supply management are now much lower tnan they v/ere 
three years ago. In this situation a tighter control on 
budgetary aeficits and liquidity growth and more rapid 
increase inoutput, particularly of wage goods, becomes even 
more essential. 
Demand management and deficit control are closely 
linked to tne savings rare. The eighties have been cnarac-
terised by a stagnation in the overall savings rate and a 
snarp deterioration in public savings. Tne available evidence 
suggests that the picture in the current year is more or 
less the same. Significant improvement inithe performeince 
of overall savings, and public savings in particular is 
necessary for macro-economic stability and for financing the 
investments required for growth and employment generation. 
The imbalances between aggregate demand and supply spill 
over into the balance of payments and have to be met oy run-
ning down reserves or increasing aebt. Given the limitea 
availability of concessional assistance, growing recourse to 
foreign borrowing necessarily means an increase in aeot 
service whicn in turn constrains the room for manoeuvre on 
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increase from 15.2 per cent of GuP in 1985-86 to 17.D 
per cent of GDP in 1985-86 to 17.5 per cent in 198b-dy. 
Given this trend of savings and the likely slow-down 
of tne economic growth during the cxirrent year, it is 
unlikely tnat tnere woula be any marked improvement in 
the overall savings rate in 1989-90. 
1. ^agricultural Production 
The first three years of the Seventh Pl-in v--r( nej '-« <" 
by a succession of unfavourable nonsoons culminating in tne 
severe drought aiiring 1987-88. The Index of agriculttiral 
production declined by 3,7 per cent in 1986-87 and 1 per cent 
in 1987-88, There was a record growth ot agricultural pro-
duction by 20.8 per cent during 1988-89. Tne •^ rowtii was 
also wiae-spread over various crops and regions. ..nile 
foodgrains production recorded an increase of over 21 per cent 
production of pulses increased by 25 per cent, oilseeds by 
more than 41 per cent and cotton by 36 per cent. 
During the current year monsoon has been normal ana 
29 out of 35 meteorological subdivisions have received excess 
or normal rainfall. It is expected that agricultural pro-
uuction may rise by about one per cent over the bumper crop 
acnievea last year. Foodgrains production in 1989-90 is 
likely to cross the record production of 170 million tonne ^  
achieved in 1988-89, 
Kice jjroducLion in 1989-90 has been targete-w. a.x. 72. r 
million uoiinet,. ."litn ircnsocr. Oi"^  tine cinu its ccverage 
fceino nornidl^the overall x^ i^ rir ci op ]_ioc.ucticr Y^s Let: 
rsj. ort.cc to Lc s^-c^^f^ctcry, 'Jhe tcj-cet r-- -neat at 54 
million tonnes and that of pulses at 14.75 million tonnes 
are likely to be achievea. Various development programmes 
ox the Government to raise production of rice, v-'neat and 
12 
pulses viz., Special Kice Production programme {^oEil'i-) 
for tne eastern region, Special Foodgrains EroaucLion 
programme ^ Jfpp} for major foodgrciins producing Jtates 
and tae -^entrally .Sponsored Isiational Fulses Development 
project continue to be in operation in 1989-90, .vith 
tne nelp of support measuJ^ es undertaken by the wovernment 
and the efforts made by ti-ie Technology, i^ ission on 
Oilseeds established in f-iay 1986/ oilseeds produc-cion nas 
gone up signiricantly in recent years, ris a result 
imports of edible oils dufing the oil year 198o-89 (iviovember-
October) at about 3.7 lakh tonnes were quite modest 
compared to 18.2 lakh tonnes in 1987-88. ^ production 
target of 165 lakh tonnes of oilseeds nas been fixed for 
1989-90. production of cotton is anticipated to reacn a 
record level of 95 lakli bales in 1989-90. 
Despite laryer acreage and production of sugarcane, 
sugar proauction declined to 87.52 lakh tonnes in tne 
sugar year 1988-89 ( October-September) comparea with 91.10 
lakh tonnes recorded in 1987-88. Considering tne estimated 
size of the sugarcane crop, sugar production during tiie 
current year may register a significant increase. Production 
of tea in 1988-89 increased by 5 per cent but is likely to 
decline durin^ the cxirrent year. 
The increase in agricultural proauction nds been 
stimulated lar>^ ely by the increase in the use of key inputs 
like irrigation and fertilisers. faking tne perioa 1980-81 
to 1988-89 tne average growth in agri-aitural production 
; in terms of pnysical output ) was 5,4 per cent, tnat in 
irrigation ( measured m terms of gross irrigated areaO 
was 3,0 per cent and in fertiliser use i measured in terms 
of iNiPK) was 6.9 per cent. Given the depenaence on weather 
a year-to year correlation between input use and agricul-
tural production cannot be expected. However, in 1989-90 
a more or less normal monsoon year, agricultural x:>roduction 
13 
is expected to grow by a little over 1 per cent as against 
the 12,6 per cent increase in fertiliser use. 
Tne government also continued its ^ olicy of ^ .rovi-
ding adequate and timely credit at subsidised rates to the 
farmers tiirough institutional agencies like co-operatives, 
commercial banKs and Regional Rural Banks to support agri-
cultural and alliea activities. fhe total quantuni OE 
agricultxiral loan increasea substantially from .-^5. 6,794 
crores in 19d5-86 to to. 11,752 crores in 198b-89 anu tne 
target for 1989-90 has been fixed at Es. 13,294 crores. 
In 1989-90, for more effective implementation uf 
wage employment programmes, a new employment generation 
programme known as the Jawahar Rojgar Yojna has been intro-
duced and merged with tne existing i^ ational x^ ural i^ mployrnent 
Pro^ ra^ iime u^ RSPj and Rural Lanaless £imployment Guarantee 
programme (ALEOP) , «. sum of k-,. 2623 crores ( includin..^  Rs. 523 
crores as Jtates share and the subsidised value of fooagrainsj 
has been provided for the scheme during 1989-90 in order to 
generate 837 million mandays of employment. 
2. Industry and Infrastructure 
rtfter slight decleration during 1987-88, inaustriai 
production recovered quickly during 1988-89 and grew by 8.a 
percent compared witn 7.3 .^er cent during 1987-88. The 
improvement in the growth rate was snared by all tne sub-
sectors manuracturing s\±»-sector recorded a growtn rate or 
8.9 per cent mining ana quarrying sub-sector 7.9 per cent 
ana electricity sub-sector 9.6 per cent. i'ne growtn was also 
supported oy tiie recovery in agricultxire, improvea performance 
of infrastructiire sectors like coal, steel, cement, rertilisers 
rai-ways anu power generation ana an increase in overall aeman^. 
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There nas been a slow aown of inaustrial growtn 
during the current year, and data available upto 
l^ ovember 1989 indicate a growth rate of only 5.2 per cent 
compared with 9,4 per cent during the corresponding period 
or last year. The current down-turn in industrial growth 
is essentially attributable to tne poor performance os. tiie 
manuracturinj sub-sector which accounts for more tnan taree-
fourths of the total weight in the Index ana recorded a 
growth rate of only 3.6 per cent during p^ril-i>.ovember 198i^  
compared with 10.2 per cent achieved during the corresj_.ondiing 
period or last year. The decleration nas been marked in • 
few key industries like sugar, steel, cement, fertilisers, 
coitubon cloth ( mill sector) , commercial vehicles and consumer 
electronics. 
i^n analysis of industrial growth by use-based classi-
fication inaicates that during first eight months ot the 
current year there has been a significant decleration in 
the growtn rates of basic inuustries ( from 10,8 per cent 
in rtpril-November 1988 to 4.7 per cent in April-November 
1989), consumer durables C rrom 19,2 per cent to 0.8 j-^er cent) 
and intermediate gooas ( from 13.2 per cent to 2.2 per cent), 
while capital goods have maintained more or less the same 
growth rate around 9 per cent, and consximer non-durables nave 
improved their performance from 2.8 per cent to 5,9 per cent. 
Hining and quarrying and electricity nave periormec 
significantly better during this year as comparea to tnat 
durin^ j last year. kjnile mining and quarrying registered a 
growth rate of 8.4 per cent during -.pril-i.,oveiUDer 1989 com-
pared witn 6.8 per cent during i^pril-I>* vember 19bb, tui^  elec-
tricity sub-sector recorded a growth of 12,1 per cent curing 
ri-pril-wovember 1989 compared witn 7.5 per cent during corres-
ponaing period of the last year. 
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Tne performance of key infrastucture sectors 
during ^^ pril-ijecernber of tne current financial year 
presents a mixed picture. while electricity generation, 
crude petroleum and petroleum products/ coal and lignit 
production, coastal shipping and telecoiimiunications sectors 
recorded substantial growth? railway revenue earning trafic 
indicates only a modest improvement and there has been dee-
leration in tne production or saleable steel, cement anu 
phos-pnatic fertilisers. within the power sector, tnere 
has been better performance by both hydel and thermal gene-
ral ti on and average PLF has also improved during the year 
until now. In the petroleiim sector, during ^pril-jjecember 
1989 crude petroleum production increased by 6.9 per cent 
and petroleum products by 9, l per cent, Tne import of 
crude oil in the first nine months of the current year 
increased by 8,5 per cent and tl:iat of petroleum products 
increased by 4.6 per cent over tne imports curing the corres-
ponding period of last year. 
The slO(v ..own in industrial growtii in 1989-^0 is due 
to a variety of reasons. In some industries like steel, 
sugar or phosphatic fertilisers, the explanation lies in 
specific supply side factors. In some inaustries, rapid 
expansion in recent years nas proceeded beyond tne growtn 
in aemand leading to unutilised capacity. In some others 
tne rate of growth of demand may nave decelerated as oack-
logs of unfulfilled demand came down. 
iMitrogenous fertiliser production recorded marginal 
increase by only 0,4 per cent during April-i>ecember 1989 
over ti:ie saiae period o£ 198b, while phosphatic fertiliser 
proaucrioii recordea a substantial aecline i^y 31.7 j^ er cent 
auriny tne perio^* aue co snortage of imported pnos^iioric aciu. 
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Cement ^roauction aurmy ^pril- December l^Sy was 
marginally aigher iDy 0.2 per cent over the correspondiny 
period of last year altnough cement prices remained 
firm throughout the year after complete decontrol of 
prices and distribution of cement from ilarch 1989. 
3, £_ne ^ xt-erxial jgctor 
^-is has been the case during the firs-c i.our years 
of the oeventh Plan/ India's balance of payments situation 
has remained under considerable pressure auring 1^89-90 
despite a buoyant trend in exports anu a slow-aown in tne 
growth of imports. Exports in tiupee terms increasea Ly 
14,3 per cent in 1986-87, 26.4 per cent in 1987-88 and 
28,9 per cent in 1988-89. On the ot.ier nana, imports 
recorded an increase of 2.2 per cent in 1986-67, 11.5 per 
cent in 1987-88 and 25,9 per cent in 1988-89. I^rovisionol 
data available so far indicate that during the first three 
v^uarters of the current year exports recorded an increase 
of 38.3 percent over tae corresponding perioa of last year. 
Imports nave registered a relatively slow growtn at 20.7 
per cenr in -cerms of rupee, Consequently, the traae 
deficit at Rs, 5518 crores during ^pril-ijecember, 1989 
declined by 16,4 per cent over the pame period or last y<uar. 
In dollar terms, the trade deficit for the first nine 
months is lower by $1.3 billion compared to last year, 
i^ et invisibles, on the other hand, are unlikely to show 
any improvement because of uncertain trends iu t.ie net 
^rivate transferb, relatively slow c,rowth or tojrisL ur.^ric 
ana a steady increase in interest payioents on pasc Dorrov;in_. ^ . 
Limited information on some items of Capital accouijit dlso 
confirms the strain on current balance ol payiuento situotion. 
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The crux of tne balance of payments problem durin^, 
tne oeventh Plan lies in continuing high trade deficits 
and a declining role of invisibles in financing tne defi-
cits. Wet invisibles as a percentage to GDP have declined 
rrom an average of 2.1 per cent during the 3ixtn Flan to 
1.2 per cent during the first three years of the seventh 
Plan, while trade deficit as a percentage to GDP declined 
marginally from an average of 3.4 per cent to 3.2 per cent 
during the same period. Consequently, the cux^rent account 
deficit as a percentage to GDP nas increased from an 
average of 1,3 per cent in the Sixth Plan to 2.1 per cent 
during first three years of the Seventh Plan. 
Deterioration in our balance of payments position 
during the Seventh Plan period is due to several unfavourable 
factors such as deceleration in the growth of domestic oil 
production, bunching of repayment obligations to tbe li-iF 
and otner sources, limited availability of concessional 
assistance and a rise in aebt service payments on external 
debt. The continuing strain on our balance of jjayments is 
reflected in steep depletion ol our foreign exctiange reserves 
which stood at Rs. 5531 crores at tl^ie end or waauary 1990. 
ijespite the absolute increase in aid commitments, tne share 
or external assitance in India's total external aebt nas 
declined over the years. Furthermore, the grant element 
in external assistance has also declined making the availa-
bility of these resources more costly over time. 
The Government nas been attacning high priority to 
an improvement of the balance of payments situation. Tnis 
ib sougnt to be achieved through acceleration of exports 
growtn, efficient import substitution, pruoent allocation 
of roreign excnange to various sectors, liberalisations oi. 
18 
trade and inuustridl regime and improvements in infra-
structural facilities for exports. The reforms in 
the foreign trade sector have been aimed at providing 
industries with greater liberty as regards suj^ ply of 
raw materials and machinery/ replacement of non-
tariff barriers by a tariff structure and provision 
of various fiscal and monetary concessions for tne 
exports sector. The trends in the value of exports 
and imports in recent months are encouraging. However/ 
tne export performance in terms of both quality ana 
volume needs to be improved even further and imports 
of bulk items need to be reduced to offset the eftect 
of less favoxirable terms of trade. 
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WORLD ECONOMY 
The w o r l d economy h a s been marked by s l o w growth i n r e c e n t 
y e a r s . Growth i n t h e economies of t h e s e v ^ i m a j o r i n d u s t r i a l 
c o u n t r i e s ( t h e G,7 - Canada , F r a n c e , t h e F e d e r a l R e p u b l i c of 
Germany, I t a l y , J a p a n , t h e U n i t e d Kingdom, and t h e U n i t e d 
S t a t e s ) m o d e r a l e d t o 3 , 5 p e r c e n t , from 4 , 6 p e r - c e n t i n 1 9 8 8 . 
S t i l l b u o y a n t , t h i s growth i n 1989 was accompanied by a f a l l 
i n unemployment r a t e s and some p i c k u p i n i n f l a t i o n . F e a r s of 
i n f l a t i o n i n t h e i n d u s t r i a l c o u n t r i e s r e s u l t e d i n more c o n s e r -
v a t i v e mone t a ry p o l i c i e s , and w o r l d i n t e r e s t r a t e s r o s e , 
l e a d i n g t o s a n e c o n c e r n abou t t h e p o s s i b i l i t y of a s i g n i f i c a n t 
s lowdown. Y e t , on b a l a n c e , t h e p r o s p e c t s f o r t h e i n d u s t r i a l 
c o u n t r i e s remain f a v o u r a b l e a s i n v e s t m e n t and t r a d e c o n t i n u e t o 
e x p a n d . The volume of wor ld t r a d e grew by a r o b u s t 7 p e r c e n t 
i n 1989 ( as opposed t o a b o u t 9 p e r c e n t i n 1988 ) , w i t h a b o v e -
a v e r a g e e x p o r t g rowth a c h i e v e d by t h e U n i t e d S t a t e and member 
c o u n t r i e s of t h e European Ccxnmvinity ( EC ) , 
The f u n d a n e n t a l change t h a t t o o k p l a c e i n E a s t e r n and C a i t r a l 
E u r o p e d u r i n g t h e y e a r t h r u s t t h a t r e g i o n i n t o t h e s p o t l i g h t . 
Ma jo r i s s u e s f o r t h e s e e c o n o m i e s , whose a i t i r e s t r u c t u r e s a r e 
b e i n g r e o r i e n t e d , i n c l u d e p r i c e r e f o r m , p r o p e r t y r i g h t s , t h e 
s e q u e n c i n g and p a c e of e n t e r p r i s e r e f o r m , t h e d e s i g n of s o c i a l 
' s a f e t y n e t s ' t o p r o t e c t t h e more v u l n e r a b l e segmen t s of t h e 
p o p u l a t i o n , t h e e x t e n t of o p e n n e s s of t h e economy, and t h e 
s c a l e and c o m p o s i t i o n of needed e x t e r n a l a s s i s t a n c e . At p r e s e n t , 
t h e i r economies a r e s m a l l , w i t h a s h a r e i n w o r l d t r a d e of o n l y 
3 . 7 p e r c e n t . The r e s t r u c t u r i n g and i n t e g r a t i o n of t h e s e 
econcanies i n t o t h e w o r l d t r a d i n g s y s t e m , h o w e v e r , s h o u l d p r o v i d e 
c o n s i d e r a b l e o p p o r t T i n i t i e s f o r g rowth and i n v e s t m e n t . A new 
s o u r c e and s u p p o r t f o r t h i s p r o c e s s i s e x p e c t e d t o b e t h e E u r o -
pean Bank f o r R e c o n s t r u c t i o n and Deve lopmen t , which w i l l p r o v i d e 
Growth of output and trade, 
1980 to 1988 
(annual percentage change) 
,0 
12 
World trade 
± 
2 
0 
- 2 
- 4 
- 6 
\ ^ v ^ I I \ y^ World output 
\ / Developing countries'tr^ido 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
Noie: Trade growth is defined as the average of the growth rates 
for export and import volumes. 
Source: IMF and World Bank data. 
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financing for investmait projects ( most of which w i l l be in 
the p r iva te sector ) in Eastern and Central Europe. 
Growth of the low-inccane and middle-income countr ies also 
slowed in 1989, especia l ly as the fast-growing Asian economies 
returned to more normal growth ra tes ( s t i l l well above the 
average in other coxintries ) a f te r expanding rapidly in 1988, 
The bas ic of ' two-t rack development', with Latin America and 
sub—Saharan Africa f a l l i ng far shor t of grcwth elsewhere -
espec ia l ly in per capi ta terms - continued. Growth in gross 
domestic product ( GDP ) in sub-Saharan Africa rose to 3.5 per 
cent in 1989, but remained below one per-cent in per capi ta 
te rms. In Latin America, GDP growth amounted to only 1.5 per 
cen t , which meant t ha t per capi ta income decl ined. As in 
previous years , t h i s regional pat tern of growth performance 
re f l ec ted differences in investment r a t e s , as well as varving 
success in pursuing sound economic p o l i c i e s . 
Despite some successes in debt and debt-service reduction opera-
t i o n s , the severely indebted, middle-income countr ies as a whole 
s tagnated in 1989. In the aggregate, these economies were 
charac ter i sed by low growth, high i n f l a t i on , decl ining investment, 
and increasing current-ecco\int imbalances, s ign i f i can t improve-
ments took place in Mexico, Morocco, and the Ph i l ipp ines . 
The agreements signed in f i s ca l 1990 by Mexico, the Phil ippines/ 
Costa Rice, and Venezuela with t h e i r commercial c red i to rs repre-
sen t the f i r s t debt and debt-service reduction operat ions Tjnder 
the auspices of the strengthened debt s t ra tegy ( the Brady Plan ) . 
These agreetients have demonstrated the v i a b i l i t y of an o f f i c i a l l y 
supported, voluntary, market-based approach to debt and debt-
se rv ice reduction. In addit ion, the experience derived from 
these agreements has ident i f ied important issues for future 
policy J What can be done to address the needs of countr ies tha t 
are heavily indebted to o f f i c i a l c r e d i t o r s , but whose inccme 
l eve l s preclude them from being qua l i f i ed for concessional terms? 
24 
How can suf f ic ien t cash-flow support be provided to countries 
t h a t have access to commercial debt and debt-service reduction 
operat ions? Another s t i l l -un reso lved issue centers to the 
quest ion of where developing countr ies w i l l be able to find 
adequate external f inancing, as commercial bank lending to 
these countries collapsed in 1989, 
The increase in in t e rna t iona l i n i t i a t i v e s to address global 
environmental concerns continued* Environment minis ters from 
n ine ty - th ree countr ies agreed at a landmark meeting in l a t e 
June 1990 to phase out the production and use of chlorof luoro^ 
carbons and several other chlorine-based and bromine-based 
chemicals by the end of the century/ and a new fund was created 
t o help developing countries change t h e i r technology to one 
based on chlor ine-f ree compounds; in te rna t iona l agreement was 
reached on ways to control the movement of transboundary hazar-
dous wastes; and the World Bank was di rected by the Development 
Committee to develop proposals for a p i l o t mechanism to fund 
ac t ions by developing countries t h a t would benef i t the global 
environment. There i s a growing awareness t ha t while some of 
these environmental problems can be resolved a t the na t ional 
l e v e l / others w i l l require in t e rna t iona l cooperation, as for 
example* the World Bank-European Investment Bank i n i t i a t i v e to 
ha l f the environmental degradation of the Mediterranean basin . 
The watershed p o l i t i c a l events of 1989 could have far-reaching 
econcxnic ramif ica t ions . Apart from the domestic events in 
Eastern and Central Europe, 1989 marked the f i r s t year in t h i r t y 
one years in which no new war was s t a r t e d . Hopes of increased 
savings in mi l i t a ry budgets in the i ndus t r i a l countr ies have 
been engendereds moreover# developing countries may also begin 
t o reassess t h e i r expenditures on defense. Perhaps most s ign i -
f i can t for the long term, the abandonment of c a i t r a l planning 
and increased re l iance on markels in Eastern and Central Europe 
25 
w i l l powerfully affect bas ic approaches to econcanic develop-
ment in caning decades. 
I n d u s t r i a l Coiantries 
The growth of r ea l gross na t iona l product ( GNP ) in the G-7 
countr ies slowed from 4.6 per cent in 1988 to a s t i l l vigorous 
3 .5 per cent in 1989 ( Table 4,1 ) . Moderation of growth of 
p r i va t e consxomption accounted for most of the slowdown! although 
t h i s was most evident in Japan, i t was also an important conside-
r a t i on in Europe and the United S t a t e s . Slower growth of pr iva te 
non- res iden t i a l fixed investment also countributed to the slow-
down, especia l ly in the United S t a t e s . Although some countries 
experienced inf la t ionary pressures , calendar year 1989, on was 
good year for the i ndus t r i a l coun t r i e s . The r a t e of unecmploy-
ment f e l l in 1989 to 5.7 per cent from 6.2 per cent in 1988, 
and some progress was made towards adjustment of the imbalance 
between the current accounts of the United S ta tes and Japan 
( Table 4.2 ) . 
However, the appreciat ion of the ef fec t ive exchange r a t e of the 
U.S . do l l a r by 4,4 per cent in 1989 could slow the r a t e of con-
t r a c t i o n of the U.S. curra i t -account d e f i c i t . Further expansion 
of U.S. exports was constrained by the slowdown in growth of 
world dennand for merchandise exports - from 9 per cent in 1988 
t o 7 per cent in volxome terms. 
The growth of t rade and GNP extended the global business expan-
sion in to i t s seventh year . This added to exis t ing demands on 
resources , espec ia l ly on capacity u t i l i s a t i o n and sk i l l ed labour, 
which resul ted in a general increase in production c o s t s . As a 
r e s u l t , the r a t e of increase in consumere pr ices in the G-7 
countr ies rose to 4.3 per cent fran 3.1 per cent in 1988, 
2B 
• ^ B ^ j * : : ? : Current-Account Balances of the G-7 Countries. 1982—89 
G-7 country 
Billions of US aollars 
Canada 
P r^ance 
Germany, Federal 
nopublic of 
llnly 
Jnpun 
United Kingdom 
United Stales'' 
Total 
Other industrial 
countries^ 
All industrial 
countries 
1982 
2.3 
~ t 2 . f 
5,1 
—0.2 
6.9 
0.0 
_ 7 . 1 
—3.1 
—16.1 
—19.2 
1983 
2.5 
- 4 . 7 
5,3 
1.5 
20. B 
S.O 
—39.6 
—8.4 
—4.2 
—12.6 
1984 
2.1 
—o.d 
0.0 
- 2 , 5 
35.0 
2.6 
—98.4 
—52.2 
1.1 
—15.1 
1985 
—1.5 
—0.4 
10.4 
—3.7 
49.2 
4.1 
—122.4 
- 5 8 . 3 
0.0 
—58.3 
1986 1987 1988 
—7.6 —7.1 —8.4 
2.3 —4.4 —3.4 
30.2 45.2 48.6 
2.6 —1.5 —6,0 
05.9 87.0 70.6 
—0.1 —f l ,3_20 ,0 
—153.0—159.6—125.G 
- 3 0 7 - ^ 6 . 6 — 4 1 . 7 
_ 2 . 7 —6.5 —7.5 
—33 .4—53.1 -49 .3 
1989* 
—16.6 
—3.6 
52.7 
—11.6 
57.2 
—34 0 
_1C3 7 
—59.7 
—22.5 
—82.2 
Percentage of GDP 
Canada 0.8 O.fl 0.6 —U.4 —2.1 —1.7 —1.7 —3 0 
France —2.2 —0.9 —0.2 —0.1 0.3 —0.5 —0.4 —0.4 
Germany, Federal 0.8 0.8 1.6 2.6 4.4 4.0 4.0 4 4 
ncpublic of 
Italy —1.5 0.4 —0.6 —0.9 0.4 —0.2 —0.7 —1 3 
Jnpan 0.6 1.8 2.8 3.7 4.4 3.6 2.8 2.0 
Unit.!d Kingdom 1.7 1.2 0.6 0.9 0.0 —0.9 —3 2 —4 1 
Unilod Slalos^ _ 0 2 —1.2 —2.6 —3.0 j — 3 6 —3.5 —2.6 —2 0 
lo la l 0 0 _ 0 . 1 —0.7 — 0 3 —0.3 —0.4 —0 3 —0 5 
Other industrial —1.6 —0.4 0.1 0.0 —0.2 —0.4 —0 4 —1.1 
countries'' * 
All industrial —0 2 —0.2 - 0 7 —0.6 —0.1 —0.3 —0.4 —0 6 
countries 
/Vole. Details may not add to totals because of rounding, 
a Predminary. 
b Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development definition, excludes 
revaluation of foreign direct investment, 
c Australia, Austria, Belgiurr., Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg, The 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. 
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In f l a t ion of the nat ion product pr ice def la tor rose more 
slowly# however* as businesses absorbed par t of the increased 
cos t of production by allowing p ro f i t s to weaken. 
This po ten t i a l ly inf la t ionary environment persuaded the cent ra l 
banks of the United S t a t e s , the Federal Republic of Germany, 
and Japan to slow the growth of broad money. In the United 
S t a t e s , however, monetary policy shi f ted towards a modest 
expansion by mid - 1989, This coincided with v i r t u a l l y no 
change in the general U,S, f i s c a l balance as a share of GNP, 
which represented a break from the downward trend t h a t charac-
t e r i s e d the second half of the 1980s, Judging by t h i s r a t i o , 
f i s c a l policy was also cautious in Germany, Japan, and the 
United Kingdom. However, the I t a l i an f i s c a l d e f i c i t ranained 
h igh, a t 10,5 per cent of C3sfP, while the Canadian r a t i o de te r io -
r a t ed to about 4 per cent of GNP, 
As monetary policy t ightened, i n t e r e s t r a t e s rose in lyiost 
i n d u s t r i a l count r ies . The average short- term domestic i n t e -
r e s t r a t e in Germany xx)se by 2.9 percentage points in 1989 
from i t s previous low l e v e l . Part of t h i s increase then 
spread to Germany's par tners ( Belgium, Denmark, France, the 
Netherlands, I re land, I t a l y , Luxembourg, and Spain ) in the 
exchange-rate mechanism of the European Monetary System, In 
t h e United S t a t e s , the domestic short-term i n t e r e s t r a t e rose 
by 1.4 per cent , while in Japan i t inched up by 0.8 per cent . 
The six-month London interbank offered r a t e ( LIBOR ) on U,S, 
d o l l a r s reached a peak in March of 1989, i t generally trended 
downward for the ranainder of the year . 
Eastern and Ca i t r a l Europe 
The past year has seen the i n i t i a t i o n of fundamental p o l i t i c a l 
and economic reforms in almost a l l the coxintries of Eastern and 
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Central Europe - reforms aimed at reversing the recent 
t rends of de t e r io ra t ing economic performance. These econo-
mics have been character ised by severe inaf f ic ienc ies and 
shor tages . I t i s expected tha t econcmic res t ruc tu r ing and 
g r ea t e r re l iance on market forces w i l l lead to improvanents 
in product ivi ty and incomes* as well as grea ter sus t a inab i l i t y 
of external and in t e rna l balances* 
The implications of these transformations for the global 
econany renain unclear in the shor t and medixim run. These 
count r ies / excluding the Soviet Union* cons t i tu t e a small 
share of the global economy/ with a t o t a l C3!)P tha t i s roughly 
equivalent to about 6 per CQit of world GDP, Their share in 
world t rade i s approximately 3,7 per cQit , over half of which 
i s within the framework of the Council for Mutual Economic 
Assistance ( CMEA ) , This i s l ike ly t o change in the years 
t o come/ as these economies develop grea ter access to world 
m a rke t s , 
The economic-reform packages being adopted include various 
canbinations of p r ice decontrol , t rade l i b e r a l i s a t i o n , f i s ca l 
reform/ and i n s t i t u t i o n a l changes such as those r e l a t i n g to 
property r i g h t s . The proper sequence and the pacing of reform 
s t r a t e g i e s are c r i t i c a l / given the need for both s t a b i l i s a t i o n 
and fundamental adjustments in several of these economics, 
Poland's extensive programme i s motivated by the view tha t no 
s t r u c t u r a l reforms can be effect ive in an unstable macroecono-
mic environment/ and the reform process/ therefore/ began with 
a major s t a b i l i s a t i o n programme, which also includes a major 
s t r u c t u r a l component of t rade reform. Rapid reform has been 
f a c i l i t a t e d by the popular support t h a t the government enjoys. 
In con t ra s t , the reform process in Hungary has been a more 
gradual one tha t has evolved over a number of yea r s . Obviously, 
the cen t ra l challenge for the governments of Eastern and Central 
Europe wi l l be to find a way to r e s t ruc tu re t h e i r economies to 
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achieve sustained economic growth while minimising the t r a n s i -
t i o n a l socia l costs of unemployment, i n f l a t i on , and uncer ta in ty . 
The debate about the pace of adjustment in Eastern and Central 
Europe has been para l l e led by one on the sca le and nature of 
t h e external ass is tance tha t may be required. One source of 
such ass is tance i s expected to be the newly es tabl ished European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, which with an i n i t i a l 
t o t a l lending authori ty of about $12 b i l l i o n / i s expected t o 
i nves t in both p r iva te - sec to r and publ ic -sec tor projec ts in the 
reforming countries of the region, 
A c e n t r a l concern of the developing economies has been the degree 
t o which t h e i r needs for external f inancing, investment, and 
t rade wi l l be 'crowded o u t ' by Eastern and Central European denand. 
While the World Bank has emp^iasised tha t i t s ass i s tance to Eastern 
and Central Europe w i l l not be provided at the expense of other 
developing count r ies , i t i s l ike ly t h a t some p r iva te cap i t a l 
flows wi l l be diverted to Eastern and Central Europe. Given the 
commercial banks ' experience with sovereign lending in the r e c a i t 
p a s t , i t seems l ike ly tha t the bulk of pr iva te flows to Eastern 
and Central Europe w i l l be in the form of project and t rade 
f inancing. 
High-income Oil Exporters 
Like a l l other exporters of petroleum, the high-income o i l 
exporters ( Bahrain, Brunei, Kuwait, Libya, Qatar, Saudi Arabia 
and United Arab Emirates ) benefi ted from both higher prices 
and grea te r demand in 1989 as the value of o i l exports rose by 
over 3 5 per cQit, This was the f i r s t time in receit h is tory 
t h a t a r i s e in the pr ice of o i l was not associated with a reduc-
t i on in production by member countr ies of the Organisation of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries ( OPEC ) . Greater dsnand and 
higher prices were caused by a small increase in consumption in 
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t h e developing countr ies and e r r a t i c performance by non-OPEC 
s u p p l i e r s , as production in the Soviet Union and the North 
sea and ref in ing in the United Sta tes were d is rupted . 
The volume of c rude-oi l production for the OPEC group rcse by 
l 4 , 5 per c« i t in 1989, and the weighted average o i l -expor t 
p r i ce reboxinded from losses suffered in 1988 by r i s ing over 19 
per cent to $l6 per b a r r e l . As a r e s u l t , the group, as a whole, 
recorded a balanced posi t ion on i t s aggregate current account 
for the f i r s t time s ince 1982. The growth r a t e in r ea l C3DP in 
t he high-income o i l exporters rose to 6,6 per cent , while rea l 
incomes, which include adjustments for gains in terms of t r ade , 
rose by over 8 per cen t . This cont ras t s with 1988, when rea l GDP 
grew by only 2.7 per cent , r e f l ec t ing continuing i n s t a b i l i t y in 
o i l earnings . 
Low-income and Middle-income Countries 
Despite the fac t t h a t 1989 was a f a i r l y buoyant year for the 
i n d u s t r i a l econcxnies, growth of <35P clowed considerably for the 
low-income and middle-income developing countries - frcam 5,4 
per cent in 1988 to 3,3 per cent ( Table 4,3 ) , 
There was a sharp decl ine in Asian GDP growth from 9.7 per cent 
in 1988 to 5.1 per cent , accounted for largely by Indian and 
China, which returned to more normal growth ra tes a f t e r experienc-
ing exceptionally rapid expansion in 1988, The fast-growing 
East Asian economies also stowed down, par t ly the r e s u l t of redu-
ced demand for t h e i r exports and r i s i n g danest ic cost pressures 
in some economies. The decl ine in output growth in the developing 
countr ies of the Europe, Middle East , and North Africa region was 
mainly a re f lec t ion of s ign i f i can t d is loca t ions occurring in 
Eastern and Cai t ra l Europe. These d is locat ions resu l ted in 
s tagnat ion of per capi ta incomes in the region in 1989, despi te 
b e t t e r performance in countries such as Algeria. Portugal , and 
Yugoslavia, 
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Sub-Saharan Africa performed b e t t e r in terms of GDP growth, 
g rea t ly reducing the t r a d i t i o n a l d i f f e r e n t i a l against Asian 
econcauies# But s ince population growth in these economies i s 
as rapid as i t i s , the region continued to experience low 
growth ra tes in per capi ta terms. Growth of per capi ta GDP 
was about 0.3 per cent in sub-Saharan Africa in 1989, To a 
l a rge extent , b e t t e r performance in sub-Saharan Africa ref lected 
r i s e s in cer ta in commodity p r i c e s , favourable weather conditions 
and improved p o l i c i e s . This was the f i r s t pos i t ive r a t e of per 
cap i t a growth in sub-Saharan Africa in recent yea r s . In Latin 
America, the r a t e of GDP growth was 1.5 per c a i t , while output 
per capi ta declined by 0.6 per cent , despi te sane recovery in 
Braz i l and Mexico, "^e combination of i n f l a t i on , indebtedness, 
f i s c a l problans, and p o l i t i c a l i n s t a b i l i t y continued to plague many 
Latin American economies. 
Investment r a t i o s declined in the aggregate for the lovz-income 
and middle-income economies as a group in 1989, continuing a 
decade-long t rend. This was t rue also for most of the countries 
of Europe, the Middle East , and North Africa, where the r a t i o of 
investment t o GDP has declined from the high leve ls of the beginrr-
ing of the 1980s. The investment r a t i o f e l l to even lower levels 
in sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America, with the exception of 
Niger ia and Braz i l , where there was some recovery in cap i t a l 
formation. In con t r a s t , the investment r a t i o in East Asia r e -
mained high. This regional pa t tern of investment performance can 
no t bu t help to perpetuate the divergaice in the growth r a t e s of 
Africa and Latin America, on the one hand, and Asia, on the o ther , 
wel l in to the 1990s. 
Compared with previous years , the current-accoiont balances of 
the low-income and middle-income countr ies displayed a s l i gh t ly 
d i f f e r en t pat tern in 1989. There was a marginal improvanait in 
A f r i c a ' s , as well as Latin America's, current account as a share 
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of C2)P. However/ t h i s was also accompanied by an increase in 
a r rea r s in some coun t r i e s . In cont ras t / the balance-of-payments 
pos i t ion of the Asian coxintries de ter iora ted / r e f l ec t i ng the 
slowdown in these economies and a dec l ine in export . In general 
t he low-incc*ne countries and the several ly indebted/ middle-
Inccxne economies experienced the l a rges t increases in t h e i r 
currait-accoxint d e f i c i t s . 
* * • * * * * * * # * * * 4 ^ * * 
L I S T OF ABBREVIATIONS OF MOt^THS 
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IKiJir t / E>-.Oi\,oHIC COOPERATION/ / l U J r R A L I ^ , •rt<u\uL ^2i£'0ii±^, 
1. Ei.Gli\-.i:.xvIJNHj ^XPUKI t o A u s t r a l i a up . Cogimerce ( E a i t o r i a l ) 
1 D 6 , 4021; 1988, June , 18-24; 4. 
D i scusses t h a t e x p o r t s of e n g i n e e r i n g gooes t o 
-r^ustralia have n e t t e d tu. 21 c r o r e s i n 1982. .according 
t o t h e eng inee r ing Expor t promotion Counci l expor t for 
1^^8-89 nave been peggea a t L,. 30 c r o r e s , s i j n i i y i n j 
a 50/o jump over 1987, 
, , , IROh ORE. 
2. Z.JyOLiT of Iron ore for r^ ustralia. ticon rim ^Editorial) . 
16, 112; 1989, July, 21; 1. 
Refers to the export of iron ore witn signin.^  
or a contract for export of about 1.5 lakn tonnes of 
iron ore to r^ustralia. It is the first tine tliat 
India will be exporting iron ore lumps to Australia. 
rtustralia itself is tne second largest producer and 
exporter of iron ore in the worla. The iron ore to 
be exported to rt.ustralia is valued at r^. 4 crores. Techno-
commercial aiscussions continued between the two side 
to tnrash out a workable proposal, so that iron ore supply 
to Australia COUICL be carrieu out on a long -cer;., cina 
sustained basis. 
39 
and STEi^L. 
3. LNiJI.-k FUil long-term deal with ^^ .ustralia on ore, steel 
trciue. Scon Tim (Sditorial) . 16/ 77; 193S<, June, 15; 1. 
India has proposed long-term arrcingements for tne 
exports of pellets from the Kudremukn Plant to rt.ustralia. 
± There are said to be good prospect for importing steel and 
its products from there. India has offered to sup^ i^y ''',0C. 
i.aruti cars and 20,000 mopeds over the next two-three years. 
Business delegations at the two countries are expectea to 
explore possibilities for cooperation in the field of drugs 
and pnarmacenticals, 
, , rtUoTKl-ti, TKi-iuE. 
4. i>^;JhVI (Jitendra) , Towards cementing Indo-.-^ustrian rela-
tions. Commerce . 149, 3832; 1984, Wov, 10; 30-36. 
Discusses that Indo-^ustrian economic relations aate 
back to 1955 when the textile machinery corporation, i^el-
giiarii entered into two cullaLorations with .lUstralidii firm. 
Elaborating the future scope for economic cooj^^eration cetween 
tne two countries relations shoulu be maintaineu in three 
pO::,sible ar_as. Bilateral trade collaboration between India 
and -^lUstria in tne form of joint ventures in tihird countries. 
Inc.ia is anxious to import such technology whicn it nas not 
developed indigenously. Therefore, government of India iias 
simplifiea tne procedure for the clearance of import ol 
tecnnology. 
40 
5, WUER rtVENULS for Indo-^ustrian trade. Commerce iBlditorial) . 
153, 3940; 1986, Nov, 22/ ..'10. 
Reveals that the Astria expressed its intention to 
identify possible areas of cooperation to manufacture in 
Indian items like skin gear, winter sports equipment and 
sports-wear, cons\imer goods like shoes and other leather 
products. Carpets, home furnishings, apparel, giftware would 
be imported from India, India's main items of exports to 
/tustria are coffee, tea, leather goods, textiles, carpets, 
light engineering goods and precious and semi-precious stones. 
Items which have shown considerable increasing trend include 
leather goods and ready made garments. There are considerable 
scope for bilateral industrial cooperation between the two 
countries. At present there are 96 Indo-Austrian industrial 
collaborations mainly in the field of chemicals, power gene-
ration equipments, steel structure, pvimp and compressors,etc. 
, , , , AGREEMENTS and BALANCE. 
6. INDIA-TRADE with Austria. Tiro of Ind.(Editorial). 1059, 13; 
1986, Jan, 13; 6,* a-d . 
Discusses that the bilateral trade between India and 
Austria went up by I9?i during 1985, The year also witnessed 
the signing of a record number of 13 collaboration agreements 
between India and Austrian companies. There were also agree-
ments bet%^en Austrian and Indian firms to work in corporation 
in third countries, while Austria exported to India, mostly 
engineering goods, Indian exports were led by leather products, 
tea, coffee, textiles and carpets etc. 
41 
, , BELGIUM, TRADE, BALANCE. 
7, STEPPING UP Indo-Belgium trade. Eco Ccan New (Editorial) 17,4; 
1986, Jan. 24; 8-9. 
Tells that Belgium has agreed to set up a task force 
to actively explore the possibilities of importing a wider 
variety of goods from India as well as promoting export 
oriented industrial collaboration and joint ventures in 
India, Doubling of bilateral trade in the last five years 
were taken as a welcome sign, promising possibilities were 
identified in the sectors of textiles, leather products, 
sea food, iron ore concentrates, software as well as possi-
bilities of collaboration in third country markets. 
, , BULGARIA, TRADE. 
8. INDIA'S TRADE and Economic relations with Bulgaria. Eco Com 
New (Editorial). 15, 42; 1985, Oct, 19; 4. 
Reveals that trade between India and Bulgaria has 
grown steadily since its commencement in 1960. Besides 
commercial exhanges India and Bulgaria are also partners in 
industrial productions. There is also considerable poten-
tial for e;qpanding and diversifying commercial and economic 
cooperation between the two countries. Bulgaria's major import: 
from India are leather goods, tobacco, readymade garments,shoe 
uppers,leather coats,etc. There are also good prospects for 
bilateral cooperation in third countries. 
42 
9. INDO-BULGARIAN joint business council. For Tr Bui.i \.£aitoriajL;. 
12, 10; 1982, April, 20. 
Discusses that the two sides gave a resume of the 
economic situation in their respective countries. *< problem 
requiring closer attention pertaining to the balancing of 
foreign trade. The Bulgarian economy had made big strides 
and the country was produced several items which find market 
in several parts of the world. 
, AGREEMENTS. 
10. INDO-BULGARIA accords. patriot (Editorial) 22, 252; 1983, 
Sept, 11; 4; a-b. 
Discusses that India and Bulgaria have signed agreement 
to enhance the volxune of trade between the two countries. 
Both the countries emphasised the need for effective follow-up 
action by the concerned organisation in the two countries for 
the implementation of various projects and the programme of 
bilateral cooperation discussed between two sides, India and 
Bulgaria. 
11. INDO-BULGARIA trade cooperation, For_Tr Bull ( Editorial J. 
27, 11; 1981, Nov; 303. 
43 
Discusses the two sides agreed over the mutually 
beneficial growth of bilateral, conunercial and economic 
relations. India and Bulgaria also agree to expand their 
cooperation corresponding to all possibilities offered by 
the economic* scientific and technological potantials of the 
two countries on the basis of planning long term stability, 
diversification and balance of growth. 
12, KALINOV (Nicolai), Economic and trade relations Bulgaria ana 
India. For Tr Rev (Editorial)»18« 1; 1983, April-June; 84-7. 
Discusses that the all-round development of relations 
between the people's Republic of Bulgaria and India is favou-
rable reflected and in their economic and trade relations 
which are getting closer and closer. For example Bulgaria has 
been buying in recent years road construction machines, auto-
mated metal working machines, finishiing and other textile 
machines. At present the possibilities of expanding the range 
of imported machines, ecjulpment and finished and semifinished 
products are also being studied, 
, , , , JOINT VENTURES in relation to THIRD ^ ;CRLU 
13. BAJAJ (Neelam), Indo-Bulgarian trade. Eco Tiro . 9,234;1982, 
Nov. 17; 2; a-e. 
44 
Describes the Indi's cooperation with Bulgaria in 
the industrial field has expanded during the last decade and 
can be further increased in many items not only in India or 
Bulgaria but also in the third world countries, where both the 
countries can produce jointly on their relative advantages. The 
Bulgarian technology, particularly in the area of electronic, 
leather raanufactxires, chemicals, food processing, woolen knit 
wear and other readymade garments is considered suitable for 
selling up industries under the scheme, 
, , CANADA, TRADE, DEVELOPMENT, OIL. 
14, JOINT VENTURE* with Canadian oil companies likely. EconTim 
(Editorial). 16, 86; 1989, June 25; 1. 
India is considering the possibility of setting up joint 
ventures with Canadian oil companies in the areas of exploration, 
production and refining. It will discuss subjects of technological 
importance to India like intenced oil recovery techniques and 
development of marginal fields, 
, , EZECHOSLOVAKIA, TRADE, AGREEMENTS, EXPORTS, JOINT 
VENTURES. 
15.INDO-CZECH trade being stepped up, Indian Express.51,406;1983, 
Dec. 17; 6,» g-h. 
Discusses that India and Czech have agreed to step up 
the bilateral cooperation in economic, scientific and technological 
fields. Recognising the rapid growth of industries in India, 
45 
Czechoslovakia is considering to broaden its imports 
from India covering manufactured and industrial items 
such as textiles machinery, finished leather goods, 
spinning units and electronic components. India has 
offered Czech to enter into collaboration for manufacturing 
some industrial products in India. Production of which 
in that country was economically not viable. 
, , , , BALANCE. 
16. SINGHAL (IC). Indo-Czech trade. Sco Tim.. 8,247;1981, 
Nov, 30; 4; a-d. 
Discusses that India is importing a wide range of 
items such as machinery and equipment. These exclude 
steel and steel products, newsprint, txjbes and casting, 
diesel generating sets, textile machinery, tyres and tubes 
for tractors, organic and inorganic chemicals as well as 
shoe making industry. The commodities being exported by 
India are predominantly traditional, such as de-oiled 
cakes, coffee, iron ore, manganese ore, imica, casteroil, 
cotton yarn, jute goods and spices,etc, 
, , DENMARK, TRADE, BALANCE. 
17. INDO-DANISH trade .patriot (Editor iaD2 S, 286; 1986, Oct, 14;4;a-d, 
Discusses that the Indian exports to Denmark consisted 
mainly of textiles, garments, leather goods and oil cakes. 
46 
where as Danish exports to India had been industrial items 
including scientific and control instruments, machinery, 
power generation, equipments and chemicals. Even though 
Danish Industry adopted a low profile it concentrated on 
specialized items like population control, equipment alter-
native, energy sources* fishing boats and electronic goods, 
etc, 
, EUROPE, EAST. 
18. DEBROY(Bibek). The changing face of Eastern Europe. ForTrRev. 
25, 1/ 1990, April-June; 80-107. 
States about the recent events in Eastern Europe 
have made the War saw Pact irrelevant and the 45th session 
of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) held in 
Sofia, Bulgaria, towards the beginning of January 1990 almost 
heralded the end of this monalithic organisation. Aslo states 
the present State of Flxix in Eastern Europe, where a lot has 
to be concretized and given final shap . One issue that crops 
up in the Indian context is whether, the Eastern European 
countries as a logical extension of their present attempts 
to let market forces determine the management of their eco-
nomies, would prefer to opt art of present system of rupee 
trade with India. 
47 
, EUROPE, EAST, TRADE. 
19, YADAV (SN), Indi's trade and economic ties with East Europe. 
For Tr Rev, 12, 1; 1983, April-June; 21-7. 
Reveals that Indi'as trade with the Bast European 
countries got a big boost after signing of the long term 
bilateral agreements in 1955-56, It has been recognised that 
Eastern Europe holds a promising market not only to India 
but also to the developing countries as a whole, India has 
benefitted significantly by its relations with cooperation. 
The areas of cooperation in the industrial field are very 
considerable scope for wrking closely in several areas. 
——' * » Trade. 
20, EEC RErtDY to cooperate with India in many areas.Cororaerce(.sdito-^ 
riaD.152,3913; 1986, May, 17; 996. 
Discusses t h a t India l i k e most of the developing coun-
t r i e s faces many complex problems in speeding towards economic 
develojsnent* but the country has enough p o t e n t i a l to overcome 
such problems and because one of the grea t powers in a very 
near fu ture , I n d i a ' s main advantage lay in i t s highly t ra ined 
technica l and s c i e n t i f i c man power and p o l i t i c a l s t a b i l i t y 
which are two e s s e n t i a l s for econcsnic growth apa r t from 
a g r i c u l t u r a l and i n d u s t r i a l p rogress , EEC was well aware of 
the problems in India , But most of the so lu t ions to the trade 
probelais, now be se t t i ng the developed and developing world 
48 
lay in liberalisation and therefore, had to taken into 
consideration, the malafied effects of such liberalization 
on the local industry and trade. 
, EUROPEAN, ECONOMIC COt-IMUNiry, TRADE. 
21. GHOSH (A) and GUHA(J). Oligopolistics structure between EEC 
and India. Capital.195, 4818; 1985, Dec, 9-22; 17. 
Discusses some of these relationships that came up in 
trying to construct Spattal models on a world scale in primary 
coraaodities and in sonve selected manufactures. For India even 
now, tea constitutes an important item of export and a major 
foreign exchange earner. One or two decades back it was 
possibly the most important export item, though of late it 
has lost its importance. The ccxnmodities discussed are tea 
and coffee as beverages and some selected items as manufac-
tures, namely fertilizers, selected items of iron and steel 
products and some items of transport equipment. 
, , , TRADE. 
22 . INDIA'S STANDING IN EEC has f a l l e n s h a r p l y . Commerce ( E d i t o r i a l ) . 
152, 3915; 1986, May, 3 1 ; 1061 . 
D i s c u s s e s t h a t I n d i a ' s S tanding in t h e twelve n a t i o n 
European Economic community has f a l l e n s h a r p l y i n t h e l a s t 
year or s o . In t h e European ccnnmission, t h e body r e s p o n s i b l e 
for t h e e x e c u t i o n of the EEC's e x t e r n a l p o l i c i e s , t he India 
49 
stand an economic issues is regaded as dogmatic as 
well as doctrimaire. Hence its attempts to take advan-
tage of the Indo-EEC agreement to enlarge the agenda to in-
clude, for example, industrial co-operation, including the 
transfer of technology from European small and medium 
sized companies, scientific cooperation, renewable 
soxirce of energy, environment protection etc, 
23. PARTHASARATHY(N), EC 1992-lmplications for India.ForTrRev. 
25,1;1990, April-June, 16-31. 
Describes that during the last three decades of 
its existence, the EC has emerged as tne world's largest 
trading bloc accounting for more than one-third share 
(including intra-trade) in world trade and has achieved 
substantial success in many areas. It also describes 
the impact an India, States that EC 1992 is an indica-
tion of the changing international economic scene. It 
states that the future international economic relations 
will be between trading blocs rather than between coun-
tries. While this appears inevitable and might mean a 
move towards protectionism at the regional level rather 
than at the national level, attempts should be made by 
countries such as India, which are outside the trading 9 
blocs, to exploit the positive aspects of such develop-
ments to expand trade and investment. 
50 
26, INDIA AND the EEC. Stataaman(Editorial). 124, 2657; 
1981, July,13;6; a-b. 
Reveals that IndiAs new five star agreement for 
trade and economic co-operation with E.E.C. countries has 
failed to generate much enthusiasm mainly because the 
earlier agreement of 1973 has not worked to this country's 
advantage to the extent of envisaged, iiowever, the new 
India EEC agreement provides for broad based consultations 
on all econcmic and commercial matters, including coopera-
tion in science and technological, research and development 
and joint venture in third countries. 
27, INDIA AND EEC. Statesman (Editorial). 125,8872; 1981, July, 
14; 6/ a-b. 
Deals with India and EEC agreement which provides 
for broad based consultations on all economic and ccvranercial 
matters, including cooperation in science and technology, 
research and development and joint venture in third world 
countries. But India has been in deficit in trade with the 
EEC and the gap has been widening in the recent years, 
rising to 438 crores in 1979-80 and 783 crores in the first 
half of 1980-81. 
51 
, AGREEMENTS. 
24. BHANDARI (Arvind). Trade ties with EEC. Tribune.10 3,5;1983, 
Jan, 5; 4/ a-b. 
Discusses that the cvirrent Indo-EEC agreement which 
came into effect in 1981, is more wide-ranging than the one 
it supplanted in as much as it goes beyond trade relations 
and envisages efforts to promote industrial collaboration 
such as the french are collaborating at the Orissa Allumi-
nium complex. The British nearly got the pradeep steel 
Plant only to find it slip out of hands a Danish-Italian 
combined is executing a fertilizer project and some other 
west European companies are trying for the share oil explo-
ration contracts; etc. 
25. HAFERKAMP (W). India and EEC. ForTr Bull. 12, 8; 1982,April;3. 
Discusses that twenty years ago India established 
diplcMTiatic mission to the EEC in Brussels. Our new agreement 
is opening up a new chapter in our mutual relationship. Trade 
will no doubt continue to be a main Feature. But the agree-
ment will allow us to go far beyond Industrial cooperation, 
joint action in the field of advanced technology, cooperation 
in Science and technology, as specific energy or agricultural 
projects etc. 
52 
28, INDO-EEC Prospects.Fin Sxp. (Editorial). 10/99; 1983, June 4; 
5;a-b. 
Review the Indo^EEC trade relation on a dynamic 
basis. A variety of investment and tie-up arrangements 
between European firms and Indian partners could be thought 
up with buy back and other arrangements that mesh mutual 
needs and capabilities. After ail, it is a fact that otner 
deveio^ /ing countries have made a more effective use of 
devices like U.S.P. than had India, 
29, ^ZVi IMDO-EEC Cooperation agreement. Cawnerce (Editorial). 142, 
3646/ 1981, Hay, 2f 886. 
Discusses that the key element of commercial co-
operation is tne expansion of Industrial production on the 
two sides will promote industrial cooperation and the transfer 
of technology on the long term basis. The objective is to 
utilize more fully each other's human material and techno-
logical resources. They will also promote and facilitable 
increased and mutually beneficial investment, consistent 
with their law and politics, 
30. TrtADK wnvi Kurope. Statesman (Editorial). 124, 3134; 1983, 
June, 10; 6/ b - c. 
Reveals that recently held Brussels meeting of the 
Indo-LiiC joint ccsnmission gave attention balance of trade. 
53 
transfer of technology, project aid and scientific coopera-
tion, A special reference has been made to a restoration 
of the Sugar quota, the Indian side empnasising that it 
woula be a test case for the type of positive action the 
community is willing to take to increase Indian experts too, 
, , , , SALAKCE. 
31, JJHAR (MK). Indo-EEC trade gap, Hin.Tim (Editorial). 63,253; 
1986, Oct, 2; 9; a-b. 
Discusses that India's trade gap with European Economic 
Coinraunity is likely to widen further and her products are 
certain to be out priced unless the export effort is a inten-
sified and organisational deficiencies removed some of the 
reasons for the satisfactory export performance are high 
prices/lack of quality control, want of knowledge of e-^ nsumer 
performance, irregular deliveries, limited shiping possibi-
lities, high transport cost, poor packaging, long production 
time and non.compliance with contractual obligations. Indian 
escorts lackadpptlve and innovative marketing process required 
to grapple with changing trade environment. 
, , , , EXPORTS, a ICE, BASMrtTI. 
32. NAYAR(Ks), EEC discremination. Hin Tim (Editorial). 63,12; 1986, 
Jan, 12; 11,- a-d. 
Discusses that the EEC has a proposal before it, if 
put into practice would adversely effect India and favour 
54 
Pakistan. Talks about the discreminatory cut in levy 
which is planning to impose which may result in the des-
truction of India's growing Basmati export market. Fear 
is that Islamabad in a technical move is trying to destroy 
the ESC market for Indian Basmati rice move which appears 
to the full backing of the EEC Commission, 
, , , , JOINT VENTURES. 
32. TRADE WITH Europe, Statesman (Editorial). 124, 2712; 1982, 
Jan, 30; 8^ 'b-c, 
Discusses the most important outcome of the two 
day meeting of the Indo-E£C joint commission, the first 
to be held under the five year commercial and economic co-
operation agreement signed in June last year, to setup a 
marketing group which will study the existing patterns of 
trade, A part frora:;increased assistance for Indian products, 
the Indian side stressed the need for expanding the cove-
rage of the generalized scheme for the items such as 
tabacco, hand-knitted carpets, marine products and caster 
oil. 
, , FINLAND, TRADE, 
34, BHANDARI (Arvind), Scope for enlarging trade with Finland. 
Fin Exp , 10, 106; 1983, June, 11; 5; c -h. 
Deals with the Indo-Finesh industrial cooperation 
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confining to paper, electorical equipment, mining tech-
nology and equipments. Finished leather and leather 
product is an other area with much export potential. 
Finland, on its part is keen to further expand the export 
of the industry products to India, 
35, INi:»0-FIKISH trade cooperation, E^on Tren (Editorial). 15, 
10; 1985, May, 16; 7-10. 
Discusses that the trade between India and Finland 
started to develop after the Ilnd World war. In the recent 
years the joint coraroission identified a number of products 
and areas of industrial cooperation between tne two countries. 
The Indian list included items such as machines tools, hand 
and cutting tools, conqpressors, casting and forgings , 
builders hardware, electronic components, instruments and 
computer, software, leather and leather products, tobacco 
and manufacturers, clothing coffee, tea, spices, coir ana 
yarn. It has also been identified that India can import from 
finiand products siich as pulp, paper, cardboard, fertilizers, 
metal and engineering products. 
, , , , AGREEMEWTii. 
:i6. i'uAjjE TlKa with Finland, t^ atriot ^Editorial;. 2J, l^t iyd4, 
i'i«4rGh, 20; 4,* a-b. 
Discusses that India and Finland nave resolved to 
expand and strengthen bilateral trade relations ana explore 
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areas of cooperation in high technology ana inuustry. The 
trade agreements have covered grouna in exploring new areas 
o± cooperation including the possibility o£ transrer ot high 
technology to India and identifying possible exports from 
India. 
, , FUrtlMCi;, TRADE. 
37. IKDO-FRENCH Joint Business Council. Econ Tren (Editorial). 
15, 12; 1985, June, 16; 3. 
Discusses that the high technologies India sought 
from France or in certain critical areas which the seventh 
plan has considered vital. The major fields in which India 
can count on French Technology is transport, communication, 
energy, petrochemicals and agriculture, particularly fooa 
processing, conservation and storage. iJTench technologies 
in the field of ccmununication and oil exploration are well 
known which India has already got some collaboration with 
the pxiblic enterprises. Aeronautics will be yet another 
field where French technology will be highly valuable to 
the Indian defence system. 
3a. INDO-FKKWCH ties. StatesmanC&ditorial). 126, 335b; 1985,Jan, 
11; 6/ a - h. 
Discusses that the French Indian bilateral relations 
coincided with the anticipated delivery to Indi<a of its 
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first two Mirage 2000 jet fighters, the super-sophisticated, 
ultrasonic craft, France and India also signed accorus 
on the transfer of French technology in the field of 
applied another matics* high technological telephone 
equipment, optical electronics and renewable energies. 
39. INDu-FRENCH trade and cooperation. £con Tren {editorial), lb, 
13; 1985, Jul, 1; 5-10. 
discusses that India's export to Trance continues 
to be dominated by raw materials, food and beverages, basic 
agricultural products and traditional manufactured goods 
such as garments, ready to wear clothing, handicrafts, 
leather products, precious stones and Jeweiiary, handloom 
and handloom products, and increasing protectionist tenoen-
clews in txie Ei^ C countries, including Frai:ice are tne major 
constraints for expanding Indi'a exports. Regaraing Imports 
from France, one problem is that of higher price of French 
equipment as compared to those offered by other competitlng 
countries such as Japan and west <iermany. An increase in 
in the French financial and technical collaborations may 
lead to nigner demand for the products, 
, , , , ixJ'tih.EtiEj.Ml'S, 
IWbo-FRtlsCH t r a a e . Pa t r i o tCEd i to r i a i j . 2l,2feB^ lya2. Sept, 
2 6 ; 4 ; a - b . 
Discusses t h a t Indo-French economic cooperation 
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signed an agreement on economic, technical and corunerciai 
cooperation, Tne Indo-Jf'rench committee on economic and 
technical cooperation was set up in January 1:^11 for 
reviewing tne development, expansion and diversitxcation 
ot economic relations. France is an important trading 
partner of India and rank seventh as the biggest buyer 
of Indian goods. i'ne major items of exports are textiles 
and garments, leather and its manufactures, pearls and 
precious and semi-precious stones. The major items of 
imports are machinery and traAsport equifmtent, iron, 
steel and chemicals. 
, , , , BALANCE. 
41. PARTHASARTHy(R), French connection. Fin Exp (Editorial;, 
11, 17; 1984, March, 12; 5; c-d. 
Discusses that Indo-French economic and commercial 
cooperation has seen steady improvemen:t during the last 
two decades through not a spectacular are. Trade statis-
tics show that during the past 10 years India's exports 
to France have moxe than tripled, while imports have 
registerea a much stepper seven fold growth, 
, , , , ELECTRONICS, 
42.INDu-FRiiNCH t i e s ups i n e l e c t r o n i c s , £co Can i>*ew l E d i t o r i a l ) , 
16, 6 ; 1986, Feb, 8 ; 1. 
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Reveals that India and France have decided to 
step up cooperation in tne f4*l<i of electronics on a 
large scale by understanding sveral joint projects. 
Both India and France will take up long term projects 
in ditterent fields such as integrated digital network, 
service, measure merit technology* applications* parti-
cularly in the field of medical instruments* optic tabric 
for industrial application and industrial control* 
artificial intelligence* use of informations and computers 
on schools and modernizdtion of public aaaiinistration 
through tl^ie use of information technology, 
* , GEtmHliY, EAST* TRADE. 
43. lisDO-GDR trade. Econ Com ijew lEditoriai;, lb, 1; 1986, 
•/any 4**t>. 
Discusses tJiat the major items ot imports from GiJK 
would be machine tools* steel and steel products, prin-
ting machinery, mining equipment* diesei generating sets, 
potash* fertilizers* urear, jumbo roll* fllras* newsprint, 
aeroent and equipment for power stations. India will 
export tu GDR shoes upper, finished leather,iron ore, 
deoiied caKes, pipper and spices, tea, tabacco, aster 
oil, roller cnains, machine tools and hand tools* ready 
made garments* jute manufactures* etc. 
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, , , AGREEMENTS, 
44, BECiiEA iD), Lconoinic re la t ioxis between GOR anci India.ForTr^ev 
18, 1; 1983, Apr i l - June; y7- l02. 
Discusses t h a t deveioptnent of economic r e l a t i o n s 
between GDR and India are an i l l u s t r a t i o n of successful co-> 
Operation of s t a t e s on the b a s i s of equi ty of r ig i i t ana 
mutual advantage. The supply of ccanplete p l a n t s , machinery, 
which help t o b u i l t and e f f i c i e n t s t ruc tu re of the nat ional 
economy and s tep up a g r i c u l t u r a l production w i l l continue 
to be p r i o r i t y for GDk, In addi t ion to t h i s GDR i s an 
importer to potash are and camera f i lms. In t h i s f i e ld 
GDR meets a s i zab le pos i t i on of the Indian import needs. 
45. GROWliSiG TRADE r e l a t i o n s . Econ Tim.8, 238; 1981, i^ iov, 21;6 ;a-c , 
Defines t n a t among the developing c o n t r i e s the 
Republic of India i s one of the main t rad ing p a r t n e r s of 
the GOR, Based on trade and payments agreements concluded 
in the per iod since the es tabl ishment of commercial r e l a -
t ions between the two coun t r i e s in 1954, uow the foreign 
t rade turn over has increased 20 t imes. The main in^orted 
goods from India are i ron, a r e , mica, bone meal, coffee, 
tea and sp i ce s . Machine t o o l s , cargovesse ls , p r e i s t i n g 
machines, e l e c t r i c a l , e l e c t r o n i c , agri*-ulture and £ood 
processing equipment are included in the GDK'S exports to 
India . 
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, , , , , , SHIPPING. 
46, INDO-GDR Co-operation in shipping, ccon Cora iNew ^Editorial), 
Lit y; i9d6, war, l; 3. 
Discusses that the measures to furttier cooperation 
between India and German Democratic Republic in tne field 
of shipping were explored recently. Two countries are 
agreed that each country could take advantage of others 
experience and extend co-operation for mutual benefit and 
also agreea that a lot of scope for furthering SUCK co-
operation exist between India and GDR. 
, , GERi'IANY, »ffiST, TRADE. 
47, TrilRI'Y Y£ARS Of Indo-Gezman trade and economic Cooperation 
r'or Tr BulHEditoriaiJ. 17, 4; 1986, Oct; 9. 
Reveals that the history ot Indo-German collabora-
tion dates oack to the early fifties with such outstanding 
collaborations like tne Daimler- Benz joitit venture with 
Telco and bosch factury in bangalore under tne name i^ Uuu. 
Intact, the first Indo-German joint venture after tne 
inaependence was the trading house ot protos engineering. 
Tne formation ot new Indo-German joint ventures gained 
momentum during tne mid-fifties when tije Indo-German cnamber 
was formea. Since iyb7 upto tne midaie oi i^ob, lo^ dd 
Inao-^erman Coiiaborations nave been sanctioned ay tne 
Indian Government as compared to l^ b^U for "u.K., 1,783 for 
U.S.A s^a J,^ 5^'£rv,72rc»y,._ 
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4«. IWiJO-GERMAN Co-operation, Eco Com New (£dltoriax;« 16,4; 
lyb6, Oct, 4; b. 
Reveals that dating back more tnan fifteen years, 
the Indo-Gertnan cooperation in the field of science and 
technology is based on the agreement on co-operation in 
tne peaceful use of imclear Energy and space research, 
and tjrie agreement on Indo-German Cooperation in scientific 
research and technological development. 
49. GROWING TRADE with BAG, For Tr Bull. 17, 4; 198t>,0ct; 18. 
Discusses that the trade between India and FRG 
come close to DM b billion in ISab, Over tne jLdst five 
years alone, there has been a big expansion in tne bila-
teral trade— an increase of almost 40 percent. Export 
items now comprise mainly of finished products like 
footwear, leather garments and accessories. Principal 
important imports from Germany are machinery items. Iron 
and Steel, vehicles, chemicals and pnarmaceuticals. In 
recent years electro-technical goods have gained tremendous 
importance. 
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_* t t t t t BALANCE, 
50, INDO-i'HG economic relations. For Aff Rec (Editorialj, iO, 
1; 1984, Jan; 7. 
Reveals that both the sides took note .of tne 
great potential and opportunities for Indo-oerman Coope-
ration in major areas of mutual Interest like coal, steel, 
petro chemicals, fertilizers, telecomrauniceition, automotive 
sector, fisheries, fooa processing, energy generation and 
the pharmaceuticals. In the field of bilateral trade, 
the Indian sides emphasised the need to narrow tne present 
gap between imports from Germany and exports to Germany, 
Both the Indo-FGR agreed that continuing efforts are 
needed to maintain trade balance, over one years by promo-
ting exports of traditional and non-traditionai items in 
a diversified way, 
^ , , DOUBLE TAXATION. 
51. Iixuo-GERMAN Collaboration. Fin Exp (Editorial). 8, 11; 1981, 
March, 8; 5," a-h. 
Reveals that the step of intensifying Indo-Germany 
cooperation is the revision of the Indo-Gerraan agreement 
for the avoidance of double taxation, which is presently 
negotiated between India and Germany. The joint venture 
is in the field of engineering industry. The two more 
technical collaborations cover explosives and new protein 
from seminal plasena. 
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, f , , , BALANCE. 
52, NEW OPPORTUNITIES for Indo-Germany Cooperation. Commerce 
(Editorial). 151, 3881; 1985, Oct, 12;v£J. 
Discusses that the close economic cooperation 
between India and Federal Republic of Germany can very well 
be Judged from the growing trade balance between the 
two countries and a large number of industrial collabora-
tions. The focus of India's ejqport growth in 1984 shifted 
away from carpets and processed precious and serai-precious 
stones in favour of cotton fabrics and garments and leather 
goods. On the import side the major commodities imported 
included machinery, iron and steel goods, chemicals and 
pharmaceuticals and electro-technical etc, 
, , GREECE, TRADE. 
53, INDIA GREECE to improve trade and cooperation. Ccxnmerce 
(Editorial). 153, 3935/ 1986, Oct, 28; 771, 
Discusses that cooperation in the field of agri-
culture would cover in puts,irrigation projects and re-
search and development, other areas identified or colla-
boration joint ventures including cotton and olive culti-
vation, citrus fruits, production techniques, manufacture 
and export of agricultural machinery and implements, pes-
ticides, insecticides and marketing of marine products. 
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Specific area of possible collaboration in joint ven-
tvires have also been identified. This include connoer-
cial vehicles* electronic components/ hand and machine 
tools* electronic* medical equipment and deep sea 
fishing, 
, , , , AGREEMENTS 
54, DHAR (KK)• India Greece Economic Commission, Hind Tim. 
60, 363; 1983* Sept* 23; 11/ a-b. 
Discusses that the Indo-Greece economic commission 
was set up to pranote economic, scientific and techno-
logical cooperation between the two countries. Also 
discusses the gap between the rich and the poor was 
widening and many countries were living under the burden 
of an increasing foreign debt. They wanted the indus-
trialized and developing countries to work more closely 
together to ensure the survival of mankind. 
, , HUNGARY, TRADE. 
55, GCX»D POSSIBILITIES exist for strengthening economic rela-
tions with Hungary, Commerce (Editorial). 153, 3936; 1986, 
Oct, 11;15, 
Discusses that wide ranging co-operation has come 
into being between the two countries in technology and 
science as well. The Hungarian customers are familiar 
not only with the traditional Indian produce (tea, jute, 
pepper etc.) but also with the cosmetics, textiles, ana 
leather clothing articles. Consumer electronic products, 
hand tools, to mention only the important articles, ^ Iso 
reviews the relations could be strengthened in the fiela 
of industry* agriculture. Chemical and pharmaceutical 
industries and trade. 
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, t , , BALANCE, 
56. APTE (Vinod), Indo-Hungarian economic cooperation. 
Commerce (Editorial). 153, 3934; 1986, Oct, 11; 1-2. 
Discusses that the economic and trade relations 
between India and Hungary were established soon after 
India's independence in 1947. However, the trade was 
on very small scale. In the past 25 years, Indid's 
imports from Hungary included items such as steel and 
steel products, pharmaceutical raw material and inter-
mediates, medicines, chemicals, fertilisers, insectici-
des, and pesticides, machine tools, cable-making machi-
nary, equipment for hydro-electric and thermal power 
stations. India exports to Hungary, on the other hand, 
included jute, coffee, tea, pepper and other spices, 
oil cakes, peanuts, iron ore, cotton yarn, grey cloth, 
garments, shoes and uppers, leather and leather goods, 
handicrafts, handtools, radios and cassette recorders, 
micro electronic components, etc. 
, , , , EXPORTS. 
57. APTE (Vinod). Hungary keen on boosting trade with India. 
Commerce (Editorial). 151, 3880; 1985, Oct, 5; 658-62. 
Discusses that the Indo-Hungarian trade dates 
back to 1950s when it was mostly in traditional items. 
Now the area of Indo-Hungarian cooperation outlined 
included telecommunication, medical equipments and elec-
tric lamps. There is scope for Indian firms to set up 
production units as joint ventures in Hungary in the 
field of light industry, textiles and machinery. Hungary 
could be a good base for Indian goods in the E\iropean 
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markets. The major export items include steel and 
steel products. Pharmaceutical, raw and intermediates 
medicine, chemicals# fertilizers, insecticides and pes-
ticides, cable making machinery, equipment for hydro-
electric and thermal power stations, portal cranes and 
dumpers, etc. 
58, CALL FOR rising exports to Hungary, gatrlot (Editorial). 
22, 41; 1983, Feb, 11; 4/ a-h. 
Discusses that the Indo-Hungarian joint business 
council discusses the immediate steps to strengthen bila-
teral economic co-operation and expansion of trade bet-
ween the two corwnodities, besides setting up of joint 
ventures in India as well as in third countries. Stated 
that the need of stepping up Indian exports, particu-
larly on non-traditional items such as hand tools, house-
hold, electric goods, leather manufactures, engineering 
tools, drugs and chemicals. 
, , . , HISTORY. 
59. OPPORTUNITIES FOR growth in economic cooperation. 
Commerce (Editorial). 143, 3674; 1981, Nov, 14; 7-8. 
Discusses that the relations between India and 
Hungary were established soon after independence but 
the real progress in the field of reeconomic relations 
was witnessed only after 1959, when the relations bet-
ween two countries were raised to the ambassadorial 
level, India's exports to Hungary consisted of non 
conditional products. These products include cosmatics, 
readymade garments, knitwear, tennis rackets, finished 
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leather, radio's and tape recorders. Other new items 
th<it are now being exported are our ccxnpresion, machi-
nery for chemical industry, vaccura technology and cer-
tain kinds of electronic components. In addition 
Hungary buy tea fruits, medical and pharmaceutical 
products, iron ore and concentrates, deoiled groundnut 
cakes, floor covering and hides and skins from India, 
, , ITALY, TRADE, 
60, INDO-ITALIAN trade and cooperation. Econ Tren.(Editorial) 
15,7; 1985, /^r. 1/ 9-12. 
Discusses that the Indo-Italian economic coopera-
tion was held in Delhi, During the discussion projects 
in the fields of new and renewable sources of energy, 
fisheries and agriculture were identified for possible 
coverage under Italian grant-in-aid. The main products 
imported by India from Italy were such as steel products, 
non electric machines, textitles and clothing machinery, 
electric generators, motors and their parts, chemical 
and pharmaceutical products, etc. India exports coffee, 
iron ore, pure ore mixed, cotton textiles, etc. to Italy. 
61. ITALIAN TSAi-i's talks with FICX:i. For Tr BulliBditorial) . 
12, 6; 1981, Dec, 6; 10, 
Discusses that besides the expansion of two way 
trade, the Italian team evinced keen interest in joint 
industrial collaboration in the field of leather and 
leather manufactures, Switchgear, power generation equip-
ment, electronics traffic control system, joint manufac-
turing of components for solar energy and collaboration 
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in the field of engineering services, Italy would 
also be interested in joint ventures in marketing 
and supply of designs and fashion in the manufacture 
of leather goods. 
62. SCOPE FOR more trade* Tie-ups with Italians. Eco Tim 
(Editorial). 10, l7i; 1984, Sept, 17; 4/ e-h. 
Discusses that the s«Mninar on Indo*Italian trade 
and econcxnlc cooperation evoked much enthusiasm and 
brought to the force of the Italian's keenness on colla. 
boration with Indian firms both at home and abroad for 
joint ventures in third countries. It was emphasised 
that India's highly skilled but comparatively cheaper 
manpower could successfully combine with Italian tech-
nology for joint tendering for various projects in 
various developing countries. 
63, VISION OF a new era in ties with Italy. Capital 
(editorial). 193, 4796; 1984, Dec, 24; 40-41. 
Discusses that the emphasis of Indo Italian 
econanic relation has to be shifted from collaboration 
to cooperation. There is growing trend of Indo-
Italian trend of Italian trade and economic cooperation. 
We are still below our mutual potentials, international 
interdependence has shrunk the world Into a smaller 
place and nationalistic behaviours have left us with 
only are strategic alternative and that is cooperation, 
cooperation in the field of production, joint ventures, 
joint trading, joint marketing and projects in the free 
trade zones of developing countries. It would be Ideal 
to have the combination of Italian technical know-how 
and the Indian economic structure. This could beat even 
the stiffest international competitions. 
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, , , , AGREEMENTS. 
64. INDO-ITALIAN Cooperation, Eco Com NEW (Editorial). 16,9; 
1986, Feb., 28; 6. 
t 
Reveals that India and Italy are exploring 
possibilities of economic technical cooperation in the 
field of oil and natural gas. Both the sides also agreed 
that cooperation between the two countries should be 
stepped up f\irther and that could consider under-taking 
Joint ventures in third countries. Haly has been impor-
ting cuttle-fish and frozen squids from India and ready 
made cotton garments have continued to show boon. 
t , , , , DOUBLE T.^ i^XATION. 
63. INDO-ITHLIHN agreement on avoidance of double taxation. 
For AFF Rec (Editorial). 27, 1; 1981, Jan, 21. 
Discusses that the Indo-Italian agreement for 
avoidance of double taxation and the preventive of fiscal 
evasion with respect to taxes on income has been signed. 
The agreement provides for a further insentive for growth 
of trade and industrial cooperation between Italy and 
India, About 191 industrial collaboration agreements 
have been signed in 1980 and trade between the two coun-
tries is expected to be well over Rs. 4,000 million. 
66, ITALY KEEN on widening industrial cooperation. Econ Tim»ir 
(Editorial). 10, 350; 1984,March, 12; 4; a-d. 
India and Italy retified an agreement for avoiding 
double taxation as goods and services traded between two 
countries, thus removing a major obstacle in way of trade 
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and industrial relations. Both sides agreed that a list 
of projects should be prepared for financing under three 
different branches of Italian assistance. It was also 
made clear that the branches of financial aid could be 
used either separately or incombination depending or 
the nature of a project, including socio-economic con-
tent and financial requirement. 
, , JAPAM, TRADE. 
67. Bf-lATTi^ hiARYYA (B). India Japan trade relations: Futu-
ristic analysis. For Tr Rev. 15, 1; 1990, April-June; 
32-46. 
Describes the current economic development in Japan 
and states that Japan has been for the last few years 
one of the three top trading partners of India. But 
there is a basic asymmetry in the bilateral trade rela-
tionship in the sense that while Japan accounts for about 
10/*. of India , foreign trade, India's share in Japan's 
foreign trade is less than T/i states that India's import 
from Japan is concentrated as machinery and equipment, 
including autoparts, iron and steel and chemicals. Project 
equipment are imported mostly under Japanese aid programmes. 
, , MAURITIUS, TRADE, AGREEMENTS, JOINT VENTURES. 
68. IND0-MAURITIU3 trade agreement. For Tr Bull(Editorial). 
19, 3; 1988, Sept; 17. 
Discusses that India and Mauritius interest was 
evinced in Indian Industry for setting up export oriented 
units in Mauritius in products, such as garments,woollen 
knitwear, electronics, leather goods and genes and jewel-
lery. The discussions also caused extension of credit by 
India to Mauritius. 
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, , NETHERLANDS, TRADE, AGREEMENTS. 
69. INDO-DUTCii Economic Cooperation. For Aff Rec (Editorial) . 
27, 2; 1981, Feb; 58. 
Reveals that India and the Netherlands have 
decided to commence negotiations for the conclusion 
of an agreement an economic and technological coopera-
tion, also discusses the possibilities of cooperation 
in.the fields of trade deed industry, agriculture, ship-
ping, science and technology, culture and joint ventures' 
and other development projects in the third countries. 
The two sides also expressed desire of strenghening co-
operation in the field of agriculture and allied sector. 
70. TRADE PACT WITH HOLLAiiD • National HeralaL (Editorial). 
15,40; 1983, Feb, 9; 6/ a - b. 
Discusses that India and Netherlands signed an 
econanic and technological operation agreement for im-
proved, diversified and increased economic and commercial 
relations under the agreement, Holland among other things, 
offers collaboration in the field of industry, commerce, 
agriculture, rural development, communication, engineering 
and other services, Netherlands are keen for collabora-
ting in the sphere of river water utilization, in parti-
cular for projects relating to flood control, irrigation. 
Inland water navigation, minihydal projects, etc. 
, , , , BALANCE. 
71, HOLLAND FOR more trade with India. Stateanan (Editorial). 
127, 3395; 1986, Jan, 14; 6; c - d. 
Reveals that the two and a half centuries after they 
ceased trading with India, Dutch are planning to return 
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in a big way. Relations between India and Netherlands 
are expected to be further strengthened in a big way. 
Dutch exports to India have grown significantly since 
1981, which is just 0,38/4 of the country's total exports. 
Imports from India accounting for about 0.43% of the 
total imports, India imports fertilizers from the 
Netherlands and exports tea and machine tools. Other 
areas include enrichment of seeds to improve yield per 
acre of a vast number of agricultural produce, hot horse 
cultivation of fruits and vegetables, dariying and 
animal husbandary etc. 
72, INDO-NETHERLANDS trade and economic cooperation. Scon 
Tren (Editorial). 15, 9; 1986, May, 1; 5-12. 
Discusses that the trade and economic relations 
between India and the Netherlands have been close and 
the bilateral trade between thera has been on the increase. 
The Netherland is sixth largest partner in India's ex-
ports to and fifth in India's imports from EEC. India's 
exports to the Netherlands include meat and spices, 
textitles leather, leather goods etc. 
Similarly India imports the following products 
from the Netherlands, such as milk and cream, alcoholics 
and alcoholic beverages, synthetic rubber, pulp and 
waste paper, refined petroleum products and hydrocarbons* 
fertilizers, tools for machines, etc. 
, , , t EXPORTS, TEXTILES, GOODS. 
73. EXPORTS TO the Netherlands, Tim of Ind.(Editorial). 14, 
1059; 1986, Jan, 14; 11; a-b. 
Discusses that the Indo-Dutch trade relations have 
been larger than with several other countries. But these 
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trade relations experienced many problems for the exporters 
to Netherlands, Such as long production time for handi-
crafts, lack of standards in pac)caging textiles* problems 
with the settlements of claims for damages by Indian 
authorities* lack of sufficient Indian export control 
for technical products, and defective settlement of dept 
of payments for food commodities etc. But from the im-
porters side there has been a lack of new entrants into 
traae with India, perhaps of half or the trade gap can 
be explained in this way. 
, , NORWAY, TRADE, AGREiCMENTS. 
74. TRADE AGREEMENT with Norway, For Tr bull. (Editorial, 19, 
3; 1988, Sept; 17. 
Discusses that a bilateral textile agreement for a 
period of five years under the multi fibre agreement was 
signed between India and Norway, The agreement provides 
for roll over for one more year on mutual consent. Under 
the agreement handloom, garments have been exempted from 
quota restrictions with a limited ceiling while quota, 
free access has been provided to handloom fabrics and 
made ups. Annual growth rate and exclusion of fibres 
such as silk slends and vegetable blends are contained in 
the new agreement, 
, , PAKISTAN, TRADE. 
75, APTE (Vinod), Trade with Pakistani Good beginning towards 
normalisation. Commerce (Editorial), 152, 3897; 1986, 
Jan,25; 153-6. 
The two finance Ministers of Indo-Pakistan have 
certainly Raved the way towards normalisation of trade 
and economic relations between the two countries, the 
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economics of both countries are complementary to each 
other and both the countries can help one another in 
their trade. Despite concerted efforts to improve 
the economic ties* the relations between the two sides 
during the past years were plagued by political tension. 
During the discussions of foreign Ministers of both 
sides recognised the need to encourage greater contact 
between the industrial and trading communities of the 
two countries. 
76, BHHT (Taranath), India and Pakistani See-saw economic 
relations. In Seminar on Indo-Pak relations vNew Delhi) 
(1984). Studies in Indo-Pak relations* papers Ed by VD 
Chopra, 216-30, 
Indo-Pak political and economic relations are 
characterised by a long series of accords. India's 
economic structure is certainly superior to that of 
Pakistan, However, Pakistan is better placed in agri-
culture, raw materials and food. Economic relationship 
between India and Pakistan has been largely confined to 
trade interaction. The Indo-Pak trade links which were 
shapped abruptly in 1965, we re-established in 1974 
following the Simla agreement. An effort has been made 
by the Indian Private sector as well as the government 
to normalised trade relations with Pakistan. The Indo-
pak bilateral trade can grow with a sense of objectivity 
and commonality of interests with in the framework of 
national priorities. 
77. GILL (Sucha Singh ) and GHUMAN (RS) . Indo-Pak trade; i-ros 
pects and constraints. In Seminar on Indo-Pak relations 
(Mew Delhi), Studies in Indo-Pak relations: Papers Ed 
by VD Chopra, 187-205, 
78 
India and Pakistan are not only neighbours but 
have a long common historical past and soclo-cultural 
affinity. Development of trade and other economic 
relations between them is natural and necessary to 
maintain historical continuity. Expansion of these 
relations can help in a big way to relax tensions in 
the sub-continent which is in the interest of both. 
Trade between India and Pakistan was the direct out-
come of the partition in 1947 and to a large extent 
reflects was at one time free internal trade between 
the region those now constitute the two independent 
countries. 
78. INDO-PAKISTANI economic cooperation. Commerce.(Editorial) 
150, 3850; 1985, 3,* 9; 437. 
The level of economic development in India and 
Pakistan is comparable although because of the differ-
ing sizes of the two countries and their population, 
there are inevitable differences in the composition of 
the economic life. Pakistan major imports are: wheat 
petroleum, crude, diesel oil. Palm oil, the tea, diary 
products Agricultural fractors and others exports are 
rice,raw, cotton, cottonyarn, rug and mats leather 
the others. The trade between the two countries testi-
fies to the pacify of their performance. Perhaps the 
trade between them would receive the much needed 
impetus if, along with the appex organisations visited 
each other, provided there is political will on both 
side. 
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79, PUNJ (VP). Indo-Pak econanic cooperation. Ind and For Rev. 
20, 16; 1983, June, 1-14; 9-10. 
In the new era of Indo-Pak relations* trade and 
commerce will not only provide the basis of amity but 
strengthening of econcxnlc relations between the two 
countries. In order to translate into reality the con-
cept of total econanic cooperation an environment per-
missive for accelerated Indo-Pak relations is impera-
tive. Now that the climate for better understanding 
and dialogue has been created, there should be increasing 
and regular exchange of trade delegaiAfiaa%between the 
two countries and participation ^^^^^o&Ae^^^^pi^nd exhi-
bitions. ,*/ ^ _ ^-"^ 
80. TRADE WITH Pakistan. Amr Baz, (ECgii^ g4A3LL»>.^ 4aa8r^  11;2Q. 
It has always been India's view that closer trade 
and economic cooperation with Pakistan will make a cons-
tructive contribution to improvement overall relations 
between India and Pakistan which are now under a reveral 
strain. The joint Indo-Pak Commission, was set up mainly 
to achieve this end. Much would depend on the Joint 
commission and the sub-commission on trade which will 
consider the goods to be exchanged both at private sec-
tor and state levels. Though the economic of the two 
countries are complementary to each other taking into 
consideration the mounting tension in the relations bet-
ween the two countries, 
, , , , AGREEMENTS, 
8 1 . J«VED .^HTAI^ (SM). P a k i s t a n ' s t r a d e wi th I n d i a . Ind and 
for Rev. 20, 16; 1983, June 1-14; 7 - 8 . 
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states that Pakistan's foreign trade has grown 
substantially in recent years U is trying to expand 
with India, Pakistan's trade with India has been sub-
jected to wide fluctuations. Currently it accounts for 
8% of Pakistan's over all trade and just under 3^ of 
India's trade, Indo-Pak trade links were cut off during 
the 1965 war and trade between them remained completely 
suspended for almost ten years. The two countries, how-
ever, reestablished their trade protocole signed in 
November 197 4, It was followed by a formal trade agree-
ment in January 1975, There is immense scope ox bilatera; 
trade. Its potential is manifold. 
, , POLAND, TRADE, AGREEMENTS. 
82, INDO-POLISH ties. Hin Tim (Editorial). 62, 44; 1985, Feb, 
14; 9; a-b. 
Discusses that it is credit of Poland and India 
that despite the suspected improvement of a pole working 
in the Polish mission in Delhi. Trade and technical co-
operation between the two countries are to be further 
expanded. From a backward agricultural country, Poland 
has become an impressive industrial state with a skilled 
working class. 
# , , , Pi^YMENTS, RUPEE. 
83. INDO-POLISH economic cooperation, Econ Tren(EditoriaIJ. 
11, 5; 1962, Aug; 7-8. 
Discusses that the agreement provides for the 
settlanent of all commercial and non-commercial transac-
tions between India and Poland in non-convertable Indian 
Rupees. The trade between the two countries is being 
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conducted on a bilateral balanced basis, where imports 
and exports are expected to balance each other over a 
period of time. The main items of import from Poland 
are fertilizers, sulpher, rolled steel; equipment for 
railways machinery and equipment for power stations, 
chemicals and pharano ceuticals, etc. On the other 
hand the main items of exports to Poland are tea, de-
oiled cakes, cotton, textiles, jute, manufactures and 
mica products etc, 
, , , , BALANCE. 
84. TR/^ JE WITH Poland, Statesman (Editorial). 125, 1233; 
1985, Feb; 11; a-b. 
Discusses that the economic relations, implemen-
tation of the suggestions made recently by the Ninth 
Session of Indo-Polish Joint Commission could living 
about a significant increase in bilational trade. 
Through Poland India's second largest trading partner 
in the communist Block after Soviet Union, Polish 
exports, comprising heavy Industrial equipment and other 
engineering items are available from the more or more 
attractive terms. Larger imports of Polish equipment 
and technology for the coal mining and power could be 
some help to the Indian economy. 
, , ROMANIA, TRADE, AGREEMENTS. 
85. INDO-ROMANIA trade. Eco Tim (Editorial), lo, 350; 1984, 
March, 12; 4,' e-h. 
States that the trading relation was i^ ecided at 
the joint commission meeting that economic collaboration 
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should be given a boost. The colloboration is likely 
to be in oil exploration, hydropower and steel sectors. 
In order to ensure a sustained growth in trade, it was 
also necessary to go in far long-term contracts for 
specific items of mutual interest between both the 
countries. 
PAYMENTS. 
86. INDO-ROMANIA trade. For Aff Rec.(Editorial). 20,1; 1984, 
Jan; 25, 
Reveals that Indo Romanian trade is conducted 
under the long term trade and payments agreement signed 
between the two countries in 1959 which has been extended 
upto 1985, The trade between the two countries is to ce 
on a bilateral basis. During 1981 and 1982 India's 
imports from Romania were of the order of 1,0 68 and 760 
million rupee and exports of 795 and 1,950 million rupees 
respectively. The main items of imports from Romania 
were urea, chemical products, rolled steel products, oil 
prospecting and drilling equipments, railway equipment, 
and machine tools, and news print etc. The main items 
of exports from India were iron ore, leather, manganese 
ore, deoiled cakes, engineering goods. However, iron 
ore from India and fertilizers from Romania constitute 
major products exchange between the two countries. 
, , , , BALANCE. 
87, INDO-RviMANIa t r aae pac t , Eco Com New. CEdltoriai; . 15,1 
1986, Jan, 4; 1. 
Reveals t h a t Indo-Uananian t rade i s a t p resen t 
around 2 b i l l i o n and i s expected to grow three times 
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during the next five years. India exports a varieties 
of items including iron-ore* manganese, soya extraction, 
cotton, machine tools, tea and coffee , To Romania, 
oil field equipment, steel, chemicals and fertilizers 
are the major imports. 
, , SCANDINAVIA, TRADE, AGREEMENTS. 
88, ARORA (DS). Economic cooperation and trade expansion 
between India and Scandinavia. For Tr Rev. (Editorial). 
la, 3; 1983, Oct; 376-38. 
Discusses that the economic cooperation can be 
advanced through transfer of technology, know-how 
manufacturing process, designs and standards. Besides 
helping India in its economic development, the Scandi-
navian countries may shift some of their labour inten-
sive units engaged in clothing, leather products etc. 
to take advantage of cheap labour in India. 
, , SINGAPORE, TRADE, SHIPBUILDINGS. 
89. INDC-SINGAPORK trade Cooperation. Econ Tren. (Editorial). 
17,2; 1988, April; 8, 
Discusses that the India and Singapore to setup 
a joint business cooperation committee. This would 
boost economic and trade cooperation between two coun_ 
tries. The delegation expressed interest in setting V5> 
of joint ventures in India and in third countries in 
areas like ship building and repairing setting up con-
tainer depots, urban development like establishment, 
restaurants and hotels, designing building, industrial 
steel structures and pressure vessels, off shore dril-
ling rigs and structures. 
82 
, , SOVIET UNION. 
90. 3KACHK0V(S). Example of cooperation. Link*23,7; 1980, 
Dec, 7; 32. 
Economic and technical cooperation between the USSR 
and India is successfully developing and hold a signifi-
cant place in the relation between the two countries. It 
has a great attractive force because it strikingly illus-
trates the great potentialities between countries with 
differing social and political systems. 
91. SOVIET ECONOMIC Cooperation. Hind Tim (Editorial). 63, 
305; 1986, Nov, 24; 20,* d-e. 
Economic planning and international economic inte-
gration these are true distinct contribution to the world 
made by the socialist countries, above all by the Soviet 
Union, Both planning and integration were un precedentec 
with previous model to copy. Indo-Soviet econo'iic coope-
ration in agriculture has continued to expand with the 
years. 
, , , CREDIT. 
S2. GIDADHUBLI (RG). Indo-Soviet relationsi Economic dip-
lomacy of the billion rouble credit, Econ and Pol V/kly 
(Editorial). 20, 21; 1985, May, 25; 910-12, 
Michail Gorbachev one billion roxible (equivalent) 
to Rs, 1,160 crores) credit, offer to India announced 
during Rajiv Gandhi's visit to Moscow on May 22, 1985 
represents a very shrewed and calculated step by the 
Soviet leaders ostensively to promote Indo-Soviet econo-
mic cooperation and trade. 
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93, KULDIP SINGH, Ideological context of Soviet aid to India: 
Khruschev era, Puni J.of Pol (Editorial). 9,1; 1985, 
Jan-June; 125-36, 
Ideology does not seem to have played any signifi-
cant role in motivating the Soviets to Assist India, 
Resources provided have failed to generate positive 
trends in India's controls and ensuring equitable dis-
tribution of gains arising from Soviet aid among all 
classes. Contrary to this foreign capital has penetrated 
the Indian economy on a massive scale, monopolistic 
trends have grown stronger and the public sector has 
been feeding the private sector. Moreover, Soviet aid 
has gone little to bring political consciousness to the 
Indian masses on which revolutionary changes depend. 
The substantial success in reducing India's dependence 
on the west has not resulted in socialist development in 
the country. 
, , , EDUCATION^ SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY. 
94, iiASKAR (PN), New dimensions of Indo-Soviet relations. 
Mains tream. 25, 11; 1986, Nov,22; 16-8. 
Reveals that the nature of Indo-Soviet relation-
ship should be one of continuous consultations, continuous 
interchange, exchange of ideas on and merely issues which 
arises but a such important issues like education, science 
and technology, 
, , , HISTORY. 
95, iO\UL (TN), Indo-Soviet Friendship. Mainstream. 25,11/ 
1986, Nov, 22; 27-9, 
Indo-Soviet relations started to build up in the 
early fifties, and have developed steadily since then. 
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particularly the visit of Jawaharlal wehru to the 
Soviet Union in 1955 and the return visit of Soviet 
leaders to India in the different years. Indo-
Soviet relations are a factor for safeguarding peace 
and security and for promoting development not only 
in India but in the whole region. However, it is 
necessary to nurture these relations constantly in 
order to develop them further to resist the pulls 
and pressres, the stresses and strains, that brought 
to bear on them by outside powers. The Indo-Soviet 
treaty of 1971 was a formal commenteing of the cies 
of friendship, peace and cooper-action between our 
two countries. 
96, SRINIVASAN (Gopala). partners in progress. Hind Tim. 
(Bflitorial) . 63, 305; 1986, Nov, 25; 17,* c-d. 
Indian and the S^oviet Union have been ^ artners 
in progress for well over three decades, is univer-
sally known. But what is now emerging are what the 
sign of a strong and bibrant relations between India 
and the Soviet Union in areas of peace and development. 
The current basis of Indo-Soviet economic cooperation^ 
was given an added impetus during the visit of P.M, 
Rajiv Gandhi to the Soviet Union in May, 1985. 
97. USHA RANI. Indo-Soviet Friendship. Link.25,6;1982, 
Sept, 19; 1. 
Indo-Soviet friendship ties existed even in me-
dieval period. And now, when the socio-economic struc-
ture of both the countries has been transformed accor-
ding to their process of development, the friendly ties 
remain unchanged. The mutual cooperation in the field 
of economy social arrangement and culture has been the 
8;1 
great help of our country. And despite the fact that 
there is a great difference between both the countries 
in economic social and cultural fields they remain 
united control the largest part of the continent in 
Asia and of nearly half of the population ot the vast 
continent. 
, , , PROSPECTS. 
98. CH/^ iKRAVORTY (^ ^^ itya) . New dimension to old ties. Ind Eaqp. 
65, 329; 1988, Nov, 27; 12/ a-h. 
States about the three days visit or the Soviet 
President Gorbachev which has given a new dimension to 
the time tested friendship between India and the Soviet 
Union by putting both the economic and the political 
relations in a wider perspective. 
99. HASSAN. Future of India-USSR relations. Link.30, 3; 1987, 
nug, 15; 61-5. 
Reveals that soon after an interim government was 
forwarded in 1946, Jawaharlai Nehru took opportunity of 
establishing contracts with the Soviet Union, diplomatic 
relations were established with the Soviet Union in 
April, 1947, almost four months before India became in-
dependent. The growing friendship between India and 
Soviet Union has contributed to India•s economic deve-
lopment, herself reliance and has strengthened the 
policy of non-alignment. This friendship does not in-
volve inhostility with any other country. It is truely 
a contribution towards peace. 
88 
, , , SPACE, FLIGHT, effect on THIRD WORLD. 
100. MARWAH (Usha). Indo-Sovlet ties. Link, 25, 9; 1982, 
Oct, 10; 2. 
The association of two test pilots with prepara-
tions for a joint India-USSR space flight is a step 
towards enriching India's knowledge of exploration of 
the order space. Indo-Soviet economic cooperation can 
be the key factor in the development of national econo-
mics of several countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America, Joint Indo-Sovlet projects in these countries 
will go long way in freeing them from the devilish 
clutches of imperialist exploitation apart from afford-
ing optimum utilization of their natural resources or 
the well being of their peoples. 
, , , TRADE. 
101. ARORA (SL), Indo-Soviet relations. Link. 31,16; 1988, 
Nov, 27; 2. 
There have been fruitful relations between India 
and the Soviet Union during the last decades. One won-
ders if Nehru had been alive today, how he would have 
reacted to Gorochev articulating the philosophy he set 
out in "Our Basic Approach" published in the fifties, the 
Soviet Union is in a position to supply India weaponary, 
oil, other raw materials and industrial plants, India get 
very favourable credit terms from the Soviet Union India 
has been supplying the UijSR consumer goods, incluuing 
manufactured goods, 
102. BHARTI CVivek) Indo-Soviet trades Danger or going con-
vertible. Econ Tim. 13, 249; 1986, Dec, 10; 5; c-f. 
Examines whether rupees system ,has provided to be 
suitable framework for the growth of trade, hore impor-
87 
tant however is the issue whether this arrangement 
will serve the trading interests of our country in 
the future or is there a case for shifts to a con-
vertible trading arrangement with the USSR, The 
author argues that any shift to convertible trede 
of a scrapping at the irupee payments system would 
be ill advised. 
10 3. EFFORTS TO double Indo-Soviet trade, Ind and For Rev 
(Editorial). 21, 14; 1984, May, 15; 15, 
Discusses that India and the \JJ3R have taken 
steps for doubling the trade between the two countries 
in the next five year trade plan which starts from 
Jan,1, 1986. The two countries are exploring the 
possibilities uf increasing the quantities of exis-
ting items of trade and also identifying new ones to 
achieve. This objective Indo-U3SR trade is not merely 
a trade for profit but a bttllding. 
104. IND0-3OVIET trade. Ind and For Rev (Editorial). 21, 
12; 1984, Apr, 15; 22, 
About 70>fc of the Indo-Soviet trade plan target 
has already been contracted for during the first two 
months of the calender year 1984. The major items of 
imports by India which have been fully covered under 
these contracts include crude oil, petroleum products, 
sulpher, zink, nickle and almuniuro. Other item if 
partially contracted for include machinery and equip-
ment and urea. Major items of export to the Soviet 
Union on which contracting has been done so far are 
machinery and equipments, tea, coffee, castrol oil. 
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woolen knitware, readymade garments, unen,shoe uppers, 
handicrafts, cotton, jute, cloth. In the 1984 Indo 
Soviet trade plan provision has been made for exchange 
of commodities between the two countries for a value of 
8s. 38,400 million imports from USSR placed at Rs. 18, 400 
million export from India at 20,000 million. 
105. IND0-30VIET trade, Tim of Ind (Editorial), 146, 137;1983, 
Kay, 19; 8; a. 
The guarded tones in which the Soviet Deputy Prirrte 
Minister nrknipov, expressed the hope that Indo-3oviet 
trade problem would be resolved soon and the world being 
passed by the government itself to Indian exporters 
dealing with the Soviet Union to look for alternative 
markets show that despite the visit of the Soviet trade 
delegation two weeks ago and Arkhipov last week the pro-
blem of India's mounteing trade surplus with the Soviet 
Union is far from reach. 
106. IKJw-ooVIET trade perspective. Fin £xp^ ^Editorial) . 13, 
262; 1986, Nov, 28; 8; d - f. 
Indo-Soviet trade is not mere exchange of goods, 
right from the Soviet has been linked with India's 
planning industrial agricultural developnient and above 
all design to serve the objectives of India's economic 
independence. 
107. INDO-SOVIET trade targets near achievement, Ind and For 
Rev (Editorial). 21, 24; 1984, Oct, 15; 14. 
according to the latest figures 94/o of contracts 
under the Indo-USSR trade plan provisions for 1984 have 
already been concluded of this export from USSR to India 
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have croseed the trade plan provision target at 
Rs. 18,600 million contracts concluded for export to 
USSR are about ks. 17,510 million where as the target 
has been fixed at 8s. 20*000 million. 
108. INDo-USSR trade. Ind and ifor Rev (Editorial). 21, 20; 
1984, rtug, 15; 21, 
The trade turn over between India and USSR is 
estimated to cross the Rs. 40,000 million mark in 1985. 
During preliminary discussions on the 1985 trade pro-
tocol and long term trade covering the period 1986-90, 
it was observed that Indo-USSR trade was poised for 
quantum jumps in the coming years. These discussions 
were held in Koscow at the first meeting of the Indo-
USSR working group on trade July this year. The work-
ing group was set up during the eight session of the 
Indo-USSR joint commission on economic, scientific ana 
technology cooperation in December, 1983. 
109, MISHRA (Glrish) , Indo-Soviet trades Some controversies, 
Link> 25, 9; 1982, Oct, 10; 17-8. 
India can never over estimate the benefits it 
has derived from its rapidly growing trade ties with 
the Soviet Union. From more quantitative point of 
view the total trade turn over has registered a tre-
mendous rate of growth infact it is unprecedented in 
the history of Indias foreign trade. The USSK has 
emerged as the largest trade partner of India and its 
share in its exports is l5/o. The manufactured items 
account for 60/» in India's export to the soviet union. 
90 
110, MUKHSitJSE (Dilip) . India and the Soviet Union, Washington 
quarterly » 9,2; 1986, Spr; 109-22. 
Continuing acquisitiDn of sophisticated weapons 
has worsened India's balance of payments problems and 
created dependence with respect to the US ana the USSR. 
/although an assured Soviet market generates additional 
experts India willhave to chose between using the sesul-
tant purchasing power for economic and military needs. 
The USSR on aconomic difficulties may lead to a hardening 
of terms for India, 
111. NAARASI14HA RAO (Pv). Indo-Soviet Relations* A Kiodel of 
Peaceful co-existence. Link. 25; 1982, Sept, 19; 11. 
Indo-Soviet relations are a model of peaceful co-
existence based on equality, mutual respect and mature 
understanding of each others concerns says External 
Affair Minister P.V, Narsimha Rao in this exclusive in-
terview to link. Highlights the fact that such a rela-
tionship is bound to be a step in the direction of peace 
in a world txirn by strife and misunderstanding. He under 
scores the Soviet help in the core sector of the Indian 
economy and its contribution in strengthening the country' 
in fra-structure. 
112. PA:K:HUMUKHI (VR) . India Major trade partner of Russia. 
Link. 31, 16; 1988, Nov, 27; 12-5. 
Brings out the relative importance of India's trade 
with USSR. Soviet Union is among the first three major 
trading partners of India. The share of USSR in the total 
trade of India formed as much as around 11/4 in 1986 only 
next to Japan 12,1^ an^ USA I3.5>i. The Indo-Soviet bila-
teral trade flows are governed by trade protocols between 
91 
the two countries on five year basis. India's 
exports to USSR grow at the compound rate of 6.5,-
between 1981 and 1986 while for imports the growth 
rate was 4,2>*. 
113, RAJIV KUMAR and DEBROY (Bibek). Indo-Soviet economic 
tiess Some emerging issues. Econ Tla. 15, 258; 1988, 
Dec, 16; 5; c-d, 
A quasi-official conference held as a part of 
the concluding set of events for Indo-Soviet festival 
provided a unique forvun for bilateral discussion on 
some of the important issues which have recently 
emerged in Indo-Soviet economic relations. 
, , , , AGREEMENTS. 
114. DEBROY (Bibek) and MAGO (L D), Issues in Indo-Soviet 
^^^®- For Tr Rev.26, 182; 1991, April; Sept; 40-55. 
Discusses the trade agreement with the soviet 
union, so that Indo-Soviet trade beyond 1991 would be 
conducted on a convertible currency basis. Gives 
the present State of political uncertainty in the 
country. It is not clear how much of credence shoula 
be given to these reports-as any termination of 
rupee trade with the Soviet Union would imply a major 
policy change. Discuss also terminating the rupee 
trade arrangement, given the liberalization attempts 
in both countries. 
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115, EXPANDING TRADE and econcxnic cooperation. Tim of Ind 
(Editorial). 149, 323; 1986, Nov, 24; 18; g-h. 
Reveals that the Soviet Union attaches great 
importance to the promotion of all round relations 
with the republic of India specially in the trade 
and economic cooperation. These contacts are base 
on the agreement on guidelines of economic trade and 
scientific and technical cooperation till the year 
2000 and trade agreement for 1980-90. These docu-
ments influenced favoxarable trade as a result of which 
goods turn over totalled 3,000 million roiibles in the 
first five years i.e. a 50% increase compared with 
1980. 
116. INDL'x, USSR sign six pacts. Scon Tim (Editorxai) , 15, 
233; 1988, i^ ov, 21; i^ ,' a -e. 
India and the Soviet Union on conducted six 
agreements for cooperation in the field of space,nu-
clear, thermal power with the biggest ever Soviet 
assistance of 3,2 billion in roubles, ( about Rs, 5,300 
crores) and pledge to utilize to the fullest extent 
the new potential and opportunities created by the 
modernization changing character of the Indian and 
Soviet economics. 
, , , , COKFUTERIZATION. 
117. G0OP£RATI0N IN Computerisation. Fin Sxp (Editorial). 
13, 161; 1986. Aug, 9; i; d. 
The Soviet Elektronorglekhnika foreign trade 
association and the oil and natural gas commission of 
93 
India (ONGC) signed 96,5 million rouble contract on 
the delivery to India of Soviet computer systems for 
processing Seismic information obtained in the course 
of prospecting exploration and exploitation of oil 
and gas fields. These systems are based on the ES-
10 61 universal computer and unique geo-physical soft-
ware developed at the Central geo-physical expedition 
of the USSR Ministry of Oil Industry. 
, , , , EXPORTS, TOBACCO. 
118, TRrt.PE TERM with USSR favour India: No nationalization 
of tobacco export trade. Econ Tim (Editorial). iQ, 40; 
1983, Kay, 6; i; £-h. 
The Union Commerce Minister V.P. Singh today 
related a demand in the Rajya Sabha that the export 
trade in tobacco should be nationalised as it v/ill no+^  
be fruitful in the interest of the country. The Minister 
pointed out that the exporters o" tobacco had establishcva 
contacts abroad and it would not be proper to disturb 
them. He claimed that the trade terms ^drticuiarly the 
unit value realization of exports to the Soviet Union 
had been in India's favour. 
HISTORY. 
119. LII^ ilTSD PROGRESS. Tim of Ind (Editorial). 146, 346;1983, 
Dec, 15/ 8; a. 
The new Indo-Soviet trade protocol of 1964 heatiy 
tackles sane of the Immediate problems that bedevil 
Indo-Soviet trade but falls to make the structural 
changes necessary to ensure rapid growth in the years 
to comer During 1983, the shortage of rupees to its 
94 
credit has compelled the Soviet Union to slash a 
stop its purchases of oil cakes/ cashew, Kernals, 
rice, cosmetics and other goods in India, Indus-
tries catering for Soviet market specially in the 
Kandla free trade zone were hard hit as a result 
while the Indo-Soviet trade has begun to reject the 
radical changes in the economy of the two countries 
since the early seventies. 
120. SEMEiSiOV (1). Soviet-Indian trade.Link. 29, 2; 198b, 
August, 15; 56-8. 
Reveals that trade is an important and most dy-
namically developing sector of the bilateral Soviet 
Indian trade relations. It has been developing on a 
long term and balance rupee payment basis, ouch 
system of trade has been in existence between our 
countries for over thirty years, Soviet India trade 
has attained unprecedented heights and impressive 
results. 
121. SRIKIV^SA-RAGHAVAW (TCA). Story of Indo-Soviet trade. 
Ind Sxp.55, 19; 1986, Nov, 27; 8; b-e. 
India imports more than it imports right? 
Right India Imports more from the USSR than it 
exports to it tight? wrong, by atleast Rs. 700 
crores Believes it or not, except for two or three 
years in the late seventies, for the last decade 
and a half India has run a trade surplus with the 
USSR. The reason is not for to seek; as the Indian 
economy has become more sophisticated, it has found 
increasingly, less to from its great friend in need. 
It is not as though India has been willing to 
balance the trade. 
95 
, , , , INDUSTRY, COAL MIKING, HISTORY. 
122, SCHADOV ( Kikhail). Coal Mining Co-operation Fin Exp. 
13, 262; 1986, Nov, 28; 9; d-e. 
Soviet-Indian cooperation is in the coal industry 
dates back to the lS60s when two under-ground and then 
three open coal mines are beneficient in and two mining 
equipm.ent plant were technical assistance. It boosted 
to a degree for coal out put which has doubled over 
last 15 years to an annual 154 million tonnes promo-
tion of Soviet -Indian cooperation in the coal industry 
will certainly accelerate the development of the fuel 
and energy, base in both countries. 
, , , IRON, STEEL, HI3TCRY. 
123, RESEARCH TIE-up in iron 6c Steel. Scon Tim (Editorial). 
12, 352; 1986, Mar, 17; XIX; a-e. 
The Soviet Union has been playing a key role in 
the economic development of our country since indepen-
dence. The scientific, technical and economic coopera-
tion between India and the Soviet Union encompasses. 
Today a large number of areas covering steel and heay^ ' 
industries, agriculture, mining, oil and natural gas, 
petro-cheraical, non-ferrous industries, power etc, I.i 
the steel sector the co-operation started with the 
setting up of Bhilai Steel Plant in Madhya Pradesh in 
late 505. 
, , , , JOINT VENTURES. 
124, SOVIET ASSlSTi^ NiCL in energy development, Ind and Fore Rev. 
21, 9; 1984, Feb, 29; 14. 
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The IMF assessment of the world economic situation and 
tlie cears expressed by the group of 24 developing coun-
tries finance ministers, representing 116 countries of 
Asia. The recession in the industrial countries has 
proved exceedingly stubborn, thus worsening the terms of 
trade and the e3q>ort volume of the developing countries. 
And despite a slowing of inflation and a slackening world 
demand/ real interest rates have remained very nign by 
historical standards. Dept ^ ayraent burdens, accordingly, 
have continued to grow sharply. The slow growth and hijh 
budget deficits in the oC-iJ countries, and the aioo^ p'-'.tr-ri_ 
surpluses o£ the oil exporting countries, it is lik^ -iy tin' 
in the next few years. 
22l.FuRRi:3r IG), IMF; Do its functions conflict? Scon Dig. 16; 
1981, Aug; 6-7. 
Borrowing by the developing countries, together 
with their general indebtedness, have become a key issue 
in international banking. The IMF assistance, impart the 
residual imbalance, fluctuating from net payment of a « i 
billion to $ ^ V^ billion contribution. The dra.'i4^ tic Snift 
to borrowing from the international banking system raises 
many issues and in particular the role of the IMF. The 
IMF is seen increasingly as a vehicle for challciiging 
large amounts of funds to developing countries on what is 
little more than an expediency basis. There is a funda-
mental conflict between tne IMF's role as an "Internatis^nal 
financial policeman "and that of a major supplier of credit, 
The IMF is compounding the problems relating to developing 
countries on maturity patterns. 
222,GA1\IDHI (Indira). Restructuring world economy. Commerce. 14 4, 
3692; 1982, March, 13; 345-7. 
f 
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states thdt IM? has i;layed an important role, 
when developing councries already have a low growth rate 
and are compelled to make structural adjustment in order 
to over come balance of payments problems, they need flexibl 
responses from the IMF, The usual snort terra stabilization 
programmes will not suffice in this new situation. 
223. IN SHEER self-interfest. Amr Baz Pat (Editorial). 114; 19o2, 
uec, 14; 6/ 1-2. 
The third world countries as their own self-interest 
which weightea with the five leading industrialisea coun-
tries to decide to set up the lending capacity of the IM? by 
40/4 through an accelerated in-crease of quota subscription. 
Instead of approaching the IMF, the developing countries 
should try to raise corojnercial loans fro/n the international 
money market to finance their developmental imports and mcei-
their balance of payments difficulties. The IMF makes more 
funds available to them through rescheduling their debts. 
India does not, however, belong .to the category of countries, 
the five richer nations had in mind. The IMF's ^ 5,7 billior. 
loan has further raised India's credit. 
224, IMF CRACKS the whip. East Boon (Editorial). 76, 17/ 1982, 
April, 30; 1015. 
The IMF has recently suspended disbursement oZ ..ore thcin 
25/6 of the loans made available by it to 15 countries for unr-
to three years under the extended facility arrangem'-nt, 
India does not figure among these, Infact, i-^  :.as '.rawn t:.c 
third and final instalment of SDRs 3000 million for ten 
first year, reflecting the commendable job done in tne fi.c'-
of many hurdles and tough global trading coniUtijns. Tne 
countries affected are; Romania, Zaire, Morocco, Dan^ jladtsii/ 
^ambia, Grenada, CostaRica, Tanzania, Guyana, Hadagcscar, 
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The Soviet Union has expressed a desire to 
collaborate further with India in various sectors 
of energy, such as oil prospecting; coal mining 
and power generation. This view was expressed by 
the Visiting Chairman of the USSR Stand Committee 
for foreign economic relations, Mr, Y.P. Oyabov 
when he called on the Energy Minister,Mr, F, 3hiv 
Shankdr in New Z^ elhi. 
, , , , PERSPECTIVES. 
125, LALBHAI (Arvind), Trade prospects. Econ Tim.12, J52; 
1986, Mar, 17; 12; a-d. 
Beginning from a modest trade turnover of 
Rs. 1.3 crores in 1953 between India and the U3SR 
the two way trade in 1985 is expected to cross the 
level of Ri, 4,620 crores the stupendous growth of 
trade which is unmatched with tiny other country in 
India's global trade has been possible under the 
frame-work of rupee payment agreement concluded for 
the first time on Jec, 23, 1953, Trade between 
India and the USSR has increased over the years. 
The current trade agreement for the period I98o-90 
has rightly envisaged doubtly, the trade from the 
present level. 
/ / , , i-RJoPECrS, 
126. vJOL^ Il-J CKikolai). India, USSR entering 2l3t centuary. 
Indjcay Sxjjyggy . 55, l7; 1986, .\'ov.,25; la; '^-h. 
Many im^jressive accomplishments have been 
achieved thanks to Soviet Indian friendship. It is 
linked with thi name oi Nadimlr-Lefiin and Kehru, 
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The vioviet people reverse the memory of the Inw.ira 
Gdudhi who had unnecessary led India along the l^ ebru 
course years and decades pass, generation of people 
in our countries of friendship and cooperation between 
the USSR and India to continuing developing on the 
ascending line, noted M, Gorbachev. At present this 
course is being pursued under the guidance of Rajiv 
Gandhi, His confidence that our two countries will 
enter the 21st century side-by-side is shred by all 
the Soviet people. 
127. GORBAGIiEV's INDIA Policy, Link ^Editorial) . 32, 51; 1990, 
Jul, 29; 3. 
Reveals that V.p. Singh's Moscow visit should 
remove all doubts-some legitimate some not so-about 
the future or Indo-Soviet relationship which has been 
both time-tested and a model for cooperation between 
countries with different social and political systems. 
At the informal level the Soviets said that Indo-Soviet 
R relationship had with stood the demolish their 
country's economy image in the West and buii'J uevi rela-
tions with the US Soviet, are willin-j to import consu-v r 
goods from India in turn for strengthening the base of 
industrial devlopment in this country. It should not 
be forgotten that the Soviets supported US on Kashmir, 
because of the convergence of our interests. 
123. KATU3HEV CKonstantin). Soviet Indiancooperation. Yes-
terday and tomorrow. Ind Exp. 117, 18; l^' g-h. 
States that India is the leadin-j partner .>f the 
Soviet Union in the third world. Likewise the Soviet 
Union is a leading customer of India. This mutual 
ion 
affection has deep going historical roots and was 
reaffirmed in the documents adopted by Gorbachev 
and Rajiv Gandhi in Nov, 1986 in India. These 
documents raised bilateral relations to a new level 
opening broad vistas for cooperation in economy, 
culture, science, education, health care and sports. 
, , , , RUPEE. 
129, SEMINAR REVIEWS re-trade with USSR Tim of Ind(Editorial) 
10, 48; 1983, May, 14; 5; e-g. 
Reveals that the rupees between India and the 
USSR caste in for a close scutiny of a seminar spon-
sored by forum for International affairs Mr. Ratan 
Singh Raj da, M.p, who presided over the Seminar ex-
pressed the view that the time had come for an objec-
tive analysis of the Implications of continuing of 
rupee trade with the Soviet Union has an adverse 
balance of trade with India, 
130. WAS (Arvind). Dimensions of Indo-Soviet economic ties, 
Mainstream.27,8; 1988, Nov, 19; 11-3. 
Reveals that India's trade with the USSR is cha-
racterised by the fact that it is a special case of 
bilateral relationship were payment on trade account 
are made in non-convertible Indian rupees. The trade 
is balanced in terms of payments. Popular view is 
that India has a trade surplus with the USSR is no 
more than a myth in so far as so called trade surplus 
is used for balancing the balance of payments. To 
boost Indian Soviet economic cooperation the new 
measure envisaged are joint ventures ana proouction. 
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, , , , in relation to CRSJir. 
131. MEHttOTRA (santosh). Rouble credits and rupee trade. 
Tim of Ind. 150, 28; 1987, Jan, 28; 8; f-g. 
The desirability of new 1.2 billion rouble 
credit extended during Gorbachev's recent visit, 
following close on the heels of billion rouble 
credit in May, 1985 has been questioned in some 
circles. Misgivings have also been expressed about 
continuing and bilateral trade and payment arrange-
ments with the US3R, in the light of this massive 
trade surplus India has built up. 
, , , , TECr-a^OLOGICAL, HISTuRY. 
132, SOVIET-INDIAN economic cooperation. Link. (Editorial;. 
29, 16; 1986, Nov, 23; 31-5. 
Indo-Soviet economic cooperation began with the 
Soviet offer of asbistance to build the Bhilai Steffi 
Plant, iieavy Machine Building Plant of Ranchi built 
with Soviet cooperation in the sixties. Soviet Union 
is also assisting India to produce oil equipment, 
Societ Union has also provided assistance in power 
industry, medical industry, transport and communication, 
automation and instrument, agriculture and also 
provides the assistance in the food, science and 
technology, 
, , SPAIN, TRADE, 
133. INDU-3PANISH trade and economic cooperatiun. Scon -^ ren 
(Editorial). 15, 1; 1985,Jan, 1; 7 -10, 
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Reveals that the pace of economic cooperation between 
India and Spain for setting up ventures in either 
countries has been very slow. Wherever there is con-
siderable scope for furthering India-Spanish collabo-
rations in a variety of fields. This includes engi-
neering industries like metallurical, prime movers, 
automobiles, ancellaries, industrial machinery, agri-
cultural machinery, electronic equipment, inachine tools 
etc, and non engineering industries like fertilizers, 
chemicals, man made fibres, paper, inibber proJucts, 
synthethic rxibber, etc. 
, , , , AGREEMENTS. 
134, IlviDO-SPAKISH economic cooperation. For Tr Bull (Editorial.. 
12,10; 1982, April; 18. 
Jeals with both the Indian and Spanish sides 
about the bilateral trade and other areas of indus-
trial cooperation between the two countries. The 
Indian side referred to the continuing imbalances in 
bilateral trade which were causing concern in the 
context of Indias overall trade difficult, 
ing goods, leather manufactures tobacco* certain 
textile items and Marine products were identified 
as some of the products which could be exported to 
Spain, 
, , , , AGREEMENTS, DEFEi^E, 
135. PURI (R^kshalX, Flavour of Spain. Hin Tim CSditoridi:. 
63, 253; 1965, Feb, 7; 11; a-d. 
Reveals that the Spanish side appears to be interested 
in collaboration with India in defence industries tha^ 
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includes production in India jointly with Spain's 
case aircraft manufacturers/ joint production in 
India of field arbillary, armoured personnel carriers, 
and of course in the sphere of ship building. Spain 
is said to be amongst the world's biggest ship build-
ing nation. Indeed, indication points to a Spanish 
desire to sell to India an almost ready air-craft 
carrier, by providing India with credit if necessary. 
, , , , IMPORTS. 
136. NEV^  AREAS of Indo-Spanish economic cooperation. Commerce 
(Editorial), 153, 3940; 1986^ Nov, 22; 1013. 
Discusses that India and Spain have identified 
several areas of bilater<il cooperation in economic dnd 
coiranercial relations. Based on tlit; global import of 
Spain, it was analysed that there could be scope for 
India's exports of tea, coffee, tobacco, 3heil<-iC, cottor 
and fabricated mica of Spain. In the area of chemicals 
and petrochemicals where India's well diversified 
chemical and petrochemical industries offer vast scope 
of exports of pesticides, orgqnic and inorganic chemi-
cals, petrochemicals, bulk drugs and farmulations, dyes 
and dyestuff intermediates, paints and rubber products, 
two countries could profitably maintain close contact 
for boosting the two way trade and technical cooperation. 
, , SVVJJDEK, TRADE, AGREEMSKTS. 
137, IiJ^O-SWEDISH Cooperation. Econ Tren (Edi tor ia l ) . 13, U ; 
1984, Ju ly , l ; 3. 
i j iscusses t h a t the Indo-Swedish j o i n t bus i r e s s 
council meeting held a t stock holm a lso discu:jsed 
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different aspects of economic cooperation like 
bilateral trade, industrial collaboration Swedish 
investment and fund activities in India, Some of 
the areas in civil engineering and construction in 
which cooperation can be visualised are power ^ lant, 
railways, airport, architecture and town planning, 
housing complexes, roads and harbours. The cons-
traints affecting the two way trade are information 
gap on both sides shipping difficulties, the need for 
broad basing traffic concessions and warehousing faci-
lities for Indian goods in Sweden. 
EXPORTS. 
138, IwDO-St^ 'EDISH trade protocol. Commerce (Editorial) , 133, 
3935; 1966, Oct, 18; 771. 
Reveals that the two countries agreed to draw a 
long term integrated production development and mar-
keting programme for selective products to promote 
Indias exports to Sweden, Sweden has agreed to help 
India in invoronmental protection efforts and under 
take a geomorphological study in the sub-Himalayan 
regions. There are certain high technology areas in 
which Sweden has considerable expertise and can help 
India in telecommunication, air and rail transpprtdtion 
and energy conservation, 
, , SWITZERLAIID, TRADS, 
139, SWITZERLAKj KEEN to improve trade with India.Commerce 
(Editorial). 153; 3937; 1986, Nov, 1; 872. 
Tells that Switzerland is keen to improve its 
trade and collaboration with India and 41so the tech-
nology transfer. It would give an opportunity to 
Indian entrepreneurs industries to know more about the 
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technologies develo'^ «d in Switzerland. Main goods 
wnich India exports included textiles* carpets, pre-
cious metals, foodstuff# leather products and 
machinery, Swiss exports. To India on the other hand, 
comprised machinery, precious tools and apparatus 
and chemicals. 
, , , , AGRiiEMENTS. 
140. IKDO-SWISS Protocol signed. For Tr Bull (Editorial^ i6, 
4; 1«38'^ , Oct; 13. 
Discusses that both Indian and Swiss delegates 
stressed upon the potential, which existed for increas-
ing two way trade and identified specific areas for 
special attention. India has been exporting to Swit-
zerland chemi'^al products like refined glycerine, 
organic pigment and garbattis, but -Jtrroe of these 
products have of late shows a dealing trend. There 
are several possibilities of export oriented joint 
ventures and collaboration in tne third woria coun-
tries projects. It was agreed that a suitable mecha-
nism shouiu be evolved to facilitate industry level 
contracts for promotion of such a collaboration. 
, , TANZANIA, TRADE* JOINT VENTURES, SUG>iH. 
141. TANZANIA SEEKS help from India. Bcon -Tim(Editorial). 
16,73; 1989, June, 12; 1. 
Tanzania sought India's cooperation in setting 
up a chain to mini sugar plants. At present Tanzania 
has five sugar plant with a production ot lOUCOOO 
tonnes against a requirements of 400,000 tonnes. It 
feels Indian enterpreneurs could take advantage of the 
new liberlisation policy and take up joint venture on 
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Tanzania particularly in the small scale sector. 
, , UWITED KINGDOM, TRADE. 
142. EFFORTS Tu better trade terms with UK, £con Tiro 
^Editorial). 16,116; I9d9, July, idS; 10. 
Describes that serious efforts are on to streng-
then Indo-British trade. Both sides have realised 
that recently British investments in India have stag-
nated. The two way trade is becc»ning more unbalanced 
from India's point of view. An estimated lOO British 
firms are expected to attend the show, organised under 
the aegis of confederation of engineering industry in 
India, Discussions with members of British trade and 
Industry have shown that .th«y are aware of the oppor-
tunities in India. 
143. IWDO-BRITISH trade. South Econ IBditorial). 24, 14; 
198b, Nov, lb; 33, 
Discusses that Indo-British trade is increasing 
continxiously. Britain now exports high technology 
products like a variety of special steel, air craft 
equipment and scxne high quality protessionai scientific 
and medical instruments, many of which help sustain 
India's own export efforts. India receives more 
British aid than any other country and Britain is also 
India's largest bilateral doner of the financial aid. 
' » » t ACiKiifiii.iEi^Td, 
144. IWDIA-OK p a r t n e r s i n development , Cotumerce i E d i t o r i a l ; . 
142, ttb44; l y b i , Apri l , 1; 13-4 . 
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Keveais that the United Kingdom ana India nave 
been close partner* in trade and development wnile 
in sixties tnere was cut bacjc in trade with UK. In 
industry contribution ot UK technology has been subs-
tantial. British aid covers projects aid for pro-
jects aided by British technology, which includes 
fertilizers plants, paper mills, a shopyard and tne 
Indian Ocean Common wealth cable tran fenang to Madras. 
Now in the future prospects fur improvement in Indo-
british EconcMnic Cooperation are great especially in 
the f up steel, coal, energy, conservation pro-
gramme, uil explorat automobiles, power generation, 
communication items and machine tools. The list 
includes mining machinery, railway and processed plants, 
etc. 
145, IKDO-BRITISH trade and economic cooperation. For Tr 
Bull (Editorial). 12, 3; 1981, Sept; 13. 
Britain leads the league table for foreign 
industrial collaboration agreements with India. 
Between 19b7 and Sept. 1980, out of a total of 6,0 44 
industrial collaboration agreements, British firms 
were responsible for 1,414 about 235*.. Some of the 
British firms involved with Indian Industry and deve-
lopment are household names, English Electric, 
Unilever, Dunlop, Leyland, Rolls Royce with a host 
of smaller firms experts in their fields. 
, , , , , JOIWT VElNiTUKhcJ. 
146. INDO-BRITISH GOOPEK**TION agreement. For Tr Bull 
l E d i t o r i a l ) . 16, 4; 1985, Oct, 12. 
lOS 
Keveals that Britain and India have reached 
agreement on closer economic and industrial links. 
Discusses tnat both sides would continue to keep 
unaer review and take appropriate action on the 
several issues of bilateral concern identified on 
the agreed minutes and special priority should divoted 
to jolntindustrial ventures with a view to enhanciny 
exports from la^uxa and developing links for coliabor«i-
tion in projects in third world countries. 
147. U.K. ACCOUNT for one fifth of foreign collaboration. 
Conroercc ^Editorial). Ib2, 3908; 1985, /ipr, 12; 7bO. 
Discusses that tne trade relationship between the 
United Kingdom and India is age old. The U.K. is 
India's one or the uiost important trading partners. 
Britain is India's fourth biggest commercial supplier 
and tne fourth biggest market, India and the U.K. nave 
a good record in>joint ventures and collaboration 
agreements, involving modern technology. In lytib 
British companies concluded 147 collaboration agreements 
with India, dome of the successful joint venttires so 
far include* Hindustan level, Glaxo, Cadoury, ;»::nweppes4 
Ashok L<eyiand, and roodi-zerox photo copier factory, etc. 
, , , , li^ 'DUSXRY, AEROSPACE. 
148. aiGG£ST INDIA shop-window for U.K. aerospace inaustry. 
oouch £con (Estimate; . 24, 14; lybb, Nov, 15; 32-3, 
i-»iscusses that India was the biggest ever shop-
window for the united Kingdom's air transport and s^ a^ce 
industries. Britisn aerospace is engagea, on its own 
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and is working in collaboration witn otner inter-
national ccMnpanies in the design, development and 
production of military and civil air craft, guided 
weapons and space system, electronics and related 
technologies and provisional support services in 
India like Jagnar, C , Hunters aircraft. 
pAYMElsiTS, 
14y, BHANDARI (*irvind), Indo-British trade ties. Tribune, 
10i, 317; 1983, i^ ov, 17; 4; a-b. 
Discusses that our country's British connection 
is not rooted merely in history and inheritcince of 
political institutions. It also finds a strong mani-
festation in economic intercourse. Many collaboration 
agreements have been made with public, sector and 
private enterprises. Some of the British firms 
involved the Indian industry are well known, rhe 
ICI, English Electric, Unilever Dunlop, Leyland and 
Rolls Royce, etc. British has been competing suc-
cessfully with other suppliers in selling arms to 
India, The seeking helicopters, fitted with the 
antisui:»narine missile called sea-£ahle were supplied 
to India. 
150, GATHAiNlo (BatuJc) . Wew phase likely in India-British 
trade, Hindu. 107, 20; 1984, Jan, 20; 8; d-b. 
Reve«ils that the recent trends indicate tnat 
ludia and Britain are entering a new phase of trade 
and economic cooperation. There are expectauioiia of 
a dynamic growth in Indo-U/s trade to mutual advan-
tage to correct India's adverse balance of trade 
iin 
witn Britain and to promote coiiaborative ventures 
in selected industries, There are vast areas of 
engineering autcmtobiies, hardware, tools, and elec-
tronic sector, where Indian firms can make irapressive 
in roads into the i^ estern European maricet. 
1:^ 1, IRDO-Ufv Cooneration. JPin EXP ^ Editorial). 11, 32/;iyB3, 
Oan, ly; b; a - b. 
atates that there is scope tor optimism in res-
pect ot Indo-British trade especially ou the patterns 
of India's exports to tne United Kingacxn. The two 
countries are collaborative exports of construction 
projects to the thira worla countries. Yet another 
helpful sign is the prospect of India bdiancincj in 
trade with tne U.K, in the near future. 
, , , , , , IhUDSl'RIALt TECHIMQLuGIC^iL, 
li>2. INDO-BRITISH engineering industries, /or fr bull 
^Editorial). 12, 1; 1981, July; b. 
Discusses that the Chairman of britisn iraae 
Board said on Indo-British trade and industri<ii coope-
ration in London, was o^en tor the Indian engineermg 
industry to iricrease its share ot the Britisn market 
for engineering products. Also discussed with Indus-
trialists and bankers possibilities for increasing 
Indo-Sritish trade, technology, transfer and partner-
ship ventures between India and British companies fux 
commercial ventures in third world. 
I l l 
I t I $ I STiiEL, 
15J, MHHAWTI (PC). Indo-British Cooperation in heavy indus~ 
tries. Commerce. 142, 3b44; 1981, April, 18; 20-21. 
Discusses that the Durgapur Steel Plant, built 
in the fifties as the third public sector steel works 
with the collaboration of a consortium of U.K. engi-
neering firms, is a solid example of Indo-British 
Economic Cooperation in the vital basic and heavy in-
dustries area. The plant was financed with British 
creait. The main products of the plant fall into what 
may be called lighter sections such as bars and rods, 
structurals, fish-plates and railway sleepers and skelp. 
, , , , BALANCE, 
154. FROMISE UF Indo-British ties. Commerce (Kditoriai).i49, 
J830; 1984, Oct, 27; 685. 
Discusses tne economic ties between tne two 
countries have been built over tens of decades. The 
immediate reason for this renewed British interest is 
ot course, the large investment glanned in tne oil 
industry ana India's desire to develop high technology 
industry tor which certain concessions have been 
announced tor the foreign investors. The import ot 
technology has been made easier and prospects for 
import of capital and related technology in the field 
of oil exploration, oil refining, fertilizers proauction, 
power generation, coal mining and railway modernisation 
etc. 
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, , , , EXPORTS, JUTE. 
15b. VAdX SCOPE t o r j u t e goous e x p o r t t o Uni ted Kingaom, 
£con Tim ^ E d i t o r i a l ; , l b , 7 4 ; 1989, June , 1 3 ; 1. 
Tnere i s good p o t e n t i a l t o r t h e e x p o r t of trie 
j u t e yarn t o UK, a l s o p o i n t e d o u t t h a t UK impor ted 
2b7 4 m e t r i c t onnes of j u t e yarn i n 1987-Bb. Tne t o t a l 
I nd i an e x p o r t o t yarn t o t h e tSG s tood a t 15,U00 tonnes 
i n 1987, I n a i a was y e t t o touch t h e e x p o r t f i g u r e s or 
D 2 , 0 0 0 t onnes which i t had ach ieved i n i yb3 , i t has 
c e r t a i n l y improved i t s impor tance from 2d,QUO tonnes xn 
1984. 
, , , , oOlhl- VEiNTUREa, 
lt>6. SHkimA ii'yagrajj, Woves atoot tor UK tie up in power 
sector, £con Tim.16, 118; 1989, Ouiy, 27; 14, 
Discusses that the Inula and UK are making 
vigorous efforts to boosts collaboration in the energy 
sector with special em,.^ hasis on oil, ixatural gas and 
powers. The two sides are expected to discuss the possi-
bility of British Assistance in areas like exploration, 
transportation and distribution. Official sources here 
say that British might consider the possibility of pro-
viding export credit and aid in finance to India .:in these 
areas. Steps are now a foot to identify specific areas 
where the two countries can cooperate, 
iSl, SHAiii^  (Tyagraj). UK firms gearing up for Indian market. 
Kcon Tim. 16, 117; 1989, July, 26; 10, 
Discusses that India a part frcwn providing equip-
ment for the controversial pepsico food processing unit 
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in Punjab. It is now hoping to supply brewery equip-
ment to India and appears to be excited about the 
recent government move to allow fresn capacity in the 
bear manufacturing Industry. Similarly, British 
teicom, which has already worked out a tie up with 
Hanindra and Manindra in software production, is 
planning to set up a representative office in India, 
The sixth largest communication operator in the world 
is currently diacuasing the possibility of setting xip 
intermediate dalira carrier for handing international 
phone Cdlls for India to the UK. 
, , UNITED ciTAT£3 OF M^ErtlCA, TR^DK. 
158. SEKGUPTA (AK) and RAHACHANDRXAH iV) . USAj x'rade I-ers-
pectives. For Tr ftev., 2^* If 199Q, ikpril-June; 4V-e>5. 
Describes the trade policy of USA, Discusses 
about the Indo-US trade. Economic cooperation and US 
trade policy-implications for India ana also states 
that the U3A is, and will continue to be one of the most 
sought after the growing markets for a nximber of Indian 
goods and services. Despite the threats and uncertain-
ties emanating from the recent trade policy changes, it 
remains the premier market for a host of value added 
consumer goods and services. 
, , WORLD TRADE,EXPORTS, 
159, SAXEi^ iA (oada Shai:ikar). World Market trends: A profile. 
For Tr Rev.25, 1; 1990, April-June; 66-79, 
Describes the fast changing international mar-
keting environment & globalization of international 
marketing operations, states that the world configu-
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ration of markets for exports from developing countries 
is slightly different from that of India's expert 
niarkets specially in relation to the Eastern Tracing 
rtrea and the UKF countries because of special measures 
adopted by Inaia for expansion of exports to the 
Eastern Trading Area, its share in India's total 
exports is more than 16% and that of the DMH countries 
about 59%. 
, , YUGOSLAVIA, TRADE, AGREEMENTS. 
160. INDO-YUGOSLAV trade needs boost. Ind Exp.(Editorial). 
53, 286; 1984, Aug. 27; 6; a-b. 
Discusses that the structure of trade between 
India Yugoslavia has remained very weak, India exports 
to Yugoslavia Coffee, other items of exports are iron 
ore, hides and skins, India and Yugoslavia has set up 
a joint venture to process hides and skins at Madras. 
India and Yugoslavia are suggested to form trade in 
Industrial cooperation, including civil construction 
and non traditional products. 
161. Lli^ TC TRADE with Yugoslavia. For Tr Bull (Editorial). 17, 
2; 1986, Aug; 12, 
Discusses the trade relations between India and 
Yugoslavia and identifies the many items under the link 
trade. According to FICCI sources, the link trade 
agreement has not worked as yet to mutual satisfaction. 
The table provided shows comparative picture of annual 
imports of India and Yugoslavia during the period 
1985-86. 
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INDIA, ECONOMY, INTERNATlOwajb, CREDIT. 
162, K^ HTrt (Dalraj). Changing paterns of foreign aid. Capital. 
A; 1981; 49^52. 
;ourC' 
States tiiat India has moved along way from the 
first concept of aid as a supplement to domestic resc 
for development, to its use as a .maintenance resource ami 
finally to reliance on foreign aid as a short term b^lanc^ 
of payments support. The cjuestion really is hov^  far such 
a borrowing spree and injection of direct foreign invest-
ment which will be arranged side by side will build up 
the capacity of the economy to satisfy the domestic re-
quirements of development, raise the living standards nf 
people and promote exports for servicing foreign invest-
ment and credits on the scale being envisaged. 
, , , , EUKOCURRSMCY. 
163. INDO rtND Europe currency markets. For Tr Bull (Editorial; . 
15, 8; 1985, Feb; 16. 
Describes that according to Economic and .Scientific 
Research Foundation (E3RF) India faces both the opportu-
nities and cnallan^es in explorations of vast resource 
potential of Euro c\irrcncy loans. India compares qoix.e 
well in the sphere of debt servicing, debt burden .^ na 
international reserves. Its record in repayment in cjuJte 
satisfactory. If weightage is given to such factjrs -'-s 
political stal5.^ 1ity, quality of inan power and indastrir-1 
status, India can legitimately claim larger share in 
total borrowings. 
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, , , , INTERKATIOIJAL MONETARY FUND. 
164. rtlYi^ k Swaminathan 3) . First year of the Il-IF loan. 
Hind Tim. 59, 191; 1962, July, 13. 
India has come through its first year of borrowing 
from the IMF with flying colours, and the lending j^ rogramrre<^  
for the second year has been approved amidst deserved 
praise. But it is worth recalling that last year "The logic 
of the IMF package, therefore, is such that its net result 
must be an engineered inflation, an engineered recession 
and unemployment, a squeeze on money wages and salaries 
and a cut in public expenditure on welfare relief and sub-
sidies on essential consemption items. Each of these 
measures adversely affects the low and middle-income grou^s; 
together their impact can be disastrous. 
165, Mrtilii3h;;^ \I (JC) , Loan from the II'-IF. Is it a red rag. Cast 
2con, 77, 18; 19bl, Oct, 30; 805-06. 
It is important that the money borrowed frun the 
li^jF is Utilised for improving the lot of those people wh^ 
still live below the poverty line, i'hey believe that it 
is not necessary to presxime that the IMF will impose dra-
conian conditions of the bargaining power of tho govern-
ment is strong and India has a comfortable foreign exchange. 
reserves position. 
166, MI3RA (Glrish) , IMF loans The other side. I-la In stream. 2C, 
16; 1981, Dec, 19; 7,* 31-3. 
IMF deal is that it seeks to abridge India's eco-
nomic sovereignty. The IMF management accepted our ;>ro-
gramme derived from the strategy of our sixth plan as 
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appropriate measures to adjustment for our economy 
to overcome the problems of balance of payments and 
development . domestic credit expansion in 1981-82 
is proposed to be limited to about 19/«. This is higher 
than the credit in 1980-81 which was 18^. The -ongresfi-l 
document then goes on to add, "Out policy should infact 
have been to kee^ ^ the credit expansion well below 
this limit. The IMF loan will be available at an average 
rate of interest of 9 to lOj^  whereas a comniercial loan 
in Euro-dollar market would have come to us at an 
interest rate of above 16 to 17;C. 
167. THIMllti^ IH (G) . External assistance as a means of cover-
ing resource gap. Capital. A; 1981; 17-21, 
From the poipt of viev/ of economic as well as 
political independence external assistance should be 
reduced to the minimum, it is not wise for Indid to 
shut off foreign aid. If..the country wants to go for 
large scale investment, particularly in areas like oil 
exploration and tele communication, domestic savings 
will not be adequate. The IMF loan has to be viewed in 
this context. Because of the bitter experience of the 
conditionality imposed on India for getting loans from 
the IMF from the Fourth Plan. India had to depend u^ o^r: 
foreign assistance to service by then accumulated 
foreign debt and to finance maintenance imports to 
sustain development activities. »«ith sagging exports, 
India was left with no cilternative but to go m for the 
IMF loan. 
ADVANTAGE -2. 
168, DATT (Ruddar). IMF loan and its impact on ndtxonal 
policies. Janta « 37, 29; 1982, Sept, 12; 3-6. 
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The IMF conditions are not very harsh, ilany of 
these had already been incorporated in the Sixth ilan 
strategy. The country is reversing many of the basic 
policies witn respect to private enter^ -^ rise* foreign 
colltiborations, import substitution etc. Tne docprio-
rating balance of payments situation has been cited 
as the principal reason for compelling the Government 
to go in for this huge loan. The economy suffered a 
sharp set back because of both domestic and external 
factors. 
169, Gv-JIN (Catherine), Financing India's structural adjust-
ment: Role of the IMF, East Econ» 12, 2; 19£2; July,11; 
52-61, 
The IMF approved the second year's lendinc pro-
gramme to India, 1,800 million SDRg as part of the 5 
billion dollar loan sanctioned over a three year _.erio\ 
This is an appropriate time to take another look at 
the loan and its implications for India, This is a 
supply side loan aimed at boosting production, unlike 
upper tranche IMF loans wnich seek deflation and a cut 
in government spending. The initial impact of the loan 
has been encouraging, though it is too early to come to 
a final judgment. 
170, IWDIA BENEFIT from IMF's new scheme. Scon Tren(Editorlap 
10, 3; 1981, Feb, 1; 17. 
To meet India's balance of payments problems, 
IMF's new scheme will be much helpful, the fund has 
has established a one billion SI^R account to subsidise 
drawings and India will be eligible for subsidy upto 
3/i a year. 
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, , , , and WORLD BANK, D1S^\DVAI:T.^GE5. 
171. CHrtliijRASHSKHAR, I2*1F loan: A deep conspiracy. Janta. 
36, 38; 1981, Nov, 22; 3-4. 
The grant of a foreign exchange loan of raore than 
Rs. 5,000 crores by the IMF is claimed by the government 
as index of great achievement and excellent performance. 
The loan would help integrate India into the worla eco-
nomic system. The decision taken at the IMF are only 
those which promote and protect the wider interests ox 
the dominant shareholders. The government have agreed 
to consult the liMF and world Bank before finalising its 
future monetary, fiscal and other economic policies. 
The IMF and the IBRJ would have the right to access and 
monitor the economic policies. 
, , , , , ASIAN COUNTRISi, ZXCx-iA'JGT. RHJ^.... 
172. -^ GI^ IEVLI ^Bijan B) . Exchange rate policies of selected 
Asian Countries. Fin & Dev. 19,2; 1982, June; 39-42. 
The varying experience of seven Asiari countries 
facing similar rates of imported inflation shows the im-
portance of coordinating monetary and exchange rate poli-
cies in these countries. The exchange rate policies OL 
India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Singapore and Thailand in 197 3-78 reveals that coxmtries 
with higher rates of inflation pegged their currency to 
the U.S. dollar and those with lower inflation mcps 
adopted managed float. The exchange rate is generally 
regarded as affecting resources allocation througn its 
impact on three sections the export, import comp'^ -ing and 
non-traded sections. 
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CONJITIONALITY. 
173. Bi^ RU (Sanjaya). IMF Loan: « loyalist view. Scon and Pol 
>rkl^, 17, 13; 1982, 27; 489-91. 
The IMP 'conditionality* is not objectionable since 
no member country has expressed against it. The Govern-
ment of India has probably gone in for the 5 billion SDR 
loan due to the "pressure on the balance of payments". 
India would adopt only such of the measures and policies 
and programmes as were consistent with its own policies. 
The 5 billion SDR loan can be repaid, the Indian economy 
revived and all problems sorted out provided in the next 
few years, in the period when the loan is being absorbed, 
there is no inflationary pressure built up in the economy. 
174. BARU iSanjaya). IMF loan. Eco and pal Wkly. 17, 23; 1982, 
June 5; 962-3. 
IMF conditionality has meant interference in the 
internal economic and social policies of debter nations 
and that debter nations have been forced to swallow the 
bitter pill of 'structural adjustment* which in r'.dny cases 
has only worsened the balance of payments situation and 
has allowed the IMF and its principal member. Indi.m indu: 
trialists seem to be now clear that the new import policy 
is not in their interests and that it was imposea by IMF. 
vJamica stopped getting the loan from the IMF. Jau.ica went, 
through serious political and economic crisis as a res\ilr 
of implementing fund programmes and the IMF tightened the 
screw on Manaley, who vias becoming less accomodative 
towards the IMF. But Jamica is once again securing funds 
from the IMF, 
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175, BEJJI vSuresh) . IMF loan & recession; An analysis of 
relationship. Econ Tim.3, 243; 1982< Nov, 5; 3-6. 
In a developing economy like India, bouts of 
recession and inflation are not the parts of recurrent 
cyclical variations in the level of aggregate economic 
activity characteristic of an advanced capitalist 3/stem, 
The recent availing of massive S.G. billion dollar loan 
from the IMF marked a radical departure from the policy 
of avoiding conditional aid. .Vhile the loan was biggest 
in the history of the IMF. 
176. Bri/^ DURI-.(Amit) , Special clause in India's loon. Last :::con. 
77, 23; 1981, Dec, 4; 1072-3, 
In the interest of international commercial banking, 
the IMF today is being asked to play a role where banks 
can avoid such "lending-traps'* in developing countries. 
The basic logic of the II^iF "Special Clause" in India's 
case is to pre-empt India's right to approach interna-
tional banks for commercial borrowing, so that India does 
become an other "lending-traps" for them. Our suggestion 
is that this paradox is now being attempted to be resulvei 
through an international policies role by IMF ( and the 
World Bank) in the interest, and on the behalf of the inter 
national commercial banking system. IMF conditionality 
imposed by India's getting trap them allow 
the IMF to force India to accept multinational corporationr 
foreign private investment, which provide a suitable 
vehicle for international commercial banking. 
177. BIRD (Graham). Conditionality and the needs of developing 
countries, Inter-Bcon, l7, 1; 1982, Jan-Peb, 32-6. 
The principal cause of the balance of payments defi-
cits of the non-oil developing countries has altered since 
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197 3: exogenous factors now play a far more important 
role than previously. The appropriateness of the con-
ditions conventionally attached tc IMF drawin.js need 
to be re-examined in this light. 
178, D^rr (Ruddar) . Balance of payments^ Ii"F loan and national 
policy, Janta» 37, 3; 1982, Feb. 21; 5-6. 
During the last few years, the balance of payments 
situation has been deteriorating. This is largely the 
result of the growing unfavourableness in tne balmcc oi 
trade. The balance of trade which was adverse -co the 
tune of Rs. 2,449 crores in 1979-30 more than doubled 
itself in the next years and was of the order of !«., 5,626 
crores in 1980-81. Even during 1981-82, it is expected 
to be ox the order of more than &>. 5,000 crores. This 
trade gap is partially met by a favourable balance oi 
invisibles. This is healthy feature, but the government 
instead of reducing the trade gap has adopted the easier 
method of going in for a huge loan from the IMr' jz the 
order of i$ 5 billion. The country have reacted sharply 
to the conditionalities attached to the IKF loan. 
l7 9. DUTTA (rtmar Nath), Foreign exchange constraints and a 
self reliant economy. Capital. A; 1981; 13-5. 
States that the successful negotiation of an IKi.-' 
loan acts as a strong balancing factor on the assessment 
side. In recent years, a growing deficit in India's 
balance of trade to the tune of Rs, 5,000 crore seeris 
to be almost persisting, India's export In 1984-35 
should be around Rs, 13,000 crore as against Rs,6,423 
crore in 1979-aO, 
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180. GUIi'I^ vN (Manuel). IkF and its changing conditioaality. 
Mainstream. 19, 52t 1961, Aug, 29, 1-8, 
The Government of India's decision to take a massive-
IMF loan has tourched off a nation wide controversy over 
the conditionality attached to the loan. The IMF traces 
the evolution of the conditionaiity in the last decade, 
which has relevance to the curi ently negotiated loan. 
During their two-year duration they were used by 55 mem-
bers and provided them with approximately 7 billion 
SJRs, The IMF has made loans for sone SDR 3 billion 
to low income developing countries. 
iSi, IMF's EAGER client Scon and Pol V/kly (Editorial) . 16, 42-^; 
1981, Oct, 17-24; 1684. 
States that the large scale borrowing from the H-lF 
by some undeveloped countries has simply meant " a 
surrender of their economic sovereignty" and stresses 
that (this is not a path like India to follow) it had 
not been an idle warning. The leakage of the exact 
terms and condition on wnich India is negotiatinn fjr 
a loan of 5 billion, dDRs from the IMF, that borrowin'j 
from the IMF would give the IMF power to impose its own 
style of "economic discipline" on the governments eco-
nomic policies and the management of the economy. 
182, IMF LOAN to India: uark horizon or silver living. Danker 
(Editorial). 28, 10; 1981, Dec; b-12. 
The IMF recently approved tht, loan of b billion 
ZDRs to India, "pproximately 10;s> per annu,(i on hall :>£ 
the loan amount, the interest rate will be charged by th' 
li.F, India has sought this loan to 3eal with the acutr^  
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balance of payments crisis through which the country 
is passing at present. For many of the non-oj1 deve-
loping Countries* the past two years have bef^.r, a 
period of increasing economic difficulties, Tne 
record ot the non-oil developing countries with respt^ -c; 
to inflation to considerably .vorse than thexr growtn 
performance, because of the prevalence of accominodacin: 
financial policies as well as the higher cost oL 
imported goods consumer prices in this group of coun-
tries/ have risen steeply. 
183, KABRA (Kamal Nayar) . IT IF loan and self-reliance. 
Mainstream, 20, 15; 1981, Dec, 12; 12-4, 
The Government of India has obtained a conditional 
commitment from the II-IF for a massive balance of 
payments support loan. As in the practice, tn^ ; IMF 
has applied its maximum conditionality clauses, wver 
the Sixth five year plan period, the net capital xn 
flow from abroad is projected at te, 9,063 crores at 
1979-80 prices. In the first two years, net external 
resources to the tune of Rs, 1*792 crores and Ks. 1, 379 
crores have already been availed of. Then comes the 
Bs, 5,270 crores of balance of payments sUj^ ;-ort exten^e-^ 
exchange facility from the II-IF, The IMF amounts to 
violating the SixthPlan framework. 
184, KULDIp NAYAR, Eleven steps to IMF temple, Sunuay. ,^ 
13; 1981, Sept, 13; 10-11. 
The IMF has approved a loan of $ 5 billion to 
India, but the fund put forward, certain conditions 
which are ceiling on deficit financing, tighter control 
of money supply; reiiioval of liber-tlization of price 
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controls; removal of administrated prices in th^ 
public sector; revision of power tariff; measures 
towards conserving energy; removal of the subsidia-
ries to the extent possible; more incentives for 
higher investment in the public sector; tax reforms 
and better tax administration; improvement in the 
performance of infrustructural facilities; ^ nd measur^ '; 
to step up imports. 
185. MISHRA (RK). IMF conditions: Playing with fire. Link. 
24, 2;1981, Aug, 22; 7. 
Indian Finance Minister, Mr, R, Venkataraman 
should, therefore, take parliament fully into confi-
dence not only about the conditions specially attached 
to the 5.6 billion loan which the government is 
currently negotiating with the IMF, but also abo^ jt 
the general IMF conditionalities, A large number of 
African countric^s since the 70's when the worl:^  Bank 
IiuF policies began to operate in that contincat, is 
a clear warning that any complacency towards If-F con-
ditionalities is like playing with fire, 
186. MITRA CAshok) . One year of the IMF loan, Sunaay. IG, 
IS; 1^32, Nov, 14-20; 36-7. 
India's decisioxi to go in for the loan .. .s cer-
tainly set back the group of 77 in its fijljt -^w wher. 
in a less unjust international monetary order, davinj 
accepted each of the criteria set u^ j by the ianas 
'conditionality* it would not be altogether incon-
jruous for India to claim to provide leadership to 
the developing countries in their battle to nave 
these criteria relaxed. The group of 77 hds oeen of 
the view that the specifies of the funds conditiona-
lity militate ^g^inst the right of the member counfie: 
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to pursue domestic social and economic policies 
according to their own lights and must be reviewed. 
187. R«I'i viw . fUll India accept IMF's conditionality: iiinau, 
10 4, 2; I9ai/ Jan* 2; 6; 3-6. 
i'he new year ushered in between the Government 
of India and the li-lF for a large extended arrangeiaent 
entailing a significant degree of conditionality in 
economic direction. States that India's economy is 
seen as bung in a period of quite serious balance ol 
payments difficulty that may approach a crisis ax. sonr-
not very distant point unless the trends are reserved. 
188. isiOV/^SAD (Bahrara) , Managixig external debt, in ^ evoio^ t^ iaj 
countries. Fin and Dev.l7, 3; iy8C, Sept; 24-7. 
States that IMF plays an important role in case 
where its members face debt rescheduling situations. 
The IMF supported stabilization programs as part of a 
general review of the conditionality attached tc the 
use of fund resources under taken earliei. 
489. RAI (Kartik), Cut fiscal crisis. Peop Democ. 7,1/ lyo3, 
Jan, 2; 4. 
The immediate factor underlying the current recei;-
sion has been the policy package adopted by the Indian 
Government under the dictates of the IMF. Import libe-
ralisation, credit squeeze and the snatching away of 
purchasing power from the people through massive likes 
in administered price and indirect taxes, all these mea-
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sures dictated by the IMF have contribute to the curren-
industrial recession. 
190. RAI (Kartik). Deepening crisis: Widening trade deficit, 
Feop Democ.6« 15; 1982/ .-»pril, 11; 4. 
The IMF on its 5 billion SDR loan had incluc'.ed 
among other things a jocking up of prices all round in 
the economy and the imposition or credit squeeze. The 
critics had pointed out at the time that these steps 
would amount to nothing short of promoting a deliberate 
"engineered" inflation as well as a deliberate tnjineerej 
recession. The IMF conditionalities bears out amply th-r 
truth of the critics' contention. 
191, R^I (Kartik), IMF loan; False claim of the a^olosists. 
Peop Democ, 5^  34; 1961, Aug, 23; 4. 
The apologists for 5 billion dollar lliF loen to 
India have not voiced any public opposition to the viev; 
that IKF conditionality is pernicious. This ina.ssive 
loan. The biggest ever in IMF's history, without attrac-
ting the harsh terms on which the IMF usually gxves 
loans. The iI<lF package brought not only sharp reduction 
in the living standards of the working people- thro.^ gh 
unemployment/ wage-cuts and the withdrawal oz relxf^ f < ijut 
also no recovery in the economy/ nor even axiy improvement 
in the balance of pa^Tnents not with standino a tremendous 
increase in private profit ability. The IMr' makes any 
attempt to tighten the conditi-^ns, India always 'lave 
the opinion to get out the IMF's clutches and gc. to cor-
mercial banks. 
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192, RAI (Kartik). Stiffening terms of imperialist "ai'l": 
US will dictate, Peop Democ» 5/ 40; 1981, Oct, 4; 4. 
The India's massive 5,5 billion dollar borrowing 
trom the IMF has been negotiated without any detrimentcii 
conditionality clauses becomes evident. The United 3t<A-c'; 
which really calls the txine, is insistinj that Ir.iia 
should produce d 'financial plan* including 'specific 
actions* to * improve the economy* before apnroval for 
the loan is granted. 
193. RAI (Kartik), Tissue of lies around the IMF loan, PecH3 
Democ» 44; 1981, Nov# 1; 4, 
Describes that IMF is ensuring for itself a monocoly 
position as a lender, ensuring that India has no where 
else a monopoly position as a lender, ensuring that India 
has no where else to turn and remain a "tied client", 
rne IMF programme demands* in other words,is a massive 
increase in the rate of surplus value. The IMF's pres-
cription of import "liberalisation" for India is meant 
to help not the Indian economy but the imperialist coun-
tries. And the IMF would seek to rectify the resulting 
widening of our payments gap through an increasing 
squeeze on the people, 
194, RAY (sankar) , Self-reliance and foreign assistance; 
Basicity of inter link. Capital. A; 1981; 39-44, 
3^o nation in the third world can achieve self suffi-
ciency without foreign assistance, that there are serious 
risks involved in it unless the issue is viewed in the 
proper perspe<-tive. This is particularly in the light 
of the fact that such aids as a rule are accompanied by 
intrusion of transnationals in the industrial sphere of 
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under developed countries. This phenomenon, instead 
of fostening self sufficiency only increases the 
dependence of third world nations on the developed 
nations. This is more pertiaent in the Indian case 
as the new trend of foreign aid through the IMF has 
an explicit or implicit conditionality of open door 
to provide foreign investment. 
in relation to BUiXSET 
195. BALLAL (N Murari^» Comment on central budget: 19a2-a3 
Eco Rev. 27, 9^  1982, April, 2-7. 
Analyses the budaet provisions of l'''82-«^ , c-ropa-
ring it with last year's budget. One can very well 
understand the Finance Minister's anxiety to increase 
production to cut short the imports es»^ ecially in the 
light of IMF loan, we are borrowing frcxn IMF Just to 
cover up the balance of r^ ajroent 'leficits. We simply 
cannot afford t'^  continue with the i^reunica"" external 
payment problem. We a»*e simply going to sink, if the 
balance of payment position does not improve, even with 
the assistance of the IMF funds. So, the IMF as condi-
tions for its loan are essential. 
, , , , , in relation t« MONETARY SYSTEM. 
196. GANGULY 'AK^  . Probe intp monetary system. Hind Tim. 60, 
3j 1983, Jan. 3' 9? 4-7. 
The KBI to under take in an depth nrobe into the 
monetary system. It is,has not caused any big ripple 
on the country's monetary stream. It is also necessary 
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to find out how the RBI can fuitill the credit ceiling 
laid down by tne IMF with a view to fuiiiiiiiny tne 
conditionaiity clauses. The net credit expansion to 
the government till December 1982 snould nave been of 
the order of &>,4,lb0 crores. But by uovfesraber ly, it 
exeeded tne lijait and reactied 9s, 4,370 crores, ihe li'it 
conditionaiity clause, an overall credit expansion ot 
Kb, ll,y30 crore should have been achieved by December 
31, iyb2, iigainst this, the actual expansion nas been 
Ki, /,411 crore, which is much lower that the total 
ceiling, mainly because of the lower conimerciai creoit. 
But tnere is every possibility that the Ii-iP may objec\-
to tne greater credit expansion to the Government and 
also the large union budget deficit, wnich is statea to 
exceed io. a,uuu crore, compared with the estimated 
deficit of ». 1,36b crore. 
, , , , , DISADVAl'iTAGEii. 
lyV, Pl*Erti»iN(j TkiE li&t, Fco>»> and Pol WKiy l^issentiaiA i6, Ji; 
lytil, i*ug, 1; 12b4. 
India nas KnocKed at the doors of tne HiF fv^x a 
idrge stand by arrangement, reportedly in excess of 
$ 4 billion. As with import of wheat and sugar, the 
decision to seeK such a xarge loan frcxn the IiiF has oeen 
presented as an act of great foresight and sound economic 
management by government. The large IHc loan will 
reduce the need to borrow in the international capital 
market where currently interest rates are so much 
higher. By approaching the Ii'-iF early it would be 
spared the full blast of the conditions that the IilF 
imposes upon its borrowers have proved to be baseless. 
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198, PRICE OF IMP 2oan. Econ and Pol Wkiv(gditorlal) . 16, 42-i; 
1981, Oct, l7-ii4; 1670, 
The HDR 5 billion IMF loan to India. The IMF 
document is titled 'Statement ot Economic Policies, 
and that it is approaching the liiF loan to support 
these policies and programmes, Among tnese policies 
is promotion of exports at all cost, Tne li-iF and 
Government of India, deal, is the opening up of the 
economy to foreign capital and tne translational co-
operation througn the elevation of export growth as the 
foremost national goal, the liberalisation of imports 
and the free import of technology. 
199, RHI (iCartik) . Ii»iF loans Venkataramans• bluff, Peop Democ. 
5, bO; 19«1, Dec, 13; 4, 
Finance Minister Venkataraman•s defence of the 
IMF loan in parliament was skilful but dishonest. From 
the beginning to the end his speech was a series of 
bluffs, untruths and halttruths.* He claimed that in-
creased oil production was likely to make the third 
instalment of the loan unnecessary. This claim was 
meant uo refute the cnarge tnat the IkF loan would pusn 
India into a debt-trap'». 
200. HATHYAmjRTY (TV;. Political economic of poverty and 
aids Tne case of India, Mainstream , 21,15; iyti2, 
Dec, 11; 22-b. 
Tne IMF gives loan on the basis of tne recepient 
country agreeing to carry out a package of measure worKea 
out by the former as a conditxon of eiigioility tor a 
loan. The Indian Foixticai dynamic underlying the 
recent agreement Uydi; . On li^iF SDR to tne limit o± 
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b,5 billion dolldirs wnich the (government of India 
has successfully concluded, At the tiuie of Ixidia's 
entering into fateful negotiations witn IMF, it 
could not exchange reserves oi well over 2 billions. 
The IHF loan was necessiated by the sharp increase 
in the escdidtiny cost of petroleum imports necessary 
for the econcwiy. 
e f f e c t o n O I A T H Fl\/t. YErvK PL^w, 
201. ADISESHlAh ^Maicolm S;. Is foreign aid d baxrxer to 
sei£-rexi«ince<' Capital. A; lySl; by-64. 
Defines self-reliance in ter.ns of resilience 
to cope with disturbance in the International economy 
and the improvement in our capacity to weather inter-
national shocks. States tnat the IMF loan are coiitroiry 
to the j^ lan principles of self reliance; tnat tne 
concept of self reliance conceived by the plan Is being 
eroded by consciously following a policy of 
export orientea growth which makes the Indian economy 
•a hostage' to the vagaries of market economics. 
202. AIYAR (Swaminathan S). pranab Hukherjee muddles through 
aast Econ. 78, ll; 1982, i^ iarch, 19; 643-9, 
It is a state in tne back of India's self reliance 
in favour of IMP policies. There is a convergence 
between the ideas of tne li^iF and Sixth Plan; and it 
would be d fatuous to suggest that the Sixth tian i-oii-
cies have been laid down by the Sixth Plan, The Govern-
ment is quite determined to get future instalments of 
the Ii»iF loan. The IhF has in effect, given out economy 
a gentle nudge in the right direction. 
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iJOd. /iIYrtR (Swaminathan S), Who's afraid of the loan? 
East econ. 7/, 23; 1981, Dec, 4; 1070-72. 
The USA pointed out that the loan to India was 
easily the biggest ever given by the IMP, and objectea 
to such a ina&sive loan being given to a country which 
already had five billion dollars in its foreign 
exchange reserves. But one aspect on which tne IKF 
has been most specific is to prohibit commercial bor-
rowing of more tnan 1.4 billion dollars. The IriP has 
given India the bxygest ever loan permitting aajust-
ment over a three year period, with repayments of the 
loan being staggered over seven to ten years. It set 
up special trust fund from the profit of its yolu sdies, 
and disbursed tnis money in the forru of unaoashed axd. 
204. BHnwDAKI (Arvind) . Taxation of ks, 2bO crores, commerce. 
144, 3690; 1962, Feb. 2/; 352. 
Tne thrust of certain Ii«iF conditions is towards a 
great role for the private sector, the sixtn plan it-
self places a heavy burden on the shoulders of the 
corporale sector in regard to resource geoeration. The 
IMF loan conditionality about keeping government bor-
rowing from the banking sector within liaiit snouia 
haraly act as a damper to aeficit financing because 
the approach to fixation of tiiis limit is ratner liberal 
As far as the first instalment of the loan is concerneo, 
the prescription of 4.imit on credit to tne yuvernment, 
2u5, bKrtrihi^i'jrtwjDrt ^FR; . Ecouomic implications of tne loan. 
East Econ. 77, 23; 1^81, Dec, 4; lu6b-7. 
States that tne monetary,credit and fiscal poli-
cies suggested by IMP are very moderate. They are also 
part of Sixth Plan's thinking. 
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2U6» HK^ iARDS li'. Il^iF loans. Mainstreant iSditorial;. ly, 50; 
1961, Aug, lb; t>-8. 
The IMF and India regarding tne terms and oon-
aitions of a 4.2 billion dollar loan. ine IKP is going 
tough with India and wants to export as hign d price 
as it can. Obviously this price will be in terms of 
changes in policies of the government. India is com-
pelled to borrow from tne IMF under tne extended faci-
lity arrangement for tne tirst time because it has to 
finance the Sixth Plan and the balance of payments 
deficits. 
207, MOHANry (dwaraj). n-iF loan to Indias H challenge to meet. 
oris; Indus. 2, j; 1982, Jan. 14; 29-Jl, 
The fcs, b,000 crores IMF loan to Inaia is inciden-
tally the largest ever extended by the ImF to any member 
nation. Its size, conditions and purposes n«is generated 
tremendous and varied response from all over, ^^out 40^ 
of the loan is to be provided froai tne ordinary resources 
of tne IMF and tne remaininy b^ /» is to come from borrowed 
resources, The average interest rate will be dround lu^ o 
The very need of tne IMF loan, with Inaia's creait worthi-
ness, it could hdve borrowed from tne commercial market 
witnout any conditions, as countries like Breizil and 
Mexico nave done. The conditions of the IiuP are similax 
to the policy frame work of tne iixth Five Yecir Plan, 
208,' i^ ATNAlK trrabiiat) , Policy of iiitlationary conctac uion. 
aeon dad Pol wklv. 17, 12; iyb2, i^ iarcn, 20; 44 3-6. 
Tnere is enouyn interual evidence xa tne l3't>2-d3 
budget to Indicate timx. a part troin the price increases 
13f) 
alreaay decreed* turtner increases are contempiatea and 
intact, the t)ud get figures are worKed out on tnat oasis. 
However, despite all tnese prxce incredses, tne tian 
outlay in iyd2-b3 will toe tar from impressive, iMOt only 
is tne over ail pxan out ioy iatpressive, but tiie outiciy 
on non-eaergy sector is particularly so obviously not 
mucn at tne Six Plan remains intact. I'ne series ot pxice 
nines tnat have fcaken place affecting the working people 
and the raiuaie income groups woula have almost certainly 
produced a relative contraction of a gregate be demand. 
209, A^l VMartikj. IMF and tne Xixth Oian, PEOP £)emoc>6>3, iao2 
Uan, 17; 4, 
India is performing in tuitxiiiny the oinding cri-
teria stipulated by the IMF and to 'advise* on. the amount 
to be earmarked for the next year's annual plan. The 
policy initiative to be taken in the planning process in 
view of the IMF loan. Its real aim was a preliminary 
working out of the sha--e of the l9«2-ft3 annual plan to 
th«» IMF's satisfaction. The Government already promised 
to the IMF, as a condition for th«» loan. The IMF would 
press the Government to hold wages down while prices get 
adjusted upward. The IMF loan would not carry any signi-
ficant implication f^ r our professed social objectives. 
/ , , , , GOLD RES^VTE, 
210, "./ITTICH (Gunter), Gold in the fund today. Fin & uev, 19, 
13; 1982, Sept; 36-8, 
One or the changes Introduced by the Jecohd .imena-
ment was the almost complete elimination of gola from the 
IMF's articles, although it remains an important asset. 
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The role of gold in the fund today is valued. The 
various obligations of member countries to use gold in 
transaction with the fund would be abolished. Taat 
part of the fund's gold holdings would be sola for the 
benefit of developing member countries. The gold V;OU1G 
be sold to all fund metobers at the official price. 
Gold continues to forma substantial part of internatior.al 
reserve holdings of a nu-nber of central banks. Hue fund 
continues to its holdings at SDR 35 an ounce. 
I __t t » t 30LD 3AL2# £RUFIT, 
211, ll'lF LOAN to developing nations. Econ Tren iCaitori-li. 7, 
17; 1976, sept, 1; 13. 
Tne I^ lF will distribute tnrougn tne Trust Fund, 
profits fran tne s<±ie of goxa ouuounting to $ 362,fc> miiiiou 
to 104 developing countries. Out of this inaia will 
receive the highest share o± ^ 42 millions. 
212, IixF orOLD Sales, Scon Tim iEditoriai;, 7,5b; l^bO, nay, 20; 
b, 1-2. 
The IMF completed the sale of bO million oufices of 
gold, or a third of the total quantutu of gold held Oy it, 
this month. Tne conditional price of gold of dollar ji 
an ounce h«id to be adoindoned by IHF to all memDers coun-
tries, rtccording to the li^iF, out of the profits from 
tne auction sales of 25 million ounce of goj.d, doiiar 
12y billion will nave been transferred directly to 10 4 
developing countries i.t\ proportion of theii quotas cis on 
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J l# l i ^ / b . I r a q , i«^uwait, u u a t a r , S a u d i rtrabia, r n e 
UAL cind Veiifazueia, h a v e i r r e v o c a b l y t r a n s f e r r e d 
t h e i r f u l l s h a r e i n t h e h o l d p r o f i t po ttie t r u s t 
f u n d . The b a l a n c e or ^ j r o f i t s , t o g e t h e r w i t h t n e s e 
t x c t n s t e x s / t i r e a v a x l a o i e rox l o a n s by t h e t i u s t r u a d 
c r e a t e a f o r t n e p u r p o s e . 
Hlc»TuKY. 
213. DUTi'rt Uatyabrata; . IfiF and economic sovexeignty. ooc 
Persp.V, 4; l^o2, narch; 27b-a3, 
la November,lybl, India was aoie to secure a 
massive ioda of «, 5,200 crores from Inx-' undex j.ts 
scheme of extended financing facility. The loan is 
said to be tiie largest advanced by tne fund to any 
country during the thirty-sixty years of its exis-
tence. The Ii4? and to be build International monetary 
system which had be ravaged by war and depression, it 
was clear enough that they had no otner option but to 
concede tne dominaat role of tne united otate in tne 
international monetary order. The IMF's ideciiogy 
insists on aeveiuation or the curxeacies of tne boirowex 
meraoers. During the rirst thirty years, more tnctn 
iOU members nave oeen siibjected to devaluation and re-
valuation of their currencies. 
214. KAl (Kartik). Borrowing frcxn the li-^ F, Peop Democ, b, 
32; 1981, i^ ug, 9; 4, 
Indiei has approached tne Ii-if tor a mcit>sive 4 
biltion dollar loan this year and ttie new measure liKe 
raising tne price of petro-products and banning strikes 
coaform to the dictate of the IMF. The IMF an impor-
tant turning point in tne history of Indian t-coaomy. 
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.vhile India has from time to tlrne borrowea trom tne 
iL'iF in tne past* the amounts involved were compara-
tively small and easily repayable. The li'if can not 
enforce a 'stabilisation programme* when the amount 
borrowed is very small as was the case with India iii 
the p<ast. 
/ influence on tjudget. 
21b, I'iEnTA ^tsalrajK OutlooK for the next year's budget. 
kaxr Baz Pat m 114; iyb2, i'Jov, 2y; 6/ 3-b. 
Tne budget fur the curi.eiit year was tramea tudt 
tae economy having revived in iybl-82 from a depressed 
condition in the previous two years and iiitiationary 
pressure having moderated will enter in tne year iyo2-bJ 
a period of steady and stable growth, with this* tne 
strain on tae budgetary baidnce would also ease. ^u the 
side of tne external account, tne IKi' support woula 
proviued the neeuea cushion. 
/ / , , 0 influence on li'ndLi^i.lQis, 
21b. KAI iKartikj. Is inflation subsiuing/ Peop Democ. b,47; 
lydl, iMov, 22; 4, 
The rate of inflation in India's economy natj come 
down. The annual rate of intlation whicn was J^/» in 
lyVy-bO had been brougnt down tu 16,» in lybU-al, la tne 
year li^ &l-d2, on an annual basis, the rate or antxation 
nas furtner decliiied to less tnan 7>o. Tne governrtient 
nas already started taking vigorous steps to driest the 
price-feili or tiie commoditxes. This check is soon i^ oing 
to become inoperative, as the government has pxioraisea to 
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its li'ii' master tnat it would pursue a flexible ^rice 
poixcy. oo to claim that inflation has been contained 
under tnese circumstances simply absurb. 
^ influence on PAJft-lEliTo/crtL^ tviCi^ , 
217, tO\l iKartikK li^ii' loan and balance of payments, peop Jemoc, 
t>, 12; iyd2, inarch, 21; 4, 
liescribes that the IMF loan could be utiiiseu to 
finance the larger investment headed to aevelop petroliiom 
production, it was really only a means to enabxe us to 
over come our payments crisis and move towards selr-
sufticiency. The country getting into a deut-trap, if 
oil output increasea rapidly enough, we might even do 
without the third and tne largest instalment of tne inF 
loan. The government of India, clearly showed tnat after 
I9b3-tt4, the last year of linF drawings we would balance our 
payments only through massive and growing commercidl bor-
rowings, l.b billion SUKg in l984-tt5 and 3,27 billion in 
1983-86, and that such borrowings had to increase not 
withstanding tne revised and ambitions oil proauction 
targets, «.lso describes that li'it' loan is necessary because 
our payments position is so bad. 
, , , , , ____, _____ ituaJc, Brtijv»».L^jc. 
218, Ui'it^ i^ r^ ii<Z) . i rdde b e t t e r , payment worse. Sast -^con » lo, 
3; 19ci2,uan, -i2; 119-^:2, 
The shcirp ueter iorei t ion in I n d i a ' s ex terna l t r aae 
balance since 19 76-77 should get mi t iga tea t h i s yecir 
a t i.-ctst to some extent not with-stafidiny tne yrowth 
in expor t a s well as tne aec l iue lu imports ieaviiiy much 
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to De desired ia terms of projections. I'ne tras^ e ..ap 
lidxr^ jwiny dowii to it., 2,»<i3 crores ror 3, 14^ crores 
duriuy tne corresponding period last year. The adverse 
trade balance in lyao-dl aggregated to over i'... b,0U crort^ s. 
The external trade deficit, through luoaestiy, inaeed, is a 
matter of some gratification, but surely, this ought not 
make us compiacement. only recently acconuaodation has 
oeen secured to as large an extent as SDRs 5 billion from 
the IiuF,under its extenuea tacility arrangement ror a 
perioa of three years aurmg whicn the baiai^ ce of payments 
position nas to be resorted to the even Keel, Tne JUKS 
noldings at the end of narch, l9ai, were of tne oxdei. of 
•iyu.S million, and gold nuldings to tne tune of kj.2^ D,5« 
crores. 
, , , , , , iJl;3AJ\/nNT/^U£.S. 
2ly, Rrti (Kartik). Massive trade deficit: Search for 'Vvid'* 
and Loan . Peop Jemoc. 5, 24, 1981, June 14; 4, 
In 1979-80 and 1980-81, India has witnessec a shar^ 
inflationary upsurge, an upsurge affecting a wide rcnye 
of cOiTimodities inf^ luding foodgrain'==, A second implication 
of thf* growth fade deficit is the trantic search for 
foreign l<->ans and "aid". The economic survey, on the basis 
of an estimated Rs. 4hnn cmres trade deficit, had pre-
dicted a R.i, 20^0 crores deficit in current account of the 
balance of payments. Since the ar-tua"" trade deficit has 
turned out to be much larger ,the current defecit has 
obvi<->us''y also been corresoondingly larger, 
_, , ___ , , , in relation to DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 
220, RliATT 'Vi^), Dim nroc'-ects f-^r w^rld economic revival. 
East Sc^n. 7«, 21» 19«2, Mav, 28^ 12^^-6, 
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rogo/ Uganda, Honduras and the Joloman Islands. The prob-
lems of tae developing nations; most of the countries to 
which IMF assistance has been cut off belonging to trie 
tl-iird world. The assistance by the IMF foi over coming 
the balance of trade difficulties too has to be ru^ 'e avai-
lable for larger durations so that adjustment pro^ rar-^ jrie 
can be well thought of and reasonably phased. 
225. IMF FOOD Facllity.Scon & fol Wkly (Sditorial). 16,25-6;1991, 
June, 20-27; 1078. 
The IMF's compensatory financing laciiity, psta-
blisned in 1963, has so for provided "assistariCe tc coun-
tries experiencing temporary balance of payments difficul-
ties arising out of export falls laryeiy attributable to 
circxii .stances beyond their control". Under a decibion 
taken in 1979, the assistance which is in addition tu other 
forras of _und assistance was available upto 100 o of ^ merr-
ber country's fund quota. The compensatory financing 
facility may be said to represented, going by the- experience 
of financing of export short falls, it is extremely uoubtful 
that the countries facing increased costs of cereal import-
can ex^ ject to receive more than nominal fund assistance to 
developing countries. 
226. LOUIS (Arul B ) , IMF r/orld Banking assailed. Hinu rim. 5l, 
267; li*82, Se, 29; 16; 4-5. 
Developed and aevelopinc countries called ior urg-r.t 
measures to save what they called a serious interna-'^ inr.ai 
economic situation ana for an early start to global wecc^ 
ti<ations ior a new worla economic oracr as the Ui-- "oseru'-l:, 
began its general debate. Brazilian President JC^O 3aotistu 
Firuetredo, said that there was no crisis between toe 
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does not reflect the severity of the situation 
because of the support provided by the iocins ac^ired 
from the IMF under its Extended fund Facility ^EPF). 
The fresh instalment of the IMF loan due ir. r^ 'ovember 
1982 v/iil however, improve the reserves position even 
through temporarity. 
231. BALASUBR^ il-'IANIAi^  iV), Bank blames export woes on India'-j 
policies. Hind Tim. 60,2; 1983, Jan, 2; 16; 3--1. 
The .torld Bank blames the countries foreign traie 
woes mainly on domestic policy cons'^raints, TuLs is ~. 
bad new year, if analysis is accepted by the IMF,IBRJ 
complex, those institutions are bound to become more wary 
and demanding in their relations with the Government 
of India, Given the increasing pressures on India's 
balance of payriients trends and the external ^^ jasurienl 
obligations imposed on the Indian economy by t'ne con-
ditionality terms of the US dollars 5 rnill.t_-'n ^ dus IKF 
loan, the government will have to render a better 
account of itself in the comin-j mon'^ hs if it is to retain 
credibility for its attempts to improve export ^ .' rfor-
mance. Claiming that a comparision of Indian Trade 
efforts with those of other developing countries as 
well as a direct analysis of affected products yrove 
his paint. 
232. BrtLA3UBl^ AMAt^ [IAK (V), Tactical manoeuvre. East Zcon. 77, 
18; 1981, Oct, 30; 801-4. 
States the IMF's various credit facilities are 
to be tapped for loan to India, The size of the loan 
has not been finally decided as yet, but India has a 
total entitlement of 7,800 million 3Dk3. while the loan 
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developing 3outh and tne industrialised I,orth, but 
rather a profound crisis in the international economic 
system itself. The 157 member UN General rtsseinbly, 
voiced their concerns over the international ecor'omic 
situation. Another common thread in their addresses were 
the events in Lebanan. Most of them condemned Israel. 
227. Vu^JAk/r^ ^HD), Recent trends in terms of trade. Last 
Boon. 77, 10; 1981, Se, 4; 45S-60. 
Even as the trade between the non-oil developinj 
countries and industrialized countries has expanaed con-
siderably, the halance of trade has gone markedly a^ai; 
the LJC's. This has been due mainly to tne Jepre3sed 
price of primary products exported by those countries. 
,;e can go along way in mitigating the imbalance in tae 
trade between the non-oil exporting countries an ' the 
rest of the world. 
^ _*-
22b. SRI R^O. International Economic relations. Hys Ilcon Reg. 
67, 8; iy82, ^ug; 3-5, 
The changes in IMF regulating, recognition of 
the need for transfer of resources for developnent pur-
poses, negotiation relating to code of conduct on tr-nsfr-
of technology are part of these efforts to rectify the 
asynometrical relationship between the developed and the 
Developing counyries. But these efforts have r.^ rveined 
feeble. Most of the gains that the developing countries--
have made in international negotiations hus been concec-
tional. It has sprouted a desire to attain economic 
development and equality. There is increasing j. erceptaoi: 
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that the present economic system heed to be reorientec' 
to take into account the developments in the list 
two or three decades to make it responsive to the 
trade and development needs of the developing countric-
in relation to FOREIGN B^xUKS, 
229. GrtllGULY U^K) . S'oreign banks; New era of ^orar.za? 
Commerce. 114, 3705; 1982, June, 12; 1C06--'. 
In the V7ake of the massive IiiF loan of $ J.O 
billion granted to India, which is a record in its 
entire history, foreign banks are apparently ruttin~ 
their best foot forward in India's expanding economy 
which is blowing a fresh oreeze of pragmatism under 
the IMF's revamped economic policies. There is £. 
feeling in banking circles that foreign banks, \et.ny 
of which entered into co-financing arrangements with 
the IKF, i^s the government of India gives a nev thrus 
on expanding exports while imports are being liberal:^ s 
unaer the IKf conditionality clauses. 
, , , , , in relation to i-AY>;Ei.-:3^  
BALANCE. 
230. BALANCE oF payments. Margin. 14,4; 1982, July; 25. 
The balance of payments' position continues to 
be under severe stain, due to the sizeable deficic 
on foreign trade account. The decline of fw,. 1467.6 
crores from a>, 4,822.1 croies at end March l^ ol to 
to, 3,354.5 crores at the end of March I9to2. xn 
foreign exchange reserves during the year 19ai-o2 
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is expected to be much less than the entitlement^ it 
will be substantial enabling the country to over cor.o 
its current balance of pa^ nTient urobiems, Last yeur, 
India raised about one billion dollars from the IH?. 
233. CH13TI (Sumitra). External assistance ana foreign 
trade in India. Capital. r\; l^Sl; 45-7. 
India has been able to overcone the nxvinc^ 
barrier ana now has to remove the investraent )..rrier. 
The later can be done only by generatixia donej Lie 
demand through an appropriate strategy. The i^ rpig-i 
exchange component will be far less and the country 
will be in a position to finance her roc^ uired import 
bill. A loan of K3, 5,000 crore has been taken trotn 
the IMr' to finance here immediate balance of ^ ayiuent^  
requirements. The total external debt burden «^ x^ciude^  
the IblF loan is round Ks, 14,374 crore as in lydl. The 
massive li-iF loan also creates problems. For instanct^ , 
according to one estimate nearly 66% of the 11.S borrov,-
ings will have to be repaid as interest, -actually, fro 
1^85-86, India will have to pay more. Thus tr.e net 
outflow will be heavier. 
234. Ci<Iol3 OF resources. £con and ^ol iJkly vEditorialj. IV, 
1-2; 1962, Jan, 2-9; 1-2. 
The Government of India's commitment to the i:;" 
in connection with the SJR 5 billion extendeo facility. 
Tne IMF sees a sharp rise in petroleum production .-.s 
the or.ly way for India to kee^ down its balance of 
I4r) 
payments deficits^ while maintaining a regime of 
liberal import as required by the fund. The economic 
arrangements //hich have become increasingly crominent 
in recent years and which will now be further ce-v'-elo^-'^-
and consolidated in:,the wake of the IMF loan. The l,.r 
that no further scope exists for raisin.^  resources 
through direct taxation. Longer inflow of external. 
resources, such as through the IMJT loan, Thb IA\F th--^  
no further scope exists for raising resources throujh 
direct taxation. Longer inflow of external resources, 
such as through the IMF loan. 
235. i^ UTT (RC) . IMF loan and our economy. Mainstream. 20, 
14; 1981, xJec. 5; 10-14. 
The sanction by the IMF of 5.6 billion doll-^ -i, 
or more than Rs. 5200 crores, said to be the highest 
ever loan approved by that body, has been widely 
assailed by economists in India, The IMF and the 
government will consult the fund on the adoption of 
further measures "consistent with the national poli-
cies accepted by our parliamentXk, The statement 
reieaied by the IMF makes this clear when it states 
that the arrangement is to strengthen the balance of 
payiTients position by " careful de^ nand manciye.,.ent pol. 
cies '*. These policies are unsuitable for a ieveJo^ ., 
country like India. 
236. IHxJl^ i S^ riKo IMF loan.Econ Trend (Editorial). 10,14; 
1981, July, 16; 17. 
India h^ -s sought a loan $ 4 billion fro. • tho 
IMF to tide over its balance of payments difficultla 
The project loan would be largely on comnerciil -Lex,'. 
repayable in 10 years v/ith an interest oi 7 : to cJ/i. 
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237. IKF SAtMCrioiMo instalment. Coon Trend (Editoridi;, 11/y; 
1382, May, 1; 14. 
The li'lF has sanctioned an other important instal-
ment of § 336 million against the $ 5.6 billion multi-
year loan approved by it in late 1981 tc India. LV':.il 
now, India has drawn about $ 672 million against the 
above. The Ii<lF is reportedly to review in ::ay-June tlii ^  
year, India's balance of payments situation and econonii': 
ijolicy sanctions, before authorising disbursements of 
an additional $ 2 billion of tne loan funds in tne 12 
months ending July 1, 1983. 
238. KOKrtiiJ ^Anton) . Should the IMF resort to private crfalt 
markets for refinancing? later Econ. 17, 2; 1982, 
March-^ -ipril, 71-4. 
The IMF is at present examining the possibility 
of sorrowing on private capital markets in oroex to meet 
its jrowing refinancing needs, .'Reservations coic-rr.in^ 
such a step have been voiced in particular oy the ol-" 
importing developing countries. The Ii:r triecl to meet 
tne incrfreaseu dimand for official balance of payments 
financing by means of the policy of enlarged access, 
irtherte as tne use ot tne creait breinches was originally 
restricted to 100/o of the quota, it was extenctea in iiay, 
lyfal to an annual level of IbO/s. ot the quota or 'ibO/o 
over a three year period. Cumulative L)oi.rowiiiy can 
amount to 600/<> ot tne quota, Tne fund with JUK. i.l 
billion over a period of two years to finance tne policy 
or enlarged access. The li-iF is at present viewed only 
as a means ot bridging the gap until completion of the 
next quota increases. 
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23y, PATIMHIK P^raiDhat; . H money leader's rates, auauay,^, 
23; 19dl, Nov, 22; 12 - 4. 
The li-iF loan ot biJki 5 billion v $ t>.b oiiliou) 
was one ot tne (nost iraportanr uecision maae oy inula 
since its indepenaence. This step cannot oe considerea 
as a solution to meet tne balance of payments ot che 
country wnile create uisastrous consequences ia tne 
econumy. 
240. Rrtl ^Kdrtik;, New export-import policy, Peop ^ Jemoc«b» 
16; iyB2, ^ , Id; 4. 
£ne new export-import policy, announcea on aprxl 
5, marks an important step in the process of tho tighten-
ing of tne IMF grip on the economy. In the secret agree-
ment signea oetween the IMi' and the Indian Government 
it was explicitly started thdt the iriF iocin v/oula be 
terminated among other tnings/it "India imposes or in-
tensities iia^ ,urt restrictions for balance of payments 
reasons". As a further clarification, the Indian Lrovern-
ment had promised to the IMF in its "Statement ot t^ olicy ' 
that "the import policies for iyd2-d3 and I9d3-B4 will 
certain significant steps aimed at liberalising imports". 
241, 3UBRAHi-iKlAi"i iSwamy) , IMF Loan cause ot recession, nind Tim. 
59, 196; I9b2, ouly, 18; 5; 1-2. 
Tne termination of the Rs, 5,000 crores iKr' loan, 
alleging that it nad led to a recession in the counrry's 
economy. Tae country's economy nad been hit by recession 
rollowing a credit squeeze dictated by tne If.F. x'ne 
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disastrous implications of the lioan woula be teit 
only atter 1984 when the nation begins repayxny it 
along with tne inteiest or liJ/o per annum, I'nis would 
work out to Rs, ICUUO crores per annum roi. nine years, 
resides the li'^ij' loan, tne country would nave to ^ .ay 
a foreign aebt of Rs, 1D,UUO crore, j-his would mean 
tnat bU,o or tne country's export earnings woula be 
used tor repayment. 
, , , , in relation to y^xYL^s^uj:^, is^^L^^i^-^z. 
^42» BtiiHK ( .William J). involution ot SJx, l9'/^ -i}i. rin 
and oev, 19, 3; 1982, Sept^ 31-b. 
A review, with special attention to tne i.t;tine-
ment of the basket method ot valuation, increases 
in tne interest ot rate, anu measures to m ./^o tne aoii 
a more usable reserve asset, j?he 6uR was introduced in 
1970 by the H-iF, Tne Fund allocates auto to xjarticipants 
In proportion to their quotas, Tne fund createu oui-v 
a,5 billion over the three years 19/0-72, allocating, 
them to 112 member countries. And 5uR 4 billion was 
allocatea in eacn of tne years li^ vy, liJbO and 19dl, 
bringing tne total number ot 6Dzi6 iti existence cu ^uu 
21 iaillion. The fund pays interest on nuiditijb ui 
o^i-i.^ ana j^ evies cnarges at the same rate on .lilocatior. 
243, HEGDE (Ramakrishna). IMF loan and its implications. 
Jan Bull. 2, 9-10; 1982, Kov, 15; 7. 
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discusses that the large scale borrowing from 
the IMF by certain deveiopinu countries h«is simply 
meant a surrender of their economic sovereignty ^i.C. 
has stressed that this is not a path India shoul'. 
follow and also explains the implications in v/hai. -^..-yi, 
our rights* our policies are going to be affecte". b^ - the 
policies of IMF from time to time. 
244,nOUL) (wriC) . Surveillance over exchange rates. Fin n^d^  .x-v. 
19, 1; 1982, March; ^ -12. 
Responding to the view among itu iT.emberc that 
the fund should be active in exercisinj surveillr- cf-:, 
it pursues this function at multilateral anu bil-iterai 
level. The Fund's Economic Counseller reviev/r the ^ .ur-
j^ o^ses ana process of surveillance, with in tlie flc .viijle 
frame work establishou by the Articles o£ ^^^r i.^r'er.t. rh^ 
Il'iF seeks to proiuote stability by fostering orderly under-
lying economic and financial conditions and a monetary 
system that does not tend to produce erratic descrip-cicn-
It avoids manipulating exchange rates or the interna-
tional monetdiy system in order tj revent effective 
balance of pa'.TOents adjustment. fhe fund shall over see 
the international monetary system in order to ensurtr its 
effective operation* and shall over-see the c ^mrjliance 
of each rae">ber with its obligations. 
, , , , , IIIT'-;:RE.iT R^.rSJ. 
245.HIGr[ER Ii.T-:x.£ST r a t e s . Scon Tim ( E d i t o r i a l ) . ^>,25l; i-JS2, 
Dec, 4; 5 ; 1-2. 
Tae non-o i l developing countr i e s are large borro-
wers in the i n t e r n a t i o n a l market. Much of developing 
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countri»='s borrowings goes into investment. In low 
income developing countries during the iieventies than 
did either private consumption i 3.1,'o) or ^ubxi on-
sumption ^ 4t>/o) . It is tnis investment whicn no.s been 
renderea vainerable by the regime ot hign interest 
icites. It is estimated by IMF that an Increaiie in 
interest rate by l/i on world capital narket incc-dseij 
interest payinents by the non-oil developing countries: 
by :j> 3 billion a year, and only a third of this i& of^ 
set by higher interest earnings on their official re-
serves. India which have so far been restrained in 
tapping capital from the world markets suffer less, 
but they have to pay more for non-market borrowings. 
The average cost of their borrowings from all sources 
has risen steeply. 
OIL PRICE. 
246, .~kIY^v< ;.3waminathan 3). Foreign exchange crijiis: Aed 
orphoney East £con. 74, 7; 19an, yeb, 15; ^-^^^^32, 
The latest oil price increases have led s'-me 
gove^-nment experts to the gloomy c-^mciusion tnat our 
foreign exchange reserves will be exliausted in the 
foreseable future. Thi'^  ignores the fact that,ever 
since oil prices started rising in 107 3, our reserves 
have done so too. Our balance of payments has heen 
much healthier than in the oreceding era of cheap oil. 
India can surmount the curJ. ent foreign exchange probl*=>m 
just as it did in 1974, 3ut this requires economic 
discii->linn and a prober mix of policies. 
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247, DAS GUPTA ^Aslm). Alternatives to tne IMF loan. 
Sunday. 9, 23; 1981? Nov, 22; 17-9. 
The current balance of payments deficit of 
India is as much the result of oil price likes as 
tf urotectionism abroad and choice of inaopropriate 
technology. It is not n'^ ssible for India to control 
oil prices or '-protectionism abroad, but as an alter-
native to the IMF package it is certainly nossible 
to start changing its choice of technology fr'^ m the 
existing one, denendent on imoorts, to one which 
makes fuller use of abundant internal resources and 
manoower. 
J « , # role of USrt, 
24'^ , BHrtTT (VR) . Euitope a-t-tacks Reaganomics. Kast Econ. 
77, 23; 1981, »Jec, 4; 1035-6. 
The IMF approval for the 5.6 billion d'-'llars 
loan to India against o-'DOsition by the "SH, the 
most influential member of the fund, Tne problem 
of India and other developing countries whicn if 
left to foster would react adversely on the developed 
world. It may also be due to his €'Xurerne ri./n'. 
wing political attitudes that such larjc loot, co 
India v/ould "subsiae socialism" or stre^ L^.-.e.i -
supposedly pro-soviet c mntry. The imporcdnce nt 
the li-lF decisif^ n about India can have wider impli-
cations, 
t , , , , 6 p £ i C I i t L iJKiHwIiNivJ UIoi iX '>>, 
2 4 9 . li^JiJlrt's FUNAJ f o r t h e iwr \ Leon T r e n d . i*, 3 ; l^^du, 
*'eb, 1 ; 1 5 . 
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India has made available foreign exchange resources 
of 2b9.6 million SuR's equivalent to about Rs/ 271 crores, 
through the IMF for tiie use of other fund members since 
September 1976. 
2S0. IMF LOAWJ Qnly half heeded? Scon and Pol Wkly ;J£ditorial) . 
16, 49; 19«1, i>ec, 2d; 1970-71. 
The government may not draw the third instalment of 
the IMF loan. As is well known, the IMF loan is in three 
instalments* SDR 90" million in the first year upto June 
30, 1982, SDR l.P- billion in the '=:econd year upto June JO, 
1983, a.ad the Remaining SDR 2.3 billion in the Uiird year 
upto June 30, 1984. IQdia was not facing a serious tnrougn 
balance of payments problem to warrant tlie SDR five billion 
loan, I'iore important, if tne gove^'nment expects th^ 't it 
would n-^ t have tn use almost one half of the lo<rtn. Under 
its extended fund facility. The major economic policy 
changes by make of it appear that th^se changes had to be 
effected as part uf IMF c-^nditionality attached to the 
IMF loan. A balance of payments crisis which may in the 
*=»nd c^ raoel us to draw the IldF loan in full. 
251. p..r£L (IG) , Current crisis in international economic 
cooperation, Ind^and For Rev. 19, 19? 198?, July, 15-31^ 
8 - 10. 
ui'scusses that there would be greater success to-
wards mental and material equilibrium in the world if tnc 
international institutions turn off the heat a bit from 
the developing countries that need to borrow from them 
and turn it on instead on those rich nations who are 
sitting pretty on enortnous r%ower kegs that threaten to 
blow uu at any time. The IMF has stopped the cr'-ation ^ v 
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3DRs from this year* and there is redson ro think 
that the richer countries/ after ensuring) improvt^ ne-..-
in the characteristics of the SDR at tlie coet ^L low 
income countries/ are no longer interested in nakir.g 
SDRs the jjrincipal international reserve asset. 
252. SDRs FOR India. ::con Trend (Editorial;. ->, 3; lySO; 
Feb/ 1; 15. 
India has received 119 million C^ R^s '^o thr 
second instalment of tlie allocation mcide t-y ti.r' i:;f 
and added to its foreign excnange reserves. .c l>7o 
deciaed to allocate about 4 billion 3uR in eacl of 
the three years 1979 to 1980 and 19tJl. 
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